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When Iraq invaded Kuwait on August 2, 1990, many 
pundits predicted a return of the long gas lines and 
dimmed lighting that accompanied the 1973 Arab Oil 
Embargo. It never happened. Instead, after an initial 
surge, world oil prices stabilized. By the time that the 
United States and its allies began the liberation of 
Kuwait, world oil production had regained its pre-war 
level, despite the loss of Kuwaiti and Iraqi supplies, 
and prices were just 25 to 30 percent higher. What 
happened-or did not happen? The story is an inter-
esting saga of energy policy and international law that 
suggests some important lessons for the United States 
as we consider future energy policies. 
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OPEC AND PRE-CRISIS 
WORLD OIL MARKET 
DYNAMICS 
World oil markets proved highly 
unstable in the 1970s and 1980s. In 
the first eight years of the 1970s 
the Organization of Oil Producing 
Countries (OPEC) used its market 
leverage to push the average price 
of oil from less than $2 per barrel 
to nearly $18 per barrel. World oil 
consumption grew to over 65 
billion barrels per day, nearly 50 
percent of which was provided by 
OPEC. Panic-buying resulting 
from the outbreak of the Iranian 
Revolution in 1979 sent prices to 
almost $40 per barrel, where they 
remained through 1982. 
High prices spurred major con-
servation efforts and substantial 
increases in the production of non-
OPEC oil, however, which put 
both the high prices and OPEC's 
share of the market under pres-
sure. By 1985, world oil consump-
tion had dropped five to six 
million barrels per day below 1979 
levels. Non-OPEC countries had 
increased their production by six 
million barrels per day over the 
same period. OPEC's market share 
was cut nearly in half, from 31 
million barrels per day back to 16 
million, as OPEC fought to stabi-
lize prices at $25 to $30 per barrel 
with production curtailments. 
Nonetheless, excess world oil pro-
duction capacity grew to nearly 
10 million barrels per day by the 
mid-1980s. 
OPEC could maintain high 
prices only by continuing to cut 
production, which put the econo-
mies of its member countries at 
risk. In 1980 the OPEC countries' 
revenues were $284 billion. By 
1986 they had plummeted to $77 
billion. At Saudi Arabia's insis-
tence, OPEC shifted to a market-
share strategy, opening the oil 
spigot and collapsing prices to $10 
per barrel, before restoring official 
quotas intended to sustain a price 
of $18 per barrel. 1 
The drop in prices in 1986 stim-
ulated both oil use and economic 
growth in the oil-consuming 
nations, but it devastated their 
domestic oil industries. U.S. oil 
production quickly fell by two 
million barrels per day, while im-
ports increased by three million. 
By 1990 the United States was im-
porting more oil than at any time 
since 1974, nearly 45 percent of the 
total consumed. OPEC's share of 
the record-high world demand for 
oil had increased to 40 percent. 
The stage seemed set for another 
energy crisis, and Iraq's attack on 
Kuwait appeared to many to be 
the opening act. 
The media was filled with pre-
dictions of shortages and astro-
nomic prices in the first days after 
Saddam Hussein sent Iraqi troops 
into Kuwait. Oil prices did in-
crease. In the panic that followed 
the invasion and the imposition of 
United Nations sanctions embargo-
ing Kuwaiti and Iraqi oil, prices 
nearly doubled-to $30 a barrel-
and they briefly hit close to $40 in 
early October. But in general, 
prices bounced between $25 and 
$35 in response to peace proposals 
and rejections. 
The initial success of Operation 
Desert Storm triggered an un-
precedented $10 crash in oil prices 
in a single day, dropping prices 
below $20. Scud missile attacks 
against Israel and Saudi Arabia 
brought prices back to the $20 to 
$25 range, but with the collapse of 
Iraqi resistance, prices hovered 
around $20. 
This was no energy crisis. 
Nobody had frozen in the dark. 
There had been no long gas lines, 
no early closings, no unconscion-
able profits-despite the loss to 
the market of about the same 
percentage of oil as was withheld 
in the 1973 Arab oil embargo. 
Those who had prophesied eco-
nomic chaos were wrong. 
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WHY THE SKY DID NOT FALL 
We can thank both happenstance 
and planning for the error of the 
soothsayers. The predicates for an 
energy crisis just were not present 
in the Gulf War. The sky did not 
fall-this time. The lesson to be 
learned, however, is that another 
political crisis may bring very dif-
ferent results. 
Three factors combined to avert 
the kind of crisis that had occurred 
in 1973. First, the invasion of 
Kuwait came at a time when world 
oil stocks and unused production 
capacity were high. The disruption 
of boycott and war affected a rela-
tively small percentage of world oil 
supply, and nations with excess 
production capacity quickly made 
up the loss. Second, the consum-
ing nations had implemented in-
ternational treaties to share short-
ages and mitigate price shocks, 
and those devices worked. 
Bottlenecks were few, and short-
term "cushion" supplies were 
there when they were needed. 
Finally, the triumph of allied arms 
was swift and complete, resulting 
in no additional supply losses. 
High World Oil Stocks and 
Redundant Capacity 
If Saddam Hussein thought that 
the consuming nations' voracious 
thirst for oil would force them to 
recognize Iraq's hegemony over 
Kuwait, he could not have picked 
a worse time to make his move. 
When Iraq invaded Kuwait, in-
ventories of oil were at their 
highest levels in years, sufficient 
for approximately 100 days of con-
sumption and several days above 
normal operating levels. 2 On 
August 2, what had been a trou-
bling surplus that had forced oil 
prices below $15 per barrel became 
a valuable cushion that steadied 
market reactions. 
Even more important, world un-
used production capacity was great-
er than combined Iraqi and Kuwaiti 
production. Iraq produced about 
4 
3 million barrels of oil per day in 
July 1990, and Kuwait about 1.5 
million barrels-a total of about 4.5 
million barrels per day. Producing 
countries outside the scope of 
Iraq's menace-Libya, Iran, Indo-
nesia, Nigeria-possessed immedi-
ate additional sustainable capacity 
of approximately 2 million barrels 
per day. The United Arab Emirates 
and Saudi Arabia, though threat-
ened, maintained another 2.8 mil-
lion barrels per day unused produc-
tion capacity. 3 Oil lost to the market 
as a result of the United Nations' 
embargo of oil from Iraq and 
Kuwait was quickly replaced. There 
never was a real shortage of oil. 
The IEA and the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve 
The Arab oil embargo of 1973 
taught the oil consuming nations 
the perils of lack of unity. In 1974 
the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
(the OECD) was born, with 
one explicit goal being to share 
the burden of future oil dis-
ruptions. Today, OECD member-
ship includes all of the major in-
dustrial nations of the world but 
France and the Soviet Union. 
The International Energy Agen-
cy (the IEA) is the collective 
organization established by the 
OECD to implement policies. 
Chief among its arsenal of de-
fenses is the Emergency Sharing 
System, which requires member 
countries to share large supply 
shortfalls according to a compli-
cated formula that takes into ac-
count historical oil consumption. 
The IEA swung immediately 
into action in August, but re-
stricted its actions to "jawboning" 
its members to share supplies and 
restrain demand until mid-January 
1991. At that time it adopted an 
emergency response contingency 
plan to make available to the 
market an additional 2.5 million 
barrels of oil per day in the event 
of war, as well as to "restrain 
demand" by an additional 500,000 
barrels per day. The United States 
agreed to supply 1.1 million 
barrels per day from the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve, the nearly 
600-million-barrel underground 
reserve established to meet obliga-
tions to the IEA and to provide 
short-term energy security. In 
addition, the Bush Administration 
waived the Jones Act provisions 
requiring that only U.S. flag 
tankers move oil between U.S. 
ports. 4 The IEA's actions were an 
important factor in steadying the 
market. Indeed, the decision to 
release oil from strategic reserves 
probably contributed to the price 
collapse when hostilities began. 
The Triumph of Allied Arms 
The final important pillar of world 
oil markets during the Gulf War 
was the speed and precision of 
the allied victory. Though war 
machines added to world oil con-
sumption, the increased use last-
ed less than a month and was 
partly offset by a decline in 
economic activity that began well 
before allied planes attacked 
Baghdad. In addition, the oil trad-
er's nightmares-Iraqi chemical 
attacks upon Saudi or UAE pro-
duction or refining facilities or 
systematic sabotage by workers 
sympathetic to the Iraqi cause--
never materialized. Victory was 
complete, and the war's devasta-
tion was limited to Kuwait and 
Iraq. 
LESSONS TO BE LEARNED 
Few teachers can resist the temp-
tation to try to extract lessons 
from events. Important instruction 
may be taken from the Gulf War 
and the events that led up to it. 
We may hope that our leaders 
have duly noted the lessons, but 
in case they have not, it is both 
our duty and to our advantage 
as citizens to draw their attention 
to them. 
First, the international consulta-
tive and decision-making process 
the oil consuming nations con-
structed in the OECD and the IEA 
worked. Instead of indulging in 
the cut-throat competition for 
supplies that marked the Arab oil 
embargo of 1973, the major con-
suming nations cooperated to 
share available supplies and elimi-
nate bottlenecks. 
Second, we were lucky. Had 
world oil supplies been tight, had 
unused production capacity not 
been quickly available, had Iraq 
used weapons or sabotage against 
Middle Eastern production or 
refining facilities, panic might 
have followed. 
Third, we might not be so lucky 
the next time. There are far more 
likely-and dangerous-scenarios 
for disruption of the oil markets 
than Saddam Hussein's foolhardy 
invasion and resistance. One is 
the overthrow of the Saudi 
monarchy by religious fanatics or 
disaffected left-wingers. Another, 
and my personal favorite bet, is 
sustained interruption of Soviet 
oil production by ethnic unrest. 
The Soviet Union is the world's 
largest oil producer, and after 
Saudi Arabia, the world's largest 
exporter of oil. Azerbaijan, one of 
the centers of ethnic conflict, is 
the major source of the technol-
ogy and support services of the 
USSR's oil industry. Extended 
conflict in the Soviet Union's oil 
producing regions, or in Azerbaijan 
alone, could have momentous im-
pact upon world oil supplies. 5 
Finally, what could have hap-
pened had the Gulf Crisis played 
out differently underscores the 
need for a coherent energy policy 
for the United States. Energy 
security must be one of our 
primary goals, and it is well 
within our reach. There is a wide 
range of specific actions that 
might get us where we need to 
go-ranging from embracing some 
form of nuclear power, to pur-
5 
chasing excess capacity in "safe" 
producing locations, to increased 
domestic exploitation, to import 
fees, gas taxes, or carbon taxes, to 
serious conservation efforts. 6 
What we have lacked over the 
past twenty years is the national 
will to make the hard choices 
required for a coherent policy. I 
hope that what President Bush 
has called the New World Order 
and the sense of unity generated 
by the Gulf War will give us the 
drive to make those decisions 
soon. We might not be so lucky 
next time. 
John S. Lowe is 
the George W. 
Hutchison Pro-
fessor of Energy 
Law at SMU. He 
is the author of 
leading texts and 
many articles on oil and gas law, 
as well as the chair-elect of the 
American Bar Association's Sec-
tion of Natural Resources, Energy, 
and Environmental Law. 
The author gratefully acknowl-
edges the assistance of Eric N. 
Whitney (3L) in preparing this paper. 
1 Arthur Anderson Worldwide Org. & 
Cambridge Energy Research Associates, 
World Oil Trends 2 (1991). In fact, the world 
market price at the end of July 1990 lan-
guished at about $15 per barrel because 
many of OPEC's members failed to stick to 
their production quotas. 
2 Cambridge Energy Research Associates, 
Global Energy Alert, Aug. 2, 1991, at 2. 
3 Id. at 2-3. 
• 50 U.S.C.A. § 1601 (West 1983). In January 
1991 only five U.S. flag tankers were avail-
able to transport Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve oil. Waivtr was important in avoid-
ing a market bottleneck because 60 percent 
of U.S. refineries lack access to pipelines 
serving Strategic Petroleum Reserve sites. 
5 Daniel Yergin discusses the risk that unrest 
in the Soviet Union will have a major im-
pact upon world energy in The Prize 773-74 
(Simon & Schuster 1991). 
6 The Energy Department has summarized 
the alternatives in National Energy Strategy 
(Feb. 1991). A congressional view is found 
in Energy Policy (General Accounting Office, 
June 1990). 
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REVES AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
RIOR TO THE SUPREME COURT'S DECISION IN REVES 
V. ERNST & YOUNG, 1 THE LOWER FEDERAL COURTS 
WERE SHARPLY DIVIDED ON THE APPLICABLE CRITERIA TO BE 
EMPLOYED IN DETERMINING THE SECURITY LAW STATUS OF 
NOTES. THE TESTS USED INCLUDED THE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE 
APPROACH, THE COMMERCIAL/INVESTMENT STANDARD, THE 
RISK CAPITAL TEST, AND THE HOWEY' CRITERIA. GIVEN THE 
DIVERGENT APPROACHES, THE SUPREME COURTS DECISION 
IN REVES, ALTHOUGH FAR FROM BEING A MODEL OF CLARITY, 
HELPS TO RESOLVE AMBIGUITIES IN THIS AREA. 
6 
T H E S U P R E M E C O U R T' S D E C I S I O N 
The instruments in Reves were demand notes, un-
collateralized and uninsured, and paying a variable in-
terest rate. The interest rate was adjusted monthly to 
be higher than that paid by local financial institutions 
but was not linked to the earnings of the business. 
The Eighth Circuit held that the notes were not securi-
ties. 3 In so doing the court used the Howey investment 
contract test, defined as "(1) an investment; (2) in a 
common enterprise; (3) with a reasonable expectation 
of profits; (4) to be derived from the entrepreneurial 
or managerial efforts of others."4 Applying the Howey 
test, the court found that the demand notes failed to 
satisfy the requisite elements. 
The Supreme Court reversed. In determining the 
proper test to be applied, the Court rejected applica-
tion of the Howey test to notes. Since the Howey test 
was designed to determine whether an instrument 
was an investment contract, the Court found the test 
inappropriate in the context of a note. 5 The Court also 
rejected the Landreth Timber 6 formula in the note con-
text. Unlike stock, which is within the class of instru-
ments Congress intended to regulate under the securi-
ties laws,7 notes are used in a variety of settings, 
some commercial and others involving investments. 8 
Hence, since notes are not necessarily securities, the 
Court, after searching for a proper standard to apply, 
opted for the four-factor family resemblance test:9 
First, what are the buyer's and seller's reasons for the 
transaction? If the seller intends to raise money for 
capital-related purposes and the buyer expects to 
make a profit, the note underlying the transaction 
likely would be considered a security; if the seller in-
tends the note to advance other business needs, it 
may not be categorized as a security. Second, looking 
to the plan of distribution, is the note subject to 
common trading for speculation or investment? Third, 
would investors be reasonable in regarding the note 
as a security? Fourth, is the risk of the investment 
lessened by another regulatory scheme that would 
obviate the need for protection under the securities 
acts? The Court concluded that a note shall be 
presumed to be a security unless that presumption 
can be rebutted by reference to the four-factor test 
it outlined. '0 
Applying the family resemblance test in Reves, the 
Supreme Court held that the notes at bar came within 
the purview of the securities laws: The notes were 
sold in an effort to raise capital for general business 
operations and were purchased by investors in order 
to earn a profit; the plan of distribution was wide-
spread; the public's reasonable expectations were that 
7 
the notes were securities as they were advertised as 
investments; and there was no risk-reducing factor, 
such as the presence of other comprehensive regula-
tion, that minimized the risk of loss. 11 Moreover, 
the demand nature of the notes did not take them 
outside the reach of the federal securities laws in that 
their liquidity did not nullify the investment's risk. 
Accordingly, the Court held that such promissory 
notes are securities. 12 
ISSUES RAISED BY REVES 
The Court's decision in Reves resolves a number of 
issues, yet leaves others unsettled. 
The Court's rejection of the Howey test in the note 
context is significant. With the exception of stock, 
some lower courts had advocated that the Howey test 
be applied, irrespective of the nature of the instru-
ment. 13 The Supreme Court's rejection of this in-
terpretation may signal that Howey's relevance is con-
fined to investment contract analysis. Indeed, if any 
applicable standard has widespread application in 
defining the term security, it is the family resemblance 
test. Referring to this test, the Reves Court stated that 
the factors comprising that test are the ones that the 
Court has looked to when determining whether a 
transaction involved a security. 14 
On the other hand, an argument can certainly be 
made that the Howey and family resemblance tests are 
quite similar. For example, under either test in order 
for a security to exist, (1) investment, as compared to 
commercial, motives must underlie the transaction, (2) 
the investing public must reasonably believe that such 
instrument is being offered as a security, hence with a 
reasonable expectation of profit for investors, (3) the 
instrument must be capable of mass distribution or 
widespread trading, and (4) no alternative regulatory 
framework significantly reduces the investment's 
risk of loss. 
Thus, in many cases, a note will be a security if it 
meets the Howey test, even if the family resemblance 
test is the applicable standard. 15 Key differences 
between the two standards, however, may exist. The 
most significant is that profit is defined expansively 
under the family resemblance test, thereby having the 
effect of bringing certain notes within securities law 
coverage that would otherwise be excluded under 
Howey."' Another is that a security may be present 
even if all the factors of the family resemblance test 
are not met. By contrast, all factors of the Howey in-
vestment contract test must be satisfied in order for an 
instrument to come within the purview of the federal 
securities laws. 17 Although this issue awaits judicial 
clarification, application of a flexible family resem-
blance approach using a four-factor weighing analysis 
would expand securities law coverage of notes beyond 
that otherwise permitted by Howey. 
App&ca!ion o/ !he Jour-Jaclor Standard 
In adopting the four-factor family resemblance test, 
the Court declined to state whether all factors must be 
met or whether the standard calls for balancing the 
various factors. The Court's language hei:e is 
somewhat ambiguous. However, it may be argued 
that, if the following elements are met, the instrument 
should be deemed a security. First, is certainty of mo-
tive. Unless it is clear that both seller and buyer know 
that the notes are being used solely for commercial 
rather than investment purposes, the notes should be 
deemed securities, provided that the next three factors 
also are met. Second, consistent with the Court's prior 
interpretations, the notes should be capable of being 
widely distributed, even if there are in fact few 
offerees and purchasers and no common trading of 
the instrument. 18 Third, in the manner that the instru-
ment is advertised or otherwise marketed, a reason-
able person would conclude that an investment 
security is being offered. This standard is an objective 
one and complements the subjective analysis of the 
first factor of the test. Fourth, the instrument is not 
subject to comprehensive oversight by another regula-
tory framework that significantly lessens (or insures 
against) the risk of loss. This functional regulation ele-
ment is subject to criticism, 19 but is consistent with the 
Weaver analysis. 20 If the foregoing factors are met, 
then the note should be considered a security. 
............. 
The Court's definition of profit in Reves is vitally im-
portant. Under Howey, profits generally have been 
defined to include capital appreciation or a participa-
tion in the earnings of the business. 21 If this definition 
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were to be applied in the note context, many such in-
struments, such as those in Reves, would not have the 
requisite profit attributes to be defined as an invest-
ment within the purview of the securities laws. For 
example, the demand notes in Reves paid a fixed rate 
of interest not keyed to profits. Importantly, the Court 
held that the Howey definition of profit did not apply 
in this context and may well be confined to invest-
ment contract analysis; rather, in the note setting, 
profit means an investment having a valuable return, 
including interest. 22 As a result, for a note to have a 
valuable return, it must pay interest to the holder 
above the generally prevailing rate offered by instru-
ments that are deemed safe. Such safe instruments 
would include notes that are adequately insured and 
other instruments where the rate of default (both from 
a prospective and historical view) is practically nil. 
Generally, an investor purchases a note lacking these 
more secure characteristics for the purpose of receiv-
ing a return that may be deemed substantial, and 
hence, valuable. At the same time, when an investor 
seeks a more valuable return, the risk of loss is mag-
nified. As a consequence, such factors as the presence 
of an investment, the prospect of a valuable return, 
and the lack of other comparable regulation call for 
the instrument to come within the coverage of the 
securities laws. 
The Court's holding articulates that a note is 
presumed to be a security unless the note bears a 
strong resemblance (by looking to the four-factor fami-
ly resemblance test) to an instrument that has been 
excluded from the securities laws' reach or unless 
application of the family resemblance test indicates 
that the note ought to be excluded. 23 The Court, how-
ever, declined to address whether this presumption 
applies to securities with a maturity not exceeding 
nine months. 24 Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for a 
four-member dissent, would exclude notes of nine 
months or less duration from the scope of the securi-
ties laws as a matter of law. 25 While a literal interpre-
tation of the nine-month exemption contained in sec-
tion 3(a)(10) of the Exchange Act26 would exclude such 
instruments from that Act's reach altogether, the ex-
clusion in section 3(a)(3) of the Securities Act27 would 
exclude such instruments from the registration provi-
sions. The antifraud provisions of the 1933 Act would 
still apply to such instruments. 28 Irrespective of the 
difference in this statutory language, the Court has 
consistently held, and reaffirmed in Reves, that the 
coverage of the two Acts is the same. 29 Moreover, 
each definition is prefaced by the term "unless the 
context otherwise requires." Employing this language, 
courts have applied an approach rooted in economic 
reality to determine whether a particular instrument 
is a security. 30 
There can be little question that, from a general 
perspective, the shorter the time one's money is in 
another's hands, the less the risk of loss. Never-
theless, such a time period is far from a guarantee of 
repayment. Other factors are equally, if not more, im-
portant, such as the solvency of the seller of the note, 
the intended use of the proceeds, general market con-
ditions, and the rate of interest required to be paid to 
service the debt. Indeed, recent financings extended 
in leveraged buyouts evidence that fairly short-term 
debt can often be at risk of default. 31 Hence, a note's 
duration, although relevant, is not determinative. 
Perhaps the better approach is to require the plain-
tiff to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that a 
note of less than a nine-month duration is a security. 32 
As this standard of proof is applied in federal securi-
ties litigation at this time, 33 its extension to this partic-
ular issue is the least problematic alternative. Hence, 
if a federal securities claim is brought in this context, 
one of the elements to establish a successful claim is 
that the short-term promissory note at issue is a 
security. With the plaintiff bearing the burden of proof 
by a preponderance of the evidence, the four-factor 
family resemblance test should be utilized. Upon 
application of this standard, a note is a security only 
if the plaintiff meets the burden of proof. 
Stalu:1 of Commercial Paper 
............ 
Another important issue is whether the Reves deci-
sion signifies that commercial paper is not a security. 
It is clear that the four-member dissent would hold 
that commercial paper having less than a nine-month 
duration is not entitled to securities law coverage. 3' 
The majority, although not reaching the issue, 35 argu-
ably would exempt from securities law coverage only 
high quality short-term commercial paper sold to 
sophisticated investors and intended to finance 
current operations. 36 Justice Stevens, who joined the 
five-member majority, also wrote a concurrence, opin-
ing that the nine-month exclusion applies to commer-
cial paper, and not to investment securities. 37 For au-
thority, he relied on the Seventh Circuit's decision in 
9 
Sanders v. John Nuveen & Co. 38 and on an SEC release. 39 
In Sanders the Seventh Circuit held that commercial 
paper of inferior quality purchased by investors for 
purposes unrelated to current transactions was a 
security. 41' Hence, certain types of commercial paper 
are investment securities. To determine when short-
term commercial paper is not a security, the Seventh 
Circuit approvingly quoted an SEC release on this 
issue.4 1 According to the release, short-term high 
quality commercial paper marketed to sophisticated 
purchasers for facilitating current operations is exempt 
from securities law coverage. 
This standard comports with the family resemblance 
test: application of the four factors in this setting con-
notes exclusion from the reach of the securities laws. 
On the other hand, when an instrument is called 
commercial paper but is in reality an investment 
security, the family resemblance test mandates that 
the instrument be deemed a security. 42 Otherwise, 
issuers could seek to evade the securities laws by 
labeling as commercial paper instruments otherwise 
having the characteristics of a security. Such an 
approach, fortunately, is not permitted as it neglects 
the investor protection principles underlying the 
securities laws and contravenes the economic reality 
underlying the instrument. 43 
1Jncerlainl'lf /or /he Corporale Planner 
Although the family resemblance test adopted by 
the Reves Court looks to the underlying economic 
reality of the transaction to determine whether a 
security is present, the decision offers little solace to 
the corporate planner. Unless a particular instrument 
comes within a category that has been excluded from 
securities law coverage by previous court decisions, 44 
corporate lawyers and their clients are left with little 
guidance. For planning purposes, the four-factor fami-
ly resemblance test simply may be too indefinite to 
provide the necessary guidance for commercial 
certainty. As courts construe the test over time and 
establish judicial precedent, a sufficient number of 
court decisions may impact upon defined categories 
of instruments to provide a basis for advance plan-
ning. Until sufficient precedent develops, however, 
unless an instrument comes within an excluded cate-
gory or is nearly identical to such an instrument in 
all material respects, counsel planning a transaction 
would be prudent to assume that the federal 
securities laws apply. 45 
CONCLUSION 
The Court's decision in Reves, although certainly 
having its shortcomings, offers a superior analysis to 
that provided in a number of previous Supreme Court 
decisions defining the term security. Reves is a deci-
sion that flexibly permits securities law application. 
From a planning perspective, however, the decision 
provides client and counsel little comfort. Unless 
a note is clearly transacted in a commercial context, 
application of the family resemblance test leaves 
open the possibility that a court will construe a given 
note as coming within the purview of the federal 
securities laws. 
Professor Steinberg is the Rupert and 
Lillian Radford Professor of Law, 
School of Law, Southern Methodist 
University, and Of Counsel, Win-
stead Sechrest & Minick. He is the 
author of eight books and more than 
70 law review articles on corporate 
and securities law, and editor-in-chief of the Securities 
Regulation Law Journal. 
The author thanks Ralph Janvey, Esq. for his com-
ments on a draft of this article and research assistant 
Dan Rogers for his assistance. 
An expanded version of this article appears in 51 
Ohio State Law Journal 675 (1990) and in Professor 
Steinberg's treatise Securities Regulation: Liabilities and 
Remedies (1990). 
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LAW LIBRARY 
This has been a busy year at the Underwood Law 
Library, the twenty-third largest 
law library in the country and the 
second largest in Texas. New tech-
nologies and information formats 
have been the catalysts for a 
number of short-range changes 
and the major impetus for an ex-
citing new long-range plan for the 
future of the library. 
The twenty-three full-time staff 
of the law library provide a wide 
range of services to law faculty 
and students, to the SMU campus, 
and to the Dallas legal community. 
Reference librarians, who hold 
degrees in law as well as in library 
science, respond to hundreds of 
legal research questions each 
month. The library welcomes legal 
researchers from the metroplex 
and makes its services and facili-
ties available to all. Ever-increasing 
demands on the collection, 
coupled with significant growth in 
the amount of available legal in-
formation and the legal needs of a 
global economy, have compelled 
the law library to take steps to 
broaden its resources, reorganize 
its collection, and improve its 
facilities . 
During the 1990-91 academic 
year, the number of WESTLAW 
and LEXIS terminals in the law 
library was increased from three to 
twelve, with two more awaiting 
installation. Six of these work 
stations are still housed in the 
original CALR (computer-assisted 
legal research) room on the second 
floor and the other six are on the 
third floor, available to anyone 
with an individual password. New 
furniture for this equipment, as 
well as for the personal computers 
in room 5204, was installed during 
the summer. The original furniture 
from the CALR rooms was moved 
to the stacks for additional study 
space . The faculty commons in 
Storey Hall now also has LEXIS 
and WESTLAW terminals with 
high-speed printers. 
At the same time, the library 
staff has worked with the Student 
Bar Association tu solicit student 
input about revised hours of oper-
ation for the library and for the 
reference office . In response to this 
input and to requests from the 
local legal community, reference 
office hours were adjusted in Jan-
uary. The office now remains open 
during the lunch and dinner hours 
and closes two hours earlier in the 
evenings. Adjustments in the Fri-
day through Sunday hours of 
operation for the law library are 
under consideration. 
Additional services to the law 
faculty, student body, and local 
legal community were introduced 
this year. The law library staff now 
Additional services 
a!fd local legal 
'(Jommunity r ,{ -r:fl'-e introduced 
.:- ;,r h" i.i:.P ,.(- t ts year. ,', 
.... -~ .._r 
-. 
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sells copycards at the loan desk; 
delivers a wider range of inter-
library loan and document delivery 
services; offers a table of contents 
current awareness service to the 
law faculty; shelves the most 
popular unbound legal periodicals 
on reserve for safekeeping; and 
has installed answering machines 
at the loan desk and reference 
office for patron convenience. 
Improvements to copying services 
are under consideration, and 
should be introduced during the 
coming academic year. The library 
staff is also consulting with 
student representatives to design a 
policy for more efficient and equi-
table use of the study rooms and 
individual carrels in the library. 
By searching the new PONI 
(public online information) catalog 
on the public terminals scattered 
through the building, library 
visitors can now see the holdings 
of all other SMU libraries as well 
as the law library materials. 
Faculty members can dial into 
PONI from home or office, and 
this same feature should be ex-
tended to law students and off-
campus researchers in the next 
few months. During the December 
holidays the library staff, with the 
assistance of law student volun-
teers, applied over 50,000 barcodes 
to the materials in the classified 
collections of the library in prepa-
ration for the automated circula-
tion system that will be added to 
PONI in late 1991. This feature 
will expedite the charging out of 
library materials and enable a 
researcher to search PONI and 
determine immediately whether an 
item is checked out or on the 
shelf. During implementation of 
the new circulation system, the 
staff will also examine current cir-
culation policies and loan periods 
and consider means to increase the 
types of materials that may be 
charged out. 
The library has added new CD-
ROM (compact disk-read only 
memory) products from West Pub-
lishing that include desktop access 
to libraries on such subjects as 
taxation, bankruptcy, and securi-
ties. The existing CD-ROM index 
to legal periodicals was recently 
enhanced to allow broader subject 
searching. New information for-
mats such as these have hastened 
plans to begin preparations for 
networking the library to make 
more efficient use of such 
materials by allowing multiple 
researchers to use them at the 
same time. 
This new information network 
will be just a part of a major 
renovation currently being 
planned for the Underwood Law 
Library building. Although the law 
library may seem relatively new to 
those in the legal community who 
remember its dedication, the build-
ing is now twenty years old-a 
significant period in view of the 
technological changes that have 
occurred in information delivery 
during those same twenty years. 
Law libraries, which 20 years 
ago were basically warehouses for 
ever-growing collections of law 
books, are now centers for access-
ing information from all over the 
world, in a variety of formats, and 
by means of ever-changing tech-
nology. These new "libraries with-
out walls" require state-of-the-art 
telecommunications and computer 
facilities, as well as the ability to 
house new information formats in 
appropriate settings. 
To transform the Underwood 
Law Library into such a facility, 
plans call for the installation of 
compact shelving for the storage of 
older library materials. The space 
created by the addition of these 
compact shelves will be converted 
to a computer classroom and a 
permanent learning center for 
computer-assisted legal research, 
networked for efficient delivery of 
information and shared use of 
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software and CD-ROM products . 
Such a facility will enable the law 
school to conduct classes using a 
variety of legal software packages 
and offer computer-assisted legal 
instruction courses for the first 
time. Audiovisual and microform 
facilities will also be expanded and 
improved to permit more comfort-
able use of microforms and the in-
troduction of interactive video into 
the law school curriculum. The 
replacement of carpet and furni-
ture throughout the library, an 
automated security system, up-
dated fire safety features, and im-
proved access for the disabled will 
be additional features of the reno-
vation project. 
With a law collection that is, in 
size and depth, one of the finest 
in the nation, the Underwood Law 
Library has long felt a responsi-
bility to answer the broader 
research needs of the Dallas 
community, while fulfilling its 
basic mission of supporting the 
curricular and research needs of 
the law school. New information 
formats, increased technological 
innovations, and modernized fa-
cilities will enable the law library 
to continue this role into the 
next century. 
Gail Daly is 
Director of the 
Underwood Law 
Library and an 
Assistant Pro-
fessor of Law. 
She earned B.A. 
and M.A. degrees from the 
University of Michigan and her 
J.D. from the University of Minne-
sota. Before coming to SMU Pro-
fessor Daly was a law librarian at 
the University of Minnesota and a 
visiting associate for law with the 
Research Libraries Group at Stan-
ford University. In addition to her 
responsibilities as director of the 
library, she teaches advanced legal 
research. 
L E T T E R T O G R A D U A T E S 
Judith K. Johnson 
Dear Fellow Graduates: 
My four-year tenure as an officer of the 
SMU Law Alumni Association, first as 
Law Fund chair and then as president, has 
come to an end. My commitment to and 
enthusiasm for the school and its leaders 
continue unabated. 
In late summer 1987 I wrote to you not 
only to solicit financial contributions to the 
school but to encourage more graduates to 
become active on the school's behalf. At 
that time I did not fully realize how rich 
would be the rewards of deeper involve-
ment with the School of Law. In the past 
few years many of us have been uneasy 
with the changing environment of the 
practice of law, with the increased 
competition among law firms. A counter-
balance to this competitive professional 
environment is the cooperative spirit 
found in working together with fellow 
graduates on behalf of the school. 
One of my goals during my time in 
office was to draw upon the diversity of 
talent within the alumni association so as 
to place it in a better position to provide 
an orchestrated contribution to the school. 
In this I believe we have made progress. 
Of the newly appointed Law Alumni 
Association Council, 11 of the 30 members 
are from cities outside the Dallas metropo-
litan area and 22 different class years are 
represented: Furthermore, the 1990 rev_i-
sion of the Law Alumni Association by-
laws provides for continuity of leadership 
through the creation of the office of 
president-elect and the establishment 
of standing committees whose chairs 
sit on the Council. One committee, the 
Long-Range Planning Committee, will 
provide the avenue for ongoing graduate 
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participation and a perspective on goals 
and broader issues facing the school. 
The revamping of our organizational 
structure was necessary if we were to be 
full partners in the dynamic changes en-
visioned by the school. We graduates 
have an important role in providing an 
independent, reasoned perspective on 
such matters as curriculum reform. We 
have a responsibility to involve ourselves 
with the recruitment of students. And we 
must support the school financially. 
The endeavor is not all one-sided, how-
ever. We are indeed fortunate in the 
commitment of the dean and those in the 
office of development and alumni relations 
to improving the quality of the relation-
ship between the graduates and the 
school-a relationship noted with appro-
val by members of the reaccreditation site 
inspection team this spring. During the 
last 12 months Dean Rogers has hosted 
29 graduate receptions in over 17 cities 
in six states. In an interview in the Spring 
1991 SMU Magazine he commented: 
"Our graduates are our strongest asset, 
and I want them to know that we appre-
ciate them." 
I believe that the alumni association is 
poised to play a constructive and valuable 
role in the future of the school. Now truly 
is the time for increased involvement and 
for taking advantage of the personal 
benefits that will follow. 
Warmest regards to each of you. 
Judith K. Johnson 
1990-91 DONORS 
D ar Graduates and Friends: 
You, our graduates and friends who support us financially as well as in many 
other ways, remain one of the law school's greatest assets. The law school has a 
rich history, a vibrant present, and a strong future. We appreciate that many of you 
who were an important part of that past are helping to sustain us now and are en-
abling us to build for the future. 
Private legal education continues to play a vital role in our profession. We at the 
SMU School of Law believe that we are providing legal education of the first caliber 
as we continue to attract the very brightest students, the most energetic and talented 
faculty, with a law library that is an important national and international resource . 
We thank you for your part in helping us maintain the excellence befitting of our his-
tory and traditions. We hope that you will continue to support us as we plan for the 
challenges of preparing law students for the legal profession in a new century. 
With all best wishes, 
C. Paul Rogers III 
Dean 
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ASSOCIATES 
MAJ. GEN. A. J. BECK 
MR. RAY R. SIMPSON, JR. 
1940 UMPHREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCHOLARSHIP SPONSOR 
MR.. HARVEY L. DAVIS, SR. 
QUADRANGLE CL.UH & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. JACK W. CROSLAND, JR. 
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CENTURY CLUB & LAW ASSOCIATE 
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MR. FRED H. BENNERS 
HON. JOE B. BROWN, JR. 
HON. BEN E ELLIS 
MR. LEONARD R. HASSELL 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. ORA R. ADAMS, JR. 
HON. ROBERT E. PRICE 
HON. ALEX H. MCGLINCHEY 
MR. BENJAMIN E. PICKERING 
MR. TREVOR WILLIAM REES-JONES 
1955 UMPHREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCHOLARSHIP SPONSOR 
MR. ERNEST E. SPECKS 
MR. WALTER P. ZIVLEY 
HILi.TOP CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. HENRY BAER 
MR. JOHN CRAMER BIGGERS 
MR. WILLIAM E COURTNEY 
CENTURY CLUR & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MRS. JANE A. BRASCH 
MR. FRANK W. CONRAD 
MR. LEE D. VENDIG 
MR. GEORGE G. WISE 
ASSOCIATES 
REV. RUFUS T. HIGGINBOTHAM, JR. 
MR. JOE M. JOINER 
MR. WILLIAM M. REPPE1D, JR. 
MR. PERRY R. MCPHERSON 
MR. DARRELL C. MILLER 
MR. ROBERT H. SHOWEN 
DR. JOHN W. STEVENSON 
MR. RONALD M. WEISS 
I 956 QUADRANGLE CLUB & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. FRANK S. LA BARBA, JR. 
HILi.TOP CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. A. W. SAUERWEIN, JR. 
CENTURY CLUB & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. DURANT E CLEMENTS 
MR. J. ROBERT DOBBS, JR. 
MR. W. D. MASTERSON 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. FRED R. DISHEROON 
MR. THOMAS A. MELODY 
MR. THOMAS E. 1DONE 
MR. WILLIAM E TUCKER 
MR. ROBERT K. PACE 
MR. WILLIAM S. THOMAS 
MR. RICHARD S. WHITESELL, JR. 
1957 UMPHREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCHOi ARS!-111' SPONSOR 
MR. ALLAN T. NANCE 
MR. JOHN D. WILLIAMSON, JR. 
20 
(JL',-\\)RANL,I F. C:I L:B & L.-\\V SENIOll l'.-\R.I NF.R 
MR. NEIL J. O'BRIEN 
MR. WALTER W. STEELE, JR. 
HI\ 1.'101' CI l'II & LAIi' 1'1\R INER 
MR. WILLIAM D. POWELL 
MR. ROBERT H. THOMAS 
C:ENl l!R\' C:\ U\I & LAW ASSOCIA·1 E 
MR. THOMAS D. CROUCH 
HON. CHARLES R. DICKENSON 
MR. BARNETT M. GOODSTEIN 
MR. ROGER A. HANSEN 
ASSOC:IA \'I'S 
MR. C. ROBERT ANDERSON 
MR. HARLAN HARPER, JR. 
MR. H. WAYNE WILE 
MR. SAMUEL W. HUNT, JR. 
MR. TOM L. JAMES 
DR. TZE-CHUNG LI 
MR. MARION L. MASSEY 
19~8 l'RESI !)EN '! s· COUNCIi & I.Al\' TL.'lr!ON SPONSOR 
MR. LELAND W. CARTER 
N A ,\1 F. I) LA I\' SC: I I O LA R S 11 11' S I' 0 N SO R 
MR. WILLIAM C. KOONS 
MR. JOHN H. MCELHANEY 
lJ M I' 11 RE\' I. E E ASSOC I A 1· ES & I. AW SC 11 O I. AR SH 11' SPONSOR 
MR. JERRY L. LASTELICK 
MR. EUGENE B. l'FLU(;HAUPT 
(J LI i\ I l RA ;s; l, I. E CI. L! II & I. AW .SF.NIU R I',\ R I NE R 
MR. WILLIAM I' BOWLES 
MR. R. W. CALLOWAY 
HII.L'\lll' CLL1 \1 & LAW !'AR \'NER 
MR. JOHN A. BAILEY 
MR. ROBERT J. FOREMAN 
MR. B. D. GILLENTINE 
C:EN'I LIR\' C:I.L'II & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. BURT BERRY 
MR. WILLIAM T. BLACKBURN 
MR. ROBERT C. COX 
MRS. MAXINE 1: MCCONNELL-TOBIN 
ASSOC\.-\ I ES 
MR. T GARY COLE, JR. 
MR. J. RICHARD GOWAN 
MR. JAMES W. LEI-TWICH 
1959 FOL'N\)ERS' SOCIETi 
MR. MARVIN M. MENAKER 
MR. J. RICHARD SANDERSON 
MR. HARRY R . SHAWVER, JR. 
MR. MORTON L. SUSMAN 
MR, CARL A. SKIBELL 
MR. EUGENE L. SMITH 
MR. DAVID M. WOOLLEY 
MR. HOR.ACE A. MITCHELL 
COL. KENNETH E. RATCLIFI' 
UM I' 11 ll 1·: \' I.EE ASSOC: I A I ES & I. i\ \\' SC 11 Cl I ,\RS 111 P SI' 0 NS OR 
MR. MARSHALL J. DOKE, JR. 
(JUAl>RANld E C:LL1 11 & I.Al\' SF.NIOll l'r\lUNER 
MR. W. NORTON BAKER 
MR. BOBBY D. DYESS 
MR. J. K. LOH 
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MR. BERNARD C. MCGUIRE, SR. 
MR. JAMES K. RUSHING 
MR. LEES. TURNER, JR. 
1-111 I ro I' CJ l ' B & LI 11' 1' ;1 R I NL R 
MR. WEBBER W. BEALL, JR. 
MR. JOHN W. HICKS, JR. 
MR. JOE A. STALCUP 
CE N IT R \' CJ . t: I! & I.A 11' A\\ t H I;\ I E 
HON. L. GENE ATER 
MR. DAVID M. BERNSTEIN 
MR. G. ALLEN BUTLER 
MR. JAMES R. CLAUNCH 
MR. LARRY L. GOLLAHER. 
MR BRUCE W. BOSS 
MR. EUGENIO CAZORLA 
MR. DUR.WOOD D. CRAWFORD 
MR. CLAUDE H . GRESHAM 
MR. W. GORDON HOBGOOD, JR. 
MR. KENNETH B. KRAMER 
MR. WILLIAM D PATTERSON 
MR. DANIEL W. STANSBURY 
MR. GORDON L. GANO, JR. 
MR. TOM C. INGRAM, JR. 
1960 WII.LISM T.-ll'ESOC:IEIY&ROJ\l'.Rl'SJORE\'SOCll'l\' 
MR. JOHN T. SHARPE 
NA ,\I Ell I. A 11' SC: 11 O I .. -\ R ., I 111' SI' ON SOR 
MR. ALAND. FELD 
U ,\ll'IIRE\' I.El'. ASSOCJ.-\J'F.S & I.A\\' SCJJOI.ARSHJI' SPONSOR 
MR. EDWARD A. COPLEY, JR. 
MR. ROBERT L. MEYERS III 
MR. BENJAMIN T. WAGES 
QLIADRANCI.E C:l.l 1 B & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. LARRY L. BEAN 
MR. GENE L. MCCOY 
flll LTOP Cl.l'B & LAW l'.-\RTNER 
MR. LESTER V. BAUM 
MR. J. ALLEN DOUGHERTY 
MR. JOHN P. HALL, JR. 
C:FNl'l!R\' CJ lll\ & LAW ASSOCIArE 
MR. WAl..:fER R. ALLEN, JR. 
MR. GILBERT A. BARFIELD 
MR. JEROME D. BENNETT 
MR. ROBERT A. FANNING 
ASSOCIArF. S 
MR_ E. KARL ANDERSON 
MR. DAVID S. CURTIS 
MR. NORMAN P. HINES, JR. 
MR. JOSEPH P. PRESCOTT 
1961 NAMED I.AW SCI-IOLARSJIII' SPONSOR 
MR. TIMOTHY P. REAMES 
MR. WILLIAM E. LIVINGSTONE III 
MR. CECIL A. RAY, JR. 
MR. JAMES W. ROSE 
MR. JOHN A. FLYGARE 
MR. TOM D. MATTHEWS, JR. 
MR. CHARLES D. MAYES 
HON. DONALD J. METCALFE 
MR. ROBERT R. SANDERS 
MR. JOHN C. VANCE 
MR. RICHARD M. WAGGONER 
QUAllR,\NCLE Ci.UH & I.AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. DANNY D. ECHOLS, SR. 
MR. SANG-KYU RH! 
MR. ROBERT A. WOOLDRIDGE 
1-1 I I.I.TOI' CJ.llll & I.AW PAR INER 
MR. GEORGE H . NELSON 
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MR. JAMES A. STOCKARD 
MR. W. DOUGLAS WEISBRUCH 
MR. RICHARD Il . WILLIAMS 
MR. SAM ROSEN 
MR. WILLIAM D. WATTS 
MR. WYNN G. STANTON 
MR. LAWRENCE E. STEINBERG 
MR. DONALD SWANSON, JR. 
C I' N IT R \' C I l' II & I.,\ \I' ASSOC: I.·\ I E 
HON. B. SUE GOOLSBY 
MR. THOMAS A. LOOSE 
MR. JOHN P. MCCALL 
MS. JOAN PETERS 
ASSOC!,\ rF.s 
MR. JOHN R. GREENSTREET 
MR. HENRY R. NUSS Ill 
MR. JOHN W. PAYNE 
MR. REX H. REED 
MR. JAMES T. RUDD 
MR. LEON A. SMITH 
MR. JAY W. UNGERMAN 
MR. EDWIN G. RULAND 
MR scarr C. WANG 
MR. DONALD H. WILLS 
1962 QUAllRt\lH;r.F. C:I.L'B & LAW SENIOR l'AIUNF.R 
MR. HOUSTON E. HOLMES, JR. 
Hil.l l"OI' Cl.l' B & I.All' l'ARTNl'R 
MR. STEVEN K. COCHRAN 
MR. E. JOHN EMMETT 
MR. WILLIAM C. HEADRICK 
CF.Nl L'RY Cl l'B & I.AW ASSOC:IATF. 
MR. KENNETH D. FULLER 
MR. WAITER W. HIRSCH 
DR. DONALD W. JACKSON 
MR. DON R. KIDD 
ASSOC! t\T l·:S 
MRS. MARGARET M. BUCKINGHAM 
MR. RICHARD J, ERLANGER 
MR. DONALD J. MALOUF 
MR. JACK B SOMMERFIELD 
HON. WILLIAM F. KORTEMIER II 
MR. TOM L. LARIMORE 
MR. WILLIAM H . MCRAE 
MR. WILLIAM C. MORROW 
I 9 6 3 U M I' 11 R I'. Y I. I'. I' ASS O Cl A I ES & I. A II' S ( 1-1 0 I. A RS 1-l 11' S I' O N SO R 
MR. T. ALLAN HOWETH 
MR. RAYBOURNE THOMPSON, JR. 
QllADR ,\;-.;l; [, F. Cl l'B & LAI\" SF.:>JIOR PARTNER 
MR. THOMAS A. ADAMS III 
MR. ROBERT D. BATJER, JR. 
MR. HARRY W. CRUTCHER III 
MR. BAYRON L. FALK 
MR. EDWARD V. SMITH III 
Hll.1 "101' Cl l'I\ & I.AW l':\ll"l NEil 
MR. WARREN W. CONNER 
MR. ROBERT W. MINSHEW 
MR. ROBERT H. MOW, JR. 
CI'.;-.; IT RY CI t· B & I.,\ \I' ASSOC: I A I E 
MR. WAITER L. AlrnEY 
MR, WlLLIAM M. BOYD 
MR. JOHN W. CLARK, JR. 
MR. LUTHER E. CREEL Ill 
MR. ARCH B. GILBERT 
ASSOC:l r\ l"l'S 
MR. ROBERT M. BERRY 
MR. LARRY C COLYAR 
MR. PHILIP A. DAVENPORT 
MR. JOHN T GORMAN 
MR. G. DENNIS SULLIVAN 
MR. ROY J. TRUE 
MR. FRANK S. VADEN III 
MR. FRED C. HEAD 
MR. HOWARD D. JOHNSON 
COL. OLIVER KELLEY 
MR. GAYLE E. OLER 
MR. GEORGE A. PATZIG 
MR. RICHARD M. HEWITT 
HON. BILLY D. MILLS 
MR. GERALD E. NELSON 
MR. JOSEPH H. SCHLEY, JR. 
23 
MR. A. BOYD WAGGONER 
MR. HARRY K. WASOFF, JR. 
MR. WILLIAM H . PAYNE 
MR. C. TED RAINES, JR. 
' 
MR. KENNETH E. SHOLLENBARGER 
MR. KENNETH M TAYLOR 
MR. W. KELVIN WYRICK 
MR. HENRY SEELIGSON II 
MR. JOHN T SIMMS 
19<,4 U,\ll'111'E\' LU: ASSOCl.\1 ES & LAIV SC:1101 ARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MR. JOE N. BOUDREAUX 
MR. DONALD J. LUCAS 
MR. DOUGLAS D MULDER 
MR. ROBERT L. TRIMBLE 
QC,\DRANlil.E Ci.UI\ & I.AW SEN IOR l'AR INER 
MR. RONALD B. BRIN 
HILLTOP CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. PHIL M. CARTMELL, JR. 
MR. RICHARD M. HULL 
MR. THOMAS E SEDBERRY 
CENT U RY Cl.l'B & LA\\' ASSO CIATE 
LT. COL. JOHN H. CHAMBERS 
MR. JOHN J. EIKENBURG 
MR. JIM MCMURREY II 
ASSO C IATES 
MRS. VELMA A. BASS 
MR. HARLESS R. BENTHUL 
MR. JOHN R. HALLIBURTON 
LT COL. JAMES E. INGRAM, JR. 
MR. R. CHARLES STILES 
MR. PETER M. TART 
MR. FRED J. KOLODEY 
MR. ROBERT J. SHOEMAKER 
MR. JOE H. WARD, JR. 
1965 UMl'I-IRE\' I.EE ASSOCIAI"ES &. LA\\' SCIIOI.ARSI!II' SPONSOR 
MR. CHARLES M. SOLOMON 
QUADRANLil.E Ci.LIB & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
HON. RO BERT E. DAY 
MR. JOHN P. FALCONER, JR. 
MR. ARTHUR E. HEWETT 
HII.l.TOI' Ci LIB & LAW l'ARI"NER 
MR. ROBERT G. MEBUS 
MR. J. RUFUS WALLINGFORD 
MR. JERRY B. WILLIAMSON III 
MR. YUKUZO YAMASAKI 
CENTURY CLUB & I.AW ASSOC I ATE 
MR. MALCOLM D. ANDERSON 
MR. SCOTTIE HAYS ASHLEY, JR. 
MRS. GAYLE E. CANNON 
ASSO C IATES 
MR. J. STEPHEN DYCUS 
MR. HAROLD ENGLISH 
MR. JAMES C. FAILS 
MR. RAY A. GOODWIN 
MR. JAMES WILLIAM CARDWELL 
MR. JAMES W. CURLEE 
HON. THOMAS W. JENKINS 
MR. WILLIAM R. GUTON 
HON. JAMES W. KERR, JR. 
MR. JOE A. MATTHEWS 
MR. WINFIELD W. SCOTT 
1 966 UMPl i REY LEE ASSO CI ATES & LAW S C !lO L ARSH I I' SPONSOR 
MR. JESSE B. HEATH, JR. 
MR. CARL W. MCKINZIE 
MR. DAVID GLENN MCLANE 
MR. PIERRE M. SCHLUMBERGER 
QU A DRANlil E C LU B & L AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. DUDLEY D. BEADLES 
MR. JOSEPH E CANTERBURY, JR. 
MR. DAVID A. LAKE 
H I LITOI' CLUB & LAIi' l'AR I" NE R 
MR. JOHN B. AlWOOD 111 
MR. JOHN W. BICKLE 
MR. GEORGE W. BRAMBLETT. JR. 
MR. MAURICE E. PURNELL, JR. 
MR. ROBERT I. WHITE 
MR. RICHARD G. ROGERS 
MR. ANTHONY D. SCHLESINGER 
24 
MR. FORREST L. JONES 
MR. ERLE A. NYE 
MR. ROGER R. SCOTT 
MR. LAWRENCE V. SEWELL 
MR. DAVID OAKES TURNER 
Cl'NTL'll\' Ci.UII & /,,\W ASSOCli\Tl, 
MR. DORSEY L. BAKER 
MR. JAMES P. BARKLOW, JR. 
MR. JOHN R. BAUER 
MS. FAITH FORD BIGGS 
MR. JAMES W. CAMPBELL 
AssocrArEs 
MR. LARRY FELDMAN 
HON. IRA SAM HOUSTON 
MR. JOHN E. HUMPHREYS 
MS. MARYE. LEWIS 
1967 NAM Ell L AW SCl ! OI.All S l-111' SPON S OR 
MR. PATRICK 0 . WADDEL 
MR. JACK H. DAVIS 
MR. FREDERICK J. FIEGL 
MS. LINDA W. HART 
MR. RONALD W. KESSLER 
MR. JOHN E. MCFALL 
COL. M. scarr MAGERS 
MS. REBA G. RASOR 
MR. DONALD R. SCOGGINS 
UMl'I-IR EY LEE A SS OCIATES & L AW SC!! O I.ARSH I I' SPON SO R 
MR. SOL BALLAS 
MR. CHARLES E. BERESFORD 
MR. MICHAEL M. BOONE 
MR. JOHN B. ESCH 
QUADRANtil , E Cl L:B & LAW SENIOR l'AllTNEll 
MR. JON R. BAUMAN 
HON. DAVID D. JACKSON 
MR. F. M. KNAPP, JR. 
I-I ll. I.T O I' CLU B & I.AW l' All T N E ll 
MR. GEORGE G. BRIN 
MR. SAMUEL P. BURFORD, JR. 
MR. A. J. HARPER II 
CE NTUR \' CLUB & LAW A SS OCIA "l E 
MR. HARRY E. BARTEL 
MR. JAMES T. CURTIS 
HON. ROBERT L. ESCHENBURG II 
MR. CHARLES F. GUITTARD 
MR. RICHARD L. HAEUSSLER, JR. 
MR. WALTER J. HUMANN 
MR. FRANK R. JELINEK III 
MR. WESLEY J. KETZ, JR. 
MR. WESLEY C. BRJSTER 
MR. NORMAN M. BRUCE, JR. 
MR. LEO M. FAVROT 
MR. STEWARTS. FRAZER II[ 
I 9 6 8 N A M Ell I. A 11· SC 11 0 I. All S 1111' SI' 0 N S O ll 
MR. GEORGE E. SEAY, JR. 
MR. CHARLES J. MCGUIRE III 
MR. WILLIAM B. SECHREST 
MR. EDWARD S. KOPPMAN 
MR. R. MACK LEWIS, JR. 
MR. MICHAEL N. MABERRY 
MR. JACK M. KINNEBREW 
MR. GERALD W. LIVINGSTON 
MR. JOE ST. JOHN MACEY 
MR. HARRY W. MARGOLIS 
MR. JOSEPH J. MCCAIN, JR. 
MR. ALLEN W. MCCLURE 
MR. RONALD L. MEEKS 
MR. EDWARD C. OSTERBERG, JR. 
MR. GARY FRITZSCHE 
MS. PATRJCIA L. JACKSON 
DR. JAMES T. JOHNSON 
MR. TOM D. JESTER, JR. 
Q UA llllA:--J ti l.E CL U B & I. AW SENI O R PAR T NER 
MR. JOE B. HYDEN 
MR. MARCUS L. THOMPSON, JR. 
H r I. r f () I' C I u II & L \ w I' ,\ IU N E R 
MR. DAVID G. ELKINS 
MR. L. CHAPMAN SMITH 
MR. DOUGLAS L. THORPE 
MR. HERBERT R. WARDLAW III 
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MR. MARK R. SAITER 
HON. ANNETTE STEWART 
MR. D. LYMAN STUBBLEFIELD 
HON. RALPH E. TAITE 
MR. DANIEL F. MADELEY 
MR. WILLIAM C. STROCK 
DR. EARL E ROSE 
MR. JERRY D. RUCKER 
MR. H. C. SIBLEY, JR. 
HON. JON SPARLING 
MR. TERRY S. STANFORD 
MR. STEPHEN C. THAYER 
MR. MICHAEL M. WADE 
MR. R. LEWIS NICHOLSON 
MR. GERALD W. OSTARCH 
MR. JAMES H. WALLENSTEIN 
MR. THOMAS A. WRJGHT Ill 
C:ENTUll\' Cl l'B & LIii\' r\ SS Ot:JA'l'E 
MR. OVER1DN S. ANDERSON II 
MR. JERRY L. ARNOLD 
MR. JACK L. BALACHLY 
MR. FREDER1CK W. BURNETT, JR. 
MR. ROGER C. CLAPP 
MR. T. NEAL COMBS 
ASSOCIA T l'S 
MR. ROBERT V. BAYLIS 
MR. RICHARD A. BOKOR 
MR. GEORGE G. DOWD 
MR. DAVID M. ELLIS 
MR. GEORGE A. ENGELLAND III 
MR. HAYDEN H. COOPER 
MR. JAMES N. DEAR1EN 
MR. RJCHARD C. HARTGROVE 
MR. BILLY B. JAR VIS 
MR. EUGENE M. LEFLOCH 
MR. JOE B. MAUND 
MR. G. ROGER GIELOW 
MR. ARTHUR LANGELOH III 
MR. ROGER L. MCROBERTS, JR. 
MR. JUAN J. ORTEGA 
MR. RJCHARD G. OVSON 
1969 WT I.LIS M TATE SOCIETY & ROBElll SrORE\' SOCIETY 
MR. FRANK L. BRANSON III 
QllAllRANCLE CLUJ\ & LAW SENIOR l'AR1NER 
MR. JACK R. DUGAN 
MR. DAVID R. SNODGRASS 
MR. LAWRENCE D. STUART, JR. 
HII.I.TOI' Cl, UI! & LAW PARTNER 
MR. HUGH T. BLEVINS, JR. 
HON. CHARLES E CAMPBELL, JR. 
MR. HENRY W. GRENLEY 
CEN'l UR\' Cl.UR & I.AW ASSOCIAfE 
MR. CECIL M. ARNOLD 
MR. SAM B. BOURNIAS 
MR. MARKT. DAVENPORT 
MR. WAYNE L. FR1ESNER 
ASSOCIA'fl'S 
MR. DOUGLAS H. CONNER III 
MR. THOMAS C. FULLER 
MR. LARRY L. HUELBIG 
MR. JAMES L. IR1SH III 
MR. ROBERT E. WILSON 
MR. JEFFREY L. FUTTER 
MR. HUGH E. HACKNEY 
MR. STANLEY R. HULLER 
MR. FREDER1CK W. MARSH, JR. 
MR. G. PHILIP MOREHEAD 
MAJ. WALTER D. PHILLIPS 
MR. THOMAS D. ROR1E 
19 70 QUADRANGLE Cl.lJll & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. J. CHR1S BIRD 
MR. JAMES P. BRADLEY 
MR. ROBERT B. COUSINS, JR. 
Hll.l.fOI' CI.Ull & LAW l'ARJ'NER 
MR. ALVIN H . BADGER III 
MR. DAN M. CAIN 
MR. JOHN D. JACKSON 
CEN TUR \' CLUB & LA\.V ASSOCIATE 
MS. LOIS C. BACON 
MR. JOHN H. COCHRAN 
HON. BILLY E COKER 
MR. ROBERT D. COURTNEY 
MR. BILLY D. EMERSON 
MR. ERNEST E. FIGAR1, JR. 
MR. LYMAN G. HUGHES 
MR. PHILLIP R. JONES 
MR. ROBERT H. JONES 
MR. J. LYNDELL KIRKLEY 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. J. MICHAEL ALEXANDER 
MR. P. MIKE ALLISON 
MR. KIRBY E. BRANT 
MR. CHARLES C. CLYMER 
MR. DAVID L. JACKSON 
MR. B. CARL KLINKE 
MR. W. TED MINICK 
MR. THOMAS G. RUNDELL 
MR. W. WILSON JONES 
MR. GLEN A. MAJURE 
MR. WILLIAM J. MCGOWAN 
MR. LARRY D. LESSLY 
MR. ELMER MURPHEY III 
MR. WILLIAM J. NEILSON, JR. 
MR. DAVID L. NELSON 
MR. R. MICHAEL PARKER 
MR. DOUGLAS H. PARKS 
MR. CHARLES E PLENGE 
MR. JAMES C. REED, JR. 
MR. JAMES E. REESE 
MR. GARY R. R1CE 
MR. STANFORD M. KAUFMAN 
MS. PENELOPE Y. LARY 
MR. JOSEPH H. LAZARA 
MR. DAN H. LEE III 
MR. K. MARK PIS1DR1US 
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MR. ROBERT E. MELLOR 
MR. STEVEN C. SALCH 
MR. DANIEL R. SHEEHY, JR. 
MR. THOMAS P. STITT 
DR. OSBORNE M. REYNOLDS, JR. 
MR. EUGENE G. SAYRE 
MR. LARRY H. SPALDING 
MR. GALEN M. SPARKS 
MR. ROBERT J. WADE, JR. 
MR. GEORGE S. MCKEARIN III 
MR. R1CHARD B. ITTSTOTT 
MR. WILLIAM B. SHRADER 
MR. EDWARD D. VASSALLO, JR. 
MR. SIDNEY L. MCLEAN, JR. 
MR. G. LEROY STREET 
MR. R1CHARD E. ZADINA 
MR. MICHAEL R. SHARP 
MR. DAVID W. SHUFORD 
MR. WILLIAM A. STEWART 
MR. K. BRUCE STICKLER 
MR. RONALD TAYLOR 
MR. KIM R. THORNE 
MR. PAUL D. WILMARTH 
MR. HOWARD D. WILSON 
MS. LYNDA K. ZIMMERMAN 
MR. STEVEN W. STARK 
MR. NEIL L. VAN ZANDT 
MR. ALBERT G. WEISENBERGER 
MR. ARTHUR W. ZEITLER 
1971 UMPHREY LEE ASSOCIA1ES & LAW SC I IOLARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MR. ALFRED W. ELLIS 
MR. E. RUSSELL NUNNALLY 
MS. ELLEN K. SOLENDER 
QUA DRA N(d.E CI U B & I.AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. MARTIN K. DONOVAN 
MR. FREDERICK J. FOWLER 
MR. THOMAS L. KELLY, JR. 
MR. TIMOTHY J. VINEYARD 
HII.LTOI' CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. JOHN A. CUELLAR 
MR. THOMAS P. GORANSON 
MR. JOSEPH E. NOWLIN 
C E NTURY CL. U II & LAW AS S OCI AT E 
MR. C. CLINT ADAMS 
MR. EDWARD J. BLOCK 
MR. ROBERT K. CARLIN 
MR. IRA D. EINSOHN 
MR. MICHAEL A. FISHER 
MR. JARROLD A. GLAZER 
MR. ALBON 0. HEAD, JR. 
MS. HAZEL R. HOFFMAN 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. ROBERT E BEGERT 
MR. MICHAEL D. BYCK 
MR. JAMES C. GRAY 
MR. JOHN M. JACKSON 
MR. ANTHONY M. KAUFMAN 
MR. LARRY S. LANGELOH 
HON. HARLAN A. MARTIN 
MR. R. TERRY MUELLER 
MR. RICHARD D. MONROE 
MR. MARK C. MUELLER 
MR. RICHARD C. PULLMAN 
MR. CYLDE C. JACKSON, JR. 
MR. ROBERT I. KNOPF 
MR. LAWRENCE R. SESSOMS 
1972 UMPHREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAIV SCHOLARSHIP SPONSOR 
MR. STEPHEN G. BARNETT 
MR. DENNIS L. LUTES 
MR. KENNETH M. MORRIS 
QUADRANGLE Ct.Ull & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MS. MOLLY C. ANDERSON 
MR. R. DENNIS ANDERSON 
MR. BRUCE A. CHEATHAM 
HII.l.TOI' CLUB & LAW PARTNUl 
MR. BURK E. BISHOP 
MR. WILLIAM E CARROLL 
MR. T. MIKE FIELD 
MR. JOHN N. HOVE 
CENT U RY CI. U B & LAW ASSOC r ATE 
MR. ROBERT L. ABBOTT 
MR. WILLIAM A. ABNEY 
MR. JAMES E. BROWN 
MR. CHARLES L. CAIN 
MR. ROBERT T. DRY, JR. 
MR. H. JAY ETHINGTON 
MR. PHILIP J. PFEIFFER 
MR. DARREL A. RICE 
HON. JAMES W. FAISON III 
MR. RICHARD H. GATELEY 
MR. RICHARD B. GRISHAM 
MR. J. DOUGLAS HAND 
MR. RICHARD H. MCPIKE 
MR. STEVEN C. METZGER 
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MR. THOMAS L. RAGGIO 
MR. GERALD D. SCUCCHI 
MS. BEVERLY B. SKELTON 
MR. JACK C. SPILLMAN 
MR. GARY W. WESTERBERG 
MR. C. RICHARD WHITE 
MR. CLARK S. WILLINGHAM 
MR. RICHARD B. SEWARD 
MR. RICHARD W. WOOD 
MR. HARRY L. NAJIM 
HON. JOHN D. RAINEY 
MR. EMANUEL ROHAN 
MR. DANIEL E SUSIE 
HON. WILL R. WILSON, JR. 
1\SSOCIAI ES 
MR. HAROLD R. CLEMENTS II 
MR. JACK K. DAHLBERG, JR. 
MR. ROBERT J. GRANT 
MR. STEPHEN A. LERER 
197., N.-\MEll I.All' SCIIOI.ARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MS. EMILY A. PARKER 
MR. BERNARD V. MCDERMOTT 
MR. JOSEPH A. STRODE 
MR. CHARLES H. WATERS, JR. 
l ! M I' r r R E y LEE Ass() Cr AT F. s & I. A\\' s Cl r () r. AR s II Ip s I'() N s OR 
MS. EVELYN H. BIERY 
MR. DONALD E. GODWIN 
MR. MICHAEL L. PARHAM 
QLJAllRANCI.E CI.L!B & I.A\\' SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. DONALD P. FAY 
MR. M. RUSSELL KRUSE, JR. 
MR. LARRY V. SMITH 
l--111.ITOI' CJ UB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. BOB D. HARRISON 
MR. JOSEPH A. KRAL III 
MR. THOMAS E. KURTH 
REP. DAVID B. MCAFEE 
CENTURY CI.UB & LAW A.SSOCIAl"E 
MR. DAN D. AARON 
MR. DREW N. BAGOT 
MR. WILLIAM M. BASS 
HON. S. FRED BIERY 
MR. RHETT G. CAMPBELL 
MR. JOHN L. CARTER 
MR. ARTHUR L. DENT III 
ASSOCIATES 
MS. SUE S. CAUGHEY 
MR. R. BRENT HARSHMAN 
MR. MICHAEL F. LYNCH 
MR. THOMAS E. ROSEN 
MR. ROBERT A. MCCULLOCH 
MR. HENRY B. PAUP 
MR. TRAVIS E. VANDERPOOL 
HON. J. FLETCHER FREEMAN 
MR. JAY S. GARRETT 
MR. BURTON H. GILBERT 
MR. WAYNE M. HARDING 
MR. GUY N. HARRISON 
MR. RICHARD D. HAWN, JR. 
MR. LYNN P. MATTSON 
MR. RAY B. RUSSELL 
MR. NELSON C. VESTAL, JR. 
MR. HENRY H. WERNER 
1974 UMl'IIREY I.EE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCl!OI.ARSHJI' SPONSOR 
MR. EDWARD 0. COULTAS 
MR. MARC H. FOLLADORI 
QUAllRANtil.E CLU!l & LAIV SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. ROGER Q. BECK 
MR. H. STEPHEN BROWN 
MR. ORRIN L. HARRISON III 
HILLTOP CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. JAMES N. COWDEN 
MR. CHARLES E. FALLEN 
MR. WILLIAM R. HAYS III 
MR. J. FRANK KINSEL, JR. 
MR. WILLIAM D. HAYWARD 
MR. E. CARY MOORE III 
MR. DENNIS NEIL RYAN 
MR. DALE W. LEE 
MR. WAYNE R. MILLER 
MR. DAVID N. REED 
MR. RAYMOND J. STATON 
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MR. J. ANTHONY PATTERSON, JR. 
MR. TED T. REDINGTON III 
MR. FRED W. SCHWENDIMANN III 
MR. HOWARD SHAPIRO 
MR. FREDERICK H. SHIVER 
MR. DONALD H. SNELL, JR. 
MR. DONALD J. STEVENSON 
MR. ALAN C. TATUM 
MR. RONALD S. WEBSTER 
MR. WILLIAM D. WILES 
CI, NI l' I(\ CI l' I\ & I, ;\ \I' A ss oc I .YI I'. 
MR. CLINTON E. AVERIETl'E 
Mil. WILLIAM P. BIVINS, JR. 
Mil. WILLIAM A. BRASHER 
MR. RICHARDT. CASSIDY 
MS. SUZANNE COCHRAN 
HON. U. SIDNEY CORNELIUS, JR. 
MR. JEl'l'REY R.. DAVIS 
MR. DAVID P. DERBER 
MR. I) MARK ELLISTON 
Mil. ELLIOTT S. GARSEK 
IT COMDR. GLENN N . GONZALEZ 
:\ S SO('I.-\TU 
MR. MARK B. BAKER 
MR. MICHAEL S. COPELAND 
MR. THOMAS L. COX, JR. 
MR. HENRY W. DUBOIS, JR. 
HON. J. CHRISTOPHER KOLSTAD 
1975 N.Hll '. D L.-1 11' S CI IOI .-\R S III I' Si'CJ.N SO I( 
MS. JUl)[TH K. JOHNSON 
Mil. MIC HAEL P. LYNN 
MR. <.,LENN A. PO RTMAN 
HON. RENEJ.GONZALEZ 
MS. MARGARET L. GOSSELINK 
MR, JERRY L. HIERSCHE 
MR. R. l'REDERICK HUNTER 
MR. HARRY A. JOHNSON Ill 
MS. KATHY R. KELLY 
MR. RAYMOND B. KELLY III 
MR. DAN E. MARTENS 
MR. GEORGE E. MCCORD 
MR. DAVID B. MOSELEY, JR. 
MR. JEHREY E MURRAY 
MR. FLETCHER C. LEWIS 
MR. ROBERT R. MCKEARIN 
MR. ROBERT H. MERRITT, JR. 
MR. REED W. PROSPER£ 
MR. ROBERT H. ROEDER 
L: ,\.Jl'lllll' Y f E E ASS OCl ,\I1'.S & I ,\\\' SC HOi .\ RS IIII ' Sl'ONS<lR 
MS. SUSAN S. KE IT H 
MR. EDWARD B. RUST, JR. 
(.) L' .\l>K ,\ N\i l I' C i l'II & I .. ·\ \\' S E ;,,,/ I Cl ll l' .-11\T N Ell 
MR. MICHAELE. ALEXANDER 
Mil. R. . HOWARD BASKIN Ill 
MR. STEPHEN II. EARLY 
MR. RANSOM A. ELLIS I[! 
1-111 I 10 1' Cl . l'I\ & l .,-1\I' 1'·11( I Nl·I\ 
MR RUSSELL M. ABOUD 
MR WILLIAM I-1 . BRIAN, JR. 
MR. RONALD L. BROWN 
Mil . .STEVEN D. BROWNE 
C E :S: I l ' I\ Y Cl l ' B & I. :\ W .'I S SOCI A I E 
MR. LAWRENCE E. ACKELS, JR. 
Mil. BEN H. ADMIR E 
MR. JAMES L. AU BUCHON 
MR. D AVID II . BAXT ER 
MR. RIC HARD E, BOITTH 
MR. JAMES E. BRASHER 
MR. PAUL W. BROWN 
MR. RIC H ARD E BROWN 
Mil. JO E A. BYROM 
Mil, RONALD L. CAMPBELL 
MR. H RAYMOND DUBUISSON 
MR. JOSEPH H . H)NFARA 
MR. PETER W. !'OSTER 
;\ SS OC 1.-\ I l·.S 
MR. THOMAS 0 . BAR.TON 
MR. JOHN J BRUNETTI 
Mil, MICHAEL A. llUCEK 
MR. STEPHEN J. COREY 
MS. KATHLYN E GRAVES 
MR, BRYAND. HAMRIC 
MR. JERRY E. HINES 
MS. !'RANCES E. HUTCHISON 
MR. RICHARD S. JOHNSON 
MR. JEFFREYS. LYNCH 
MR. STEPHEN S. MARIS 
MR. STEPHEN N. WAKEFIELD 
MR. THOMAS A. CIPOLLA 
MR. J. KEVIN FLYNN 
MR. PAUL W. GERTZ 
MR. RICHARD D. GREENE 
Mil. PAUL G. GOSSELINK 
MR. DANIEL B. HATZENBUEHLER 
MR. JAMES C. HODGES 
MR. THOMAS J. HOWELL 
MR. THEODORE KENT 
MR. CHARLES D. KNELL 
MR. KIM D. KRAHENBUHL 
MR. CHRIS A. LORENZEN, JR. 
MR. GARY J. MANNY 
MR. TIMOTHY R. MCCORMICK 
MR. STEVEN ll. MCCOWN 
MR. CHARLES L. MOORE 
MR. LARRY D. MORRIS 
Mil. JOHN E. KIRBY 
MR. GREGORY A, KLEIN 
MS. ANN M. LAKE 
MR. JEHREY C LONDA 
MR. JOHN W. MIZE 
Mil. JACK M. MOORE 
MR. JOHN H . PHILLIPS 
MR. BYRON H. RUBIN 
HON. RICHARD A. SC HELL 
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MR. DOUGLAS B. OWEN 
HON. LLOYD W. PERKINS 
MR. ANTONE LEWIS PETERSON III 
MR. PETER G. PIERCE III 
MR. EDWARD S. RISS 
MR. JOSEPH E SMITH 
MR. RICHARD L. STANFORD 
MR. JOHN T. UNDERWOOD 
MR. JOHN H . WASHBURN 
MR. DEE L. THOMAS 
MR. STEPHEN j. WILENSKY 
HON. DOYLE H. WILLIS, JR. 
HON. DAVID E. KELTNER 
MR. DAVID C . LONERGAN 
MR. RONALD T. NEWTON 
MR. PATRICK 0 . NAYLOR 
MR. JAMES R. O'NEILL 
MR. STUART E. PARKER 
MR. JAMES T. PORTER 
MR. RONALD W. PRATHER 
MR. PAUL 0. PRICE 
MR. ROBERT H . RAVENHILL 
COL. LAMAR S. SMITH 
MR. GEORGE SOLARES 
DR. THOMAS W. WARNER 
MR. RICHARDS P. WASHBURNE 
MR. BRIAN L. WEBB 
MR. JOHN R . WOODWARD 
MR. PHILIP M. SEIB 
MR. ROBERT R. SMITH, JR. 
MR. DONALD G. STANFORD 
MR. BARRETT W. STETSON 
MR. JAMES L. VEACH 
MR. STEVEN A. VEAZIE 
MR. STEPHEN E. WAMSER 
HON. W. BRENT WEST 
] <)7<, N,l,\HI) L.-111' SCIIOI .-IRSIIII' SPONSOR 
MS. BARBARA M. G. LYNN 
U,lll'IIREY LEE ASSOC!,\"! ES & LAW SCIIOI.ARSI-111' SPONSOR 
MR, JOHN W. BICKEL II 
MR. JOHN R. HOWIE 
MR. D. BOBBITT NOEL, JR. 
QlJ,-\DRAN(;I.I' CLUB & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
HON. NIKKI T. DESHAZO-SMITH 
MR. DAVID B. DILLON 
MS. ALLEN C. WALKER 
MR. JOHN M. WALKER, JR. 
Hil.1. fOP CJ.LIB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. DOUGLAS W. BECKER 
MR. ALAN S. LEIBEL 
MR. JAMES R. LITTLEJOHN 
CENTURY CI.UH & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. LAWRENCE C. ADAMS 
MR. BARTON R. BENTLEY 
MR. FRANK K. BOLAND 
MR. LORENZO BROWN 
MR. HORACE N. CUNNINGHAM III 
MR. RICHARD G. DAFOE 
MR. ROBERT D. DRANSFIELD 
MR. MICHAEL W. DUNAGAN 
HON. CASWELL J. DUNLAP, SR. 
ASSOCIATES 
MS. LYDIA W. BARTON 
MR. MICHAEL R. JOHNSON 
MS. MARILYN A. KOCH 
MR. ROBERT E. LUXEN 
MR. JAMES C. NORMAN 
MR. THOMAS H. OWEN, JR, 
MR. WILLIAM M. FRY, JR. 
MS. MARY A. GARVEY 
MR. GUY N. GOODSON 
MR. DAVID J. GRAHAM 
MR. GREG GUTMAN 
MR. JERRY B. "JAY" GWIN, JR. 
MR. JOHN B. HOLDEN, JR. 
MR. STEPHEN N. LIMBAUGH, JR. 
MR. LEONARD D. LOWRY 
MR. GERALD S. REAMEY 
MR. STEPHEN M. STASIO 
1977 U.\1PlIREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCI!OI.ARSHIP SPONSOR 
MR. JAMES L. BAYLESS, JR. 
MR. ROBERT A. MOSBACHER, JR. 
MR. ROBERT R. ROBY 
QUADRANGLE CJ.Ull & LAW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. BRIAN D. LAFVING 
HI! lTOI' CLUB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. MICHAEL R. BOULDEN 
MR. WILLIAM J. BUX 
MR. RENEE R. CHANG 
MR. PAUL N. GOLD 
CENTURY CLUB & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. MITCHELL BADDOUR, JR. 
MR. STAYTON M. BONNER 
MR. JAMES L. DEEM 
MS. SUSAN S. DUNN 
MR. ROBERT L. FELDMAN 
MR. JOSEPH W. FORAN 
MR. DAVID R. GLENDINNJNG 
MS. KATHRYN C. MALLORY 
MR. RICHARD K. MARTIN 
MR. ZACHARY L. MCCORMICK 
MR. ROBERT T. MOWREY 
MR. RICHARD J. HELSPER 
MR. CHRISTOPHER HICKS 
MS. CATHY L. JORDAN 
MR. ALEXANDER W. KENT 
MR. G. ROLAND LOVE 
MR. MICHAEL Y. MACKINNON 
MR. JAMES E. MCCLAIN, JR. 
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MR. EDWARD H. PERRY 
MR. ROBERT H. SINGLETON, JR. 
MR. N. L. STEVENS III 
MR. JAY G. MARTIN 
MR. ROBERT F. MCBEE 
MS. BARBARA B. RAILSBACK 
MR. F. MICHAEL SEAY 
MS. MARGARET B. SHANNON 
MR. THOMAS W. TITUS 
MR. TERRY L. WINBORN 
MS. JANICE V. SHARRY 
MR. ANDREW F. SPALDING 
MR. V. WAYNE WARD 
MS. T. SUE MORGAN 
MR. MICHAEL P. PATTERSON 
MR. RANDALL L. SCHMIDT 
MR. MICHAEL SHARRY 
MR: THOMAS P. VINCENT 
MR. JAY D. ZUCKERMAN 
1\SSUCl,\TES 
MR. RICHARD M. ABERNATHY 
MR. MARTINE. BROUSSARD 
MS. ADELE S. BUCHMAN 
MR. STEPHEN C. CRANE 
MR. KURT M. DANIEL 
MR. THOMAS L. DOETSCH 
MR. THOMAS R. HELFAND 
MR. CHARLES W. HOLT, JR. 
MR. J. CRAIG JETT 
MS. KATHRYN T. LONGLEY 
MS. LAURIE R. MCCALLUM 
MR. CHRISI'OPHER W. MIMS 
1978 Ql' AllRAN(d.E CLUB & LAW SEN!Oll PARTNER 
MR. DAVID J. LOWERY 
MR. MICHAEL S. WALSH 
HII I.Hll' CI.LIB & LAW l'AIUNEJ\ 
HON. LEE A. DAUPHINOT 
MR. GUY N. KERR 
MR. BRIAN M. LIDJI 
CEN"I U R Y Cl l'II & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. RICHARD F. AGUIRE 
MR. JAMES V. BAIRD 
MR. THEODORE CAMPAGNOLO 
MR. M. CRAIG DEISENRITTH 
MR. ROBERT W. FISCHER 
MS. SARA A. HIXON 
MS. GLORIA A. JACKSON 
MS. DENISE A. BRETTING 
MR. DOUGLAS C. CALDWELL 
MR. WILLIAM M. CAMMACK II 
MR. CLEVELAND G. CLINTON 
MR. KELLY J. COGHLAN 
MR. DAVID Z. CONOLY 
MS. REBECCA R. MORRIS 
MR. DOUGLAS J. PAHL 
MR. C. WESLEY JEANES 
MR. ROBERT V. JEWELL 
MR. MICHAEL L. KREAGER 
MS. FLORENCE B. MORGAN 
MR. RICHARD E. OLSON 
MR. ROBERT C. PATE 
MS. JULIA F. PENDERY 
MR. MARC S. CULP 
MR. STEPHEN W. DUFFY 
MR. JOHN K. DUNLAP 
MR. PHILLIP W. MCCRURY 
MR. JAMES H. MOODY III 
MR. DAN MOORE 
I 9 7 9 l1 ,\II' II R E Y LE F. ASS O Cl,\ I ES & },,\ 1-1' SC II O I A It S 111 I' SI' 0 NS O ll 
MR. JOHN Z. HECKER 
MR. W. PHILLIP WHITCOMB 
QLJAllRANld E CI.LIB & I AW SENIOR PAil"! NER 
MR. MARTIN L. CAMP 
MR. D. PAUL DALTON 
MR. ROBERT C. LYON 
MS. DIANE B. MUSE 
!Ill I IOI' CI.l!B & I.AW l'All"I NEil 
MR. JAMES R. AUSTIN 
MR. WILLIAM K. BERENSON 
MR. GEORGE R. DEAN 
CE:s:·1 L'llY CI l ! B & LAW ASSllCl,1·1 E 
MR. THOMAS J. COLVEN III 
MR. D. RANDY CROWNOVER 
MR. JOSEPH M. ERWIN 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. BRUCE E. ANTON 
MR. THOMAS B. CARTER 
MR. RICHARD L. CIPPELE 
MS. JANET M. DOUVAS 
MR. STEPHEN L. HANCOCK 
MS. MARY EMMA A. KARAM 
MR. DAVID C. MATTKA 
MS. LYNN HASTINGS 
MR. J. WARREN HUFF 
MR. TEMPLE B. INGRAM, JR. 
MR. GREGG A. GINGRICH 
MR. RICHARD S. GOLOMBECK 
MR. JAMES E. HMS 
MR. RICHARD B. HEMINGWAY, JR. 
I 9 8 II Q l 1 .\ I l ll 1\ N (; J E C I l' B & I. .-111' S I' :-.I IO R l' .-1 R I N 1-. ll 
MR. JONATHAN K. HUSTIS 
MR. TIMITTHY E. POWERS 
MS. PAULA B. SINCLAIR 
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MR. JOHN M. PHALEN, JR. 
MR. MARTIN J. RUBIN 
MR. SCarT L. SHERMAN 
MR. BRUCE J. STENSRUD 
MR. MORRIS K. WITHERS 
MR. DAVID M. PRICHARD 
MR. KENT W. ROBINSON 
MR. M. ROBERT ROOFNER 
MR. BRYAN F. SMITH, JR. 
MS. MAIRIN N. TERRY 
MR. LESLIE F. WEISBROD 
MRS. DEBORAH B. MORTON 
MR. TREVOR D. REES-JONES 
MR. BARRY J. SORRELS 
MR. CHRISTOPHER W. VENTERS 
MR. T. MICHAEL WALL 
MR. MICHAEL K. PIERCE 
MR. SANTIAGO SALINAS, JR. 
MS. ELIZABETH G. THORNBURG 
MR. JOE E. RUSSELL 
MR. STUART R. SCHWARTZ 
MR. WILLIAM B. STEELE lII 
MR. RANDALL C. JOHNSON 
MR. MARTIN L. LOWY 
MS. MARIANNE G. VISSER 
MR. STEPHEN WEBSTER 
HI I 1.ro1· CJ l'B & I.Al\' l'All I NEil 
MR. ALAN L. BUSCH 
MR, DAVID G. DRUMM 
MR. MICHAEL R. HOHMAN 
MR. JOEL W. MOHRMAN 
CEN rt'RY Cl.l 1 B & I.A\\' ASSOCIATE 
MS. MAXINE AARONSON 
MR. WILLIAM H. BETTS, JR. 
MS. KATHLEEN L. BIRD 
MR. WILLIAM L. BOEING 
MS. MARY G. BURDIN 
MR. JAMES 0. DARNELL 
MR. C. CLINTON DAVIS, JR. 
MR. LOUIS G. FULLER 
AS SOCIA J'FS 
MR. Al.FRED G. ALLEN III 
MR. JOE H. BERGHEIM 
MS. JEAN P. BISHOP 
MR. JAMES T DRAKELEY 
MR. JOHN D. EXLINE 
MS. CINDY C. FINLEY 
1981 HILi.T Oi' Cl.llB & LAI\' l'ARrNER 
MR. GREGORY L. CA1N 
MR. ROBERT M. CANDEE 
MS. SHARON N. FREYTAG 
MR. JOSEPH T GORMAN, JR. 
CENTl.1 ll\' CLUB & I.AW ASSOCIATE 
MS. LOUISE J. ALLEN 
MR. WILLIAM S. BOYD 
MR. ROBERT T CHAPMAN 
MR. ROBERT M. CLARK 
MR. THOMAS A. DICKSON 
MS. ANNE A. DUNLAP 
ASSOCIAI ES 
MS. JENNIFER B. ALTA.REF 
MR. PHILLIP R. BROCKETT 
MR. TIMOTHY M. HAYES 
MR. ARTHUR E HODGE III 
MS. CONNIE K. JOBE 
MS. LINDA J. NEWMAN 
MR. DANA T PICKARD 
MR . CHARLES J. QUAID 
MR. HAROLD B. GOLD 
MR. CURTIS R. HARDEN, JR. 
MR. PAUL R. HUDEK 
MR . ROBERTS. LADD 
MS. KATHRYN S. LANFORD 
MR. CLAYTON M. LEWIS 
MR. TIMOTHY A. MACK 
MR. JOSEPH F. NJSTICO, JR. 
MR. D. STEPHEN FORT 
MR. RANDALL S. FRYE 
MR. PETER E. GRAVES 
MR. GEORGE T JOHNS 
MR. BRIAN D. MELTON 
MR. CRAIG E. MILEY 
MR. BERNARD T Kl.IMIST 
MR. ANDREW W. MAIN 
DR. MAUREEN A. MURRY 
MS. TRUDE A. TSUJJMOTO 
MR. CALVIN C. FENTON 
MR. Wil.l.IAM L. GRACE, JR. 
MS. DIANNE G. HAWKINS 
MR. ROBERT M. HOFFMAN 
MR. JEFFREY A. KAPLAN 
MS. BARBARA A. KENNEDY 
MR. DOUGLAS R. LEWIS 
MS. SANDRA L. MARHOEFER 
MR. WILLIAM PALMER 
MS. MARIANNE PIEPENBURG 
MR. JONATHAN D. REIFF 
1982 L' ,\ll'IIREY LEE ASSOCIATES & LAW SCIIOLARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MS. CAROL A. REDIEHS 
MR. ANTONIO VILLEDA 
QL'ADllANl,I.E CLUB & I.AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. W. LOWRY BARFIELD 
MS. DOROTHY H. BJORCK 
MR. PH!l.IP C. HUNSUCKER 
Hll.l.TOI' Ci.LIB & LAW PARTNER 
MR. CHRISTOPHER A. BARNET 
MR. WILLIAM MELL GRIFFIN III 
MR. JAMES W. INGRAM 
MR. JAMES S. MEYER 
MR. LYLE B. $INELL 
MS. RONA R. MEARS 
MR. SAMUEL R. MILLER 
MR. PATRICK C. SARGENT 
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MR. R . JAMES PHILLIPS, JR. 
MR. MARK A. POWELL 
MR. EDWARD L. ROTHBERG 
MR. PAULE. ROWSEY II 
MR. DAVID G. STIEBER 
MS. EMILY G. TOBOLOWSKY 
MS. TENNESSEE NIELSEN 
MR. THOMAS NOBLE 
MR. R. MARK PRUNER 
MR. ROBERT E. REETZ, JR. 
MR. ARNOLD N. WILLIAMS 
MR. KEVIN G. LEVY 
MR. GEORGE W. PRECKWINKLE 
MR. PETER J. RILEY 
MR. PAUL ll. SANDER 
MS. PAMELA A. TAYLOR 
MR. STEVEN H. TAYLOR 
MR. JOHN A. SEill, JR. 
MR. MARK STYLES 
MS. SHARON E. WHITE 
CEN I L' R Y C l. Li ll & I.AW As s oc:1,1 ·1 E 
MS. JULIE L. BLOSS 
MR. DAVID L. CARMELL 
HON . JOHN C. CREUZITT 
MS. LISSA M. DUNLAY 
MS. LINDA S. FOREMAN 
MR. WILLIAM E. GRIFFEY 
MS. CARY P. KAVY 
AS S OCI 1\TE S 
MR. KEITH D. BERGElT 
MR. JEFFREY S. BERNSTEIN 
MR. MARKS. BISKAMP 
MR. GENE C. GOLDSMITH 
MR. ROBERT D. KILGORE 
MS. SHARON W. KOPLAN 
MR. KENT C. KRAUSE 
MS. KATHLEEN M. LAVALLE 
MS. REBECCA J. MANUEL 
MR. STANLEY E. MCGLITTHLIN 
MR. WILLIAM H. MILLARD, JR. 
MR. STEWART L. MITCHELL 
MS. BARBARA W. KINCAID 
MR. R. NORRIS LOZANO 
MS. CYNTHIA S. MURRAY 
MS. MARCIA E PENNELL 
MS. REBECCA B. PESEK 
I 98~ UMl'llREY LEE ASSOC I ATES & LAW SC: 1101.ARSllll' SPONSOR 
MR. MICHAEL W. HUDDLESTON 
QLIAl)llANGI F. CLUB & LAIi' SENIOR PARTNER 
MS. CAROLYN V. KELLY$ 
1111 I I UI' Ci l.' B & I.AW l'ARTNER 
MR. MARK V. MINTON 
MR. ERIC M. RHEIN 
CF.NfllRY CT.Ull & I.AW ASSOCTATF. 
MS. CATHY M. ACUFF 
MS. SUZANNE BASS 
MS. BONNIE G. CADE 
MR. STEVEN L. DRYZER 
MS. SANDRA W. GOULD 
A SS OCIA' I ES 
MR. WILLIAM R. ALLBRIGHT 
MR. KENNETH R. ARTIN 
MS. GLENDA G. BREWER 
MR. PHILIP D. COLLINS 
MS. SHELLEY H. GLAZER 
MR. J. BRADLEY GREENBLUM 
MS. DEBORAH G. HANKINSON 
MR. JACKSON G. KRAMER 
MR. STEVEN M. LADIK 
MS. CYNTHIA H. STEINER 
MS. DIANA S. HERRERA 
MR. EDWARD S. HUBBARD 
MS. MARCIA S. LEVINE 
MS. HENRIETTA S. MUNOZ 
MS. MARYL. MURPHY 
1984 UMPIIRF.Y LF.E ASSOCIAl"l'S & I.All' SCIIOI.ARS~IIP SPONSOR 
MS. KATHERINE A. KINSER 
Ql'AllRANld . E Cl.LIB & I.AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MR. GEORGE 0. BENNETT 
1111.1 IOP Cl L'll & I.AW PAR TNF. R 
MS. MARTHA C. CARGILE 
MS. ELLEN A. PRESBY 
C F..'•fl L! I! r C l.l' I\ & L,\ II' Assoc I ,\"I I'. 
MS. MARJORIE C. DELATOUR 
MS. DESPO P. DORSANEO 
MS. BELINDA R. DURRETT 
ASSOCI A IF.S 
MR. MARK S. CARDER 
MS. LORAL R. CONRAD 
MR. WILLIAM P. FEARER III 
MR. CLIFFORD S. JURY 
MR. ROMAN J. KUPCHYNSKY 
MR. GREGORY S. LONES 
MR. MARK R. RYAN 
MR. JAYS. LEVINSOHN 
MR. JOHN B. LOW 
MR. ROGER L. MCCLEARY 
MR. JOEL H. MUSCAT 
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MR. WILLIAM T. NEARY 
MS. CYNTHIA S. PLADZIEWICZ 
MR. BLAZE H. SOSNOWSKI 
MR. SHOJI TSUMITTO 
MR. KENNETH C. WRIGHT 
MR. DANIEL A. ROSEN 
MS. SARAH L. SCHARNBERG 
MR. MARK A. TODD 
MS. BELINDA A. VRIELINK 
MR. WILLIAM G. WHITEHILL 
MR. MARK R. STEINER 
MS. CYNTHIA A. STEPHENS 
MR. ROBERT C. WENDLAND 
MS. LISA M. REY 
MS. PAMELA H. STABLER 
MR. STEVEN L. WILSON 
MR. CLYDE M. SIEBMAN 
MS. ROSEMARY T. SNIDER 
MRS. ANN E. WARD 
MR. ROBERT E. RE!llACH 
MS. DEBORAH R. RYAN 
MR. DERRY W. SWANGER 
MR. STEWART WAYNE 
I 9 8 S H I I I. I O I' C l.l I B & I. A I\' P 1\ I\ r N E R 
MR. KEVIN W. PARKE 
MS. CLAUDIA K. PARKER 
MR. MICHAEL J. TRUNCALE 
MR. DOUGLAS C. WALSDORF 
CENll'RY CJ UB & LAW ASSOCIATE 
MR. HERRERT ADAMS, JR. 
MR. JOHN H. BOMGARDNER II 
MR. RRAD N. GAHM 
MR. RORERT L. GREEN 
MR. RRIAN K. HAMMONS 
ASSOC! ATES 
MS. CHARLA G. ALDOUS 
MS. PAMELA R, AYMOND 
MS. ANGELA F. RRALY 
MS. RETH R. CARSON 
MR. JOHN G. CREWS II 
MS, PRISCILLA K. DAVENPORT 
MR. THOMAS K. LINDSEY 
MR. ROBERT M. O'ROYLE 
MS. SARAH E. PAGE 
MS. PRISCILLA K. PARK 
MR. ERICH. PETERSON 
MR. DAVID P. EVANS 
MR. JAMES E. GILSON 
MS. SUSANNA Y. JOHNSON 
MS. RHONDA Il. LOW 
MR. JAMES W. RUSHER 
MR. RICHARD D. SLOMAN 
1986 UMl'l!REY LFF ASSOCIATES & L\\\' SCIIOI..\RSll/1' SPONSOR 
MR. GREGORY K. ACKELS 
H/1./TOI' CLUB & LAI\' PARTNER 
MR. PEDRO V. HERNANDEZ, JR. 
MR. DAVID R. WOODWARD 
CE:-n URY CI.l!B & LAW ASSOC:IArE 
MR. THEODORE C. ANDERSON III 
MR. WILLIAM S. BANOWSKY, JR. 
MR. JOE D. RRIDGES 
MS. RERECCA D. ABBOTT 
MR. JAMES L. BALDWIN, JR. 
MR. HURERT J. ROYKIN 
MR. HOWARD M. RURCK 
DR. TEK L. CHWANG 
MS. SALLY L. CRAWFORD 
MR. CHARLES D. GLANVILLE 
MR. JAMES R. GRIFFIN 
MR. KELLY M. CRAWFORD 
MR. DELBERT L. GIBBS 
MS. JILL S. GIROIR 
MR. BARRY D. JOHNSON 
MS. ANNA LUKEMEYER 
1987 LIMl'IIREY I.FE ASSOCIATES & I.AW SCIHll.ARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MS. HELEN M. HUBBARD 
Ql 1ADRAN(;I.E CLllB & I.AW SENIOR PARTNER 
MS. KIMBERLEE J. CAGLE 
CENTURY CI.L1 B & I.All' ASSOC:IAl'E 
MS. ANGELINE LINDLEY BAIN 
MR. JOHN I. FISHBURNE III 
MR. DAVID H. TAYLOR 
ASSOC:IAJ ES 
MS. SUSAN C. RALDWIN 
MR. STEPHEN J. CARMODY 
MS. SALLY S. COKE 
MS. SANDRA A. COOK 
MS. DAWN DAVENPORT 
MR. BRIAN G. DICUS 
MS. ELIZABETH A. EMMERT 
MR. HARNETT D. HAMMOND, JR. 
MS. CYNTHIA J. HARKINS 
MS. STEPHANIE L. HARRISON 
MR. NEAL A. KENNEDY 
MS. JANE S. NAHRA 
MR. ANDRES G. NAVARRO 
MR. GREGORY S, OLIVER 
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MR. DAVID W. RALS1DN 
MR. JAMES S. ROBERTSON III 
MS. CAROL M. SIERMAN 
MR. PERRY J. TARNOFSKY 
MR. MARK A. TICER 
MR. MICHAEL J. SMITH 
MR. LAWRENCE A. STERN 
MS. ANNA SUE THOMPSON 
MR. CRAIG A. WELCH 
MR. GARY G. SHORT 
MS. CECILY S. TICER 
MS. MARY A. VAN KERRERROOK 
MR. DAVID LUKENS II 
MS. CAROLE M. MENDEZ 
MR. DAVID M. PYKE 
MR. PHILLIP G. TIDMORE 
MS. KATHERINE R. PAWLEY 
MS. ROilIN PERLMAN 
MR. STEPHEN L. SOLOMON 
MS. VICTORIA L. SOLOMON 
MR. WILLIAM A. THAU III 
MR. RORERT E. VINSON, JR. 
I 9 8 8 L' M I' 11 I\ E Y LE I'. ASSOC I A I' ES & I.,\ W SC 11 O I. A I\ S 1111' SI' O :--1 S Cl I\ 
MR. HRUCE P. CRARY, JR. 
Hll l.1 0 1' Ci LIB & l.,-\1\' l' .-\ 1\ "I NF.I\ 
MS. JENNIFER P. DEVIN 
MR. REX H. GlllSON 
MR. JEFFREY C. LAMHERTH 
MS. Y. LETICIA S. VIGIL 
Cl'N 1 l' I\ Y CI U I\ & I.AW ASSOCIA.1 E 
MR. GRANT E ADAMSON 
MS. NELDA S. ADAMSON 
MR. BLAKE L. BERRYMAN 
MS. KELLY D. llOYD 
ASSOCIATES 
MR. ROY T. AlWOOD 
MR. WILLIAM H. CHURCH, JR. 
MR. GREGORY S. IMHOFF 
MR. MICHAEL A. BOYD 
MS. CINDY W. EAKIN 
MS. HEATHER A. FORWARD 
MS. CARRIE L. HUFF 
MR. DAVID W. JONES 
MS. MARY A. MCNULTY 
MS. SHERRI L. WALLACE 
1989 U~tl'III\EY LEE ASSOCIATES & !..-\IV SC:HOI.AI\Sl!il' Sl'ONSOI\ 
MR. JOHN H. POLK 
QL1 .-\lll\AN(;I E C:I LIB & I.All' SENIOR l'.-11\TNFR 
DR. J. LEE BALDWIN 
HILi 1'01' Cl UB & I.All' PARrNEI\ 
MR. RRIAN C. GRIFFIN 
Ct;NTL'I\ \' cu:11 & LAW A.,SO( lr\l E 
MS. LINDA S. ALTHOFF 
MS. JEAN H. RENDER 
MS. CATHERINE S. HOWE 
MR. ROBERT J. ROZEMAN 
t\SS OCl,.\TES 
MS. JONANN E. CONIGLIO 
MR. PHILLIP H. HAMILTON 
MS. RARRARA B. MALIN 
199(1 I-III.I.TOI' Cl LIB & l..-\11" PAI\TNFI\ 
MS. BETfY M. ELLSWORTH 
CEN .J l'l\\ Ci L1 1\ & I.All" ASSOCIA.11' 
MS. THALIA S. BANOWSKY 
MR. MORRIS A. MILLER 
MR. WILLIAM T. MORRIS 
MS. NISHITA S. SHAH 
ASSOCIATES 
MS. AMY L. ABBOUD 
MR. GEORGE H. BARBER 
MR. ROBERT L. DRAPER 
MS. JULIE E. HARRIS 
MS. RACHEL A. CAMPBELL 
MR. DAVID R. DUNCAN 
MS. JOANNE EARLY 
MS. DEANYA T. KUECKELHAN 
MR. ADAM L. SEIDEL 
MS. HILARY A. WEINSTEIN 
MR. MICHAEL W. SHORE 
MS. CHERYL D. SMITH 
MR. JOHN R. WEATHERLY, JR. 
MR. JAY D. HARTNETT 
MR. DAVID W. KIRKMAN 
MR. HAROLD A. LEWIS 
MS. JOYCE M. MCLAUGHLIN 
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MR. JOHN M. MILES 
MR. LEONARD J. PADILLA 
MS. CYNTHIA H . STEWART 
MR. FRANK G. MERLINO 
MR. JAMES J. SCHESKE 
DR. JOERG-MARTIN SCHULTZE 
MR. ROBERT J. POWER 
MR. HARRISON H. YOSS 
PARENTS 
FRIENDS 
l'IU'Sll)l•::--:1s·c:tll'N(II & 1..-111' ll'IIIO:--: Spo:--;soR 
DR. & MRS. ARTHUR L. SARR1S 
(2 l' ·\ ll R .-\ N l; I E Ci l' II & L ·111 SI·. NI O ll I' IR I :--; I·. R 
MR. & MRS JACK GUENTHER 
1111 I IOI' Ci Cl\ & 1.,111' l'.IR rNl'.ll 
DR. & MRS. J. ALLEN ALEXANDER 
MR. B. THOMAS MCELROY 
C: EN I l' R Y C: 1. l' B & I..-\ II' ASS O Cl ·11 I' 
MR. & MRS. CHARLES A. ABBCTIT 
DR. & MRS. RICHARD AHLSTRAND 
MR. ARTHUR J. PAONE 
MR. & MRS. JACK D. SIDES, JR. 
,-\SSOCI.-IJ"U; 
DR. & MRS. RICARDO N. ADOBBATI 
MR. & MRS. GEORGE BIGGS 
MR. VERN E HOLZHALL 
MR. & MRS. MADAT KESHAVJEE 
MRS. COLLEEN K. WALSH 
MR. & MRS. DAMON YOUNG 
Fcll'NllERS' SOCIEI"\' 
MRS. MOLLYANN MENAKER 
ESTATE OF EUNICE QUISENBERRY 
RUPERT RADFORD TRUST 
MR. EWING WERLEIN, JR. 
i'R1;s111EN Is· C:Ol!NCII. & I.All' l'l 1 1TION SPONSOR 
MRS. LELAND W. CARTER 
WII r rs M TAJ E SocrE I\ & ROBER Is !"ORE\' SOC I ET\ 
MRS. JOHN T. SHARPE 
NAMED LAW SCI-IOI ARSIIII' SPONSOR 
MRS. JACQUELY.N MCELHANEY 
MRS. GEORGE E. SEAY, JR. 
MRS. PATR1CK 0. WADDEL 
MRS. JAMES A. WILLIAMS 
l 1,\IPIIRE\' I.EE ASSOUA"I ES & I.All' SCIIOI.ARSIIIP SPONSOR 
MR. & MRS. HARRY BENOIT, JR. 
MRS. MARLA H. BOONE 
MR. & MRS. EARL C. BORGESON 
MRS. PAUL CARRINGTON 
MRS. CLOVIS G. CHAPPELL, JR. 
MRS. WANDA J. COULTAS 
MRS. HARVEY L. DAVIS, SR. 
MRS. DORIS E. FAIR 
MR. GEORGE H. GLASS 
MRS. MYRA B. GLASS 
MRS. HAWKINS GOLDEN 
MRS. JESSE B. HEATH, JR. 
MR. LARRY D. HUBBARD 
MRS. JAMES R. KINZER 
MRS. LENNART V. LARSON 
MRS. DONALD J. LUCAS 
MRS. DENNIS L. LUTES 
MRS. MILDRED P. MCKNIGHT 
MRS. JOANN PARHAM 
MRS. GEORGE G. PCTITS 
MRS. DOROTHY R. RANDLE 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM J. ROCHELLE III 
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MRS. HARRIETT E RUST 
MR. JOSEPH D. SALAZAR 
MRS. ELIZABETH B. SCHNAKE 
MR. MYRON M. SHEINFELD 
MR. ROBERT L. SOLENDER 
MRS. MARY M. TR1MBLE 
MRS. W. PHILLIP WHITCOMB 
MRS. RAYMOND A. WILLIAMS, JR. 
MRS. JOHN D. WILLIAMSON, JR. 
MRS. WAJ;rER P. ZIVLEY, JR. 
QL 1 ADRANlil.l'. CL U B & I.AW SENIOR l'Aln NEI\ 
MR. ROBERT B. ALLEN 
MRS. W. NORTON BAKER 
DR. & MRS. JAMES L. BALDWIN 
MRS. ROGER Q. BECK 
MRS. COLLEEN R. BOUDREAUX 
MRS. DELILAH J. BOYD 
MR. SAMUEL L. BOYD 
MRS. WILLIAM 0. BRAECKLEIN 
MR. PHIL BURLESON 
MRS. ELIZABETH T. CALLOWAY 
MRS. JEANNE M. CHEATHAM 
Hll.l.TOI' CLUB & LAW PAI\TNF.R 
MS. NANCY ARKO-NOWLIN 
MR. ANDREW BARR 
MRS. LESTER BAUM 
MRS. JOHN C. BIGGERS 
MRS. SUSAN K. BOULDEN 
MS. LINDA Z. BUX 
MRS. GREGORY L. CAIN 
MS. FRANCES J. COLEMAN 
MRS. JAMES N. COWDEN 
MR. DENNIS S. DALY 
MR. ANTHONY DAUPHINOf 
MRS. ROBERT L. DILLARD, JR. 
MS. ANN M. DRUMM 
MRS. BARBARA EMMETT 
MRS. JAYNE T. FIELD 
MRS. EDWARD C. FRITZ 
MRS. DOROTHY J. GARLAND 
CEN'f UR Y C!.L'H & LAIi' ASSO C IAJ'E 
MRS. BARBARA S. AARON 
MRS. ELIZABETH ABBOTT 
MRS. ANNE J. ABNEY 
MRS. CHERON A. ADAMS 
MRS: PAUL S. ADAMS, JR. 
MRS. LAURA J. ALLEN 
MRS. WALTER E. ALLISON 
MRS. WALTER H. AMIS, JR. 
MRS. OVERTON S. ANDERSON II 
MR. WILLIAM C. ARCHER 
MRS. CAROLYN ARMSTRONG 
MR. ROBERT E ASHLEY 
MRS. MITCHELL BADDOUR, JR. 
MRS. CAROLYN H. BAIRD 
MR. & MRS. JACK BALZERSEN 
MR. LINTON E. BARBEE 
MRS. JAMES P. BARKLOW, JR. 
MRS. WILLIAM P. BARNES 
MR. & MRS. PETER B. BARTHOLOW 
MRS. LETTIE BASS 
MRS. KATHALEEN BAUER 
MR. GERALD W. BENSON 
MRS. BEVERLY B. BENTLEY 
MRS. JACKS. BERRY 
MRS. WILLIAM T. BLACKBURN 
MRS. ELIZABETH G. BOEING 
MRS. STAYTON M. BONNER 
MRS. CLAUD 0 . BOOTHMAN 
MRS. BETTY B. BOYD 
MR. & MRS. GEOGRE BREEN 
MS. LEA E COURINGTON 
MS. LOIS P. CROSLAND 
MRS. CAROLYN B. CRUTCHER 
MRS. MARTIN K. DONOVAN 
MRS. DONALD P. FAY 
MRS. MARY FOLLADORI 
MR. JOHN L. HAUER 
MRS. SALLY E. HAYWARD 
MRS. HOUSTON E. HOLMES, JR. 
MRS. LINDA K. KNAPP 
MRS. LOUISA 0. MEYER 
MR. BEN GILBERT 
MRS. ANN M. GLYNN 
MRS. JAMES E. GLYNN 
MS. MELANIE GRAY 
MRS. JULI C. HARRISON 
MRS. JOHN W. HICKS, JR. 
MRS. RICHARD M. HULL 
MRS. JAMES L. IRISH III 
MRS. R. MACK LEWIS, JR. 
MRS. BRIAN M. LIDJI 
MRS. JANICE C. LIVINGSTONE 
MRS. LISA S. MABERRY 
MRS. MARGARET A. MADELEY 
MRS. WILLIAM J. MCGOWAN 
MRS. PERRY R. MCPHERSON 
MRS. DIANE E MILLER 
MRS. ANN M. MORROW 
MR. & MRS. HENRI L. BROMBERG, JR. 
MRS. CAMILLE N. BROWN 
MRS. SAM P. BURFORD, SR. 
MRS. FREDERICK W. BURNETT, JR. 
MRS. JAMES W. CAMPBELL 
MRS. GINGER H. CARLIN 
MRS. JOHN W. CLARK, JR. 
MS. JUDY E. CLEMENTS 
MR. MICHAEL H. COLLINS 
MR. MICHAEL T. CONCANNON 
MS. JUDITH A. COOPER 
MR. & MRS. LEO E CORRIGAN, JR. 
MR. & MRS. VERN COUNTRYMAN 
MRS. JAMES N. DEARIEN 
MRS. KATHARINE C. DEEM 
MRS. SALLY E. DOBBS 
MRS. DEANN DRY 
MRS. DAVID R. DUNCAN 
MRS. JACK E. EARNEST 
MRS. ROBERT A. FANNING 
MS. MARISU R. FENTON 
MRS. MICHAEL A. FISHER 
MR. JOHN L. FITZGERALD 
MRS. MARYL. FLEMING 
MRS. WAYNE L. FRIESNER 
DR. JABEZ GALT 
MRS. JOAN E. GALT 
MRS. JAYS GARRETT 
MRS. ELLIOTT S. GARSEK 
MRS. BURTON H. GILBERT 
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MR. HARVEY R. MILLER 
MR. SAM PASSMAN 
MRS. J. REDWINE PATTERSON 
MRS. ROBERT E RITCHIE 
MRS. CHARLOTTE RUNDELL 
MR. RJCHARD B. SCHIRO 
MS. SHIRLEY STOVER 
MRS. SARAH E. THOMPSON 
MRS. ROBERT G. VIAL 
MRS. RUTH VINEYARD 
MRS. FRANCES G. WARE 
MRS. JILL G. OWEN 
MRS. ANNE S. PAUP 
MRS. WILLIAM D. POWELL 
MRS. SUSAN B. QUAID 
MR. & MRS. JOHN L. ROACH 
MR. BERNARD SHAPIRO 
MRS. HARRY R. SHAWVER, JR. 
MRS. ROBERT H. SINGLETON, JR. 
MRS. G. LEROY STREET 
MRS. SHIRLEY TART 
DR. GAIL G. THOMAS 
REV. JOHN D. THORNBURG 
MRS. ANNA WARDLAW 
MRS. MARLA H. WEBSTER 
MRS. DIANE WILLIAMSON 
MRS. DAVID J. GRAHAM 
MRS. ELVA R. GRESHAM 
MRS. RICHARD B. GRISHAM 
MRS. BETSY GWIN 
MR. & MRS. EDMUND R. HAGGAR, SR. 
MR. JOSEPH M. HAGGAR, JR. 
DR. & MRS. B. C. HALLEY 
MRS. WILLIAM B. HANDLEY, JR. 
MRS. ANNE Y. HANSEN 
MRS. GUY N. HARRISON 
MR. MILLEDGE A. HART III 
MRS. JOAN E HEADLEY 
MR. & MRS. JOHN A. HERRING 
MRS. CAROL H. HOLDEN 
MR. E FRANKLIN HONEA II 
MRS. STANLEY R. HULLER 
MRS. WALTER J. HUMANN 
MRS. R. FREDERICK HUNTER 
MR. GARY D. JACKSON 
MRS. KATHERINE W. JACKSON 
MRS. ROY E. JACOBIE 
MRS. BILLY B. JARVIS 
MRS. CLAIBORNE H. JOHNSON 
MRS. HARRY A. JOHNSON III 
MR. HUBERT D. JOHNSON 
MRS. FORREST L. JONES 
MRS. JANET L. JONES 
MRS. JOE H . JONES 
DR. CARL N. KELLY 
DR. BASSETT B. KILGORE 
MRS. KENT C. KRAUSE 
MRS. RUTH I. KUPCHYNSKY 
MRS. MARSHA LIMBAUGH 
MR. ROBERT M. MARTIN, JR. 
MRS. W. D. MASTERSON 
MRS. SUZANNE S. MATTHEWS 
MRS. CHARLES D. MAYES 
MRS. JOSEPH J. MCCAIN, JR. 
MRS. CAROL C. MCPIKE 
MRS. JOHN J. MEAD, JR. 
MRS. ROBERT E. MELLOR 
MS. JENNIFER L. METZGER 
MR. HICKS B. MORGAN 
MRS. STEWART MORRIS 
MRS. JULIANNE MURPHEY 
MRS. HARRY L. NAJIM 
MRS. PATRICK 0. NAYLOR 
MR. & MRS. THOMAS A. O'DWYER, JR. 
MS. MICHELLE OLSON 
MRS. PATRICIA A. O'NEILL 
MRS. ROBERT B. PAYNE 
MRS. DOROTHY 0. PERKINS 
MRS. JAMES T. PORTER 
MRS. SUSAN M. PRATHER 
MRS. BECKY B. PRECKWINKLE 
ASSllCJ.\'J I'.\ 
MS. NANCY A. ABBOUD 
MS. PAULINE C. ALLBRIGHT 
MRS. E. KARL ANDERSON 
MRS. DEBORAH BEGERT 
MRS. GEORGE D. BENNETT 
MRS. HARLESS R. BENTHUL 
DR. JAMES E BIGGART, JR. 
MR. WILLIAM E BILLINGS 
MS. CHARLENE E. BOND 
MRS . BRUCE W. BOSS 
MRS. PATRICIA JEAN BROCKETT 
MR. & MRS. J. DAVID BROWN, JR. 
MRS. ROCKETTE S. BRUNETTI 
MRS. MICHAEL D. BYCK 
MR. & MRS. EDWIN M. CAGE 
MR. & MRS. J. G. CARGILE 
MRS. MARY C. CHURCH 
DR. ALICE K. CHWANG 
MRS. RITA H, CLINTON 
MRS. CHARLES C . CLYMER 
MR. & MRS. JOHN L. COCKRILL 
MR. WILLIAM COLEMAN 
MRS. DURWOOD D. CRAWFORD 
MRS. DAVID S. CURTIS 
MRS. BERNICE R. DAVIS 
MRS. CLYDE L. DAVIS, JR. 
MRS. ALICE J. DE SANDERS 
MRS. VALi V. DICUS 
MR. W. PAUL DITTO, JR. 
MRS, MARGARET M. DOETSCH 
MRS. J. STEPHEN DYCUS 
MRS. WILLIAM C. ELLIOTT 
MRS. HAROLD ENGLISH 
DR. MILTON K. ERMAN 
MR. TOM A. FISCHMANN 
MRS. LUCILE J. FRANK 
MRS. EDITH A. FRITZSCHE 
MR. ROBERT C. FULTS 
MRS. VIRGINIA M. FULTS 
MRS. DIANE H. GIELOW 
MR. LEE W. GILBERT 
MRS C. TED RAINES, JR. 
MRS. JAMES C. REED, JR. 
MRS. TREVOR W. REES-JONES 
MRS. PETER J. RILEY 
MRS. BETTY B. ROBISON 
MS. TERESA P. ROOFNER 
MRS. IR YING ROSEN 
MR. & MRS. MICHAEL ROSEN 
MRS. TAJA G. RUSSELL 
MRS. MARYANN SALCH 
MRS. CAROL R. SCHWENDIMANN 
MRS. E MICHAEL SEAY 
MRS. MICHAEL R. SHARP 
MRS. JUDITH SHRADER 
MS. KAREN L. SHUFORD 
MRS. PHILIP SILVERBERG 
MR. MARSHALL SIMMONS 
MR. MAR VIN S. SLOMAN 
MR. GEORGE SLOVER, JR. 
MRS. JANE G. SLOVER 
MRS. MARGARET B. SMITH 
MRS. PATRICIA H. SMITH 
MS. SOPHIE T. SOSNOWSKI 
MRS. HELENA SPARLING 
MRS. PAT Y. SPILLMAN 
MR. & MRS. ROBERT R. GILBERT, JR. 
MS. MARJORIE GILES 
MR. & MRS. GEORGE R. GOLDEN, SR. 
MR. ROY L. GOLDMAN 
MRS. MILDRED GREENSTREET 
MR. THAD GRUNDY 
MR. CHARLES HALLEY 
MR. & MRS. SAMMY HARRINGTON 
MRS. WILLIAM R. HEMPHILL 
MRS. JOAN W. HINES 
MR. LAWRENCE P. HOCHBERG 
MRS. ZANNE L. HOCHBERG 
MR. FRANK HOKE 
MR. & MRS. RICHARD A. HOOVER 
MS. JAN HOUCHIN 
MRS. CAROLE S. HUELBIG 
MRS. BEATRICE L. JOHNSON 
MR. SEARCY L. JOHNSON 
MRS. JANET J. JOHNSTON 
MS. CAROLYN E. JORI)AN 
MR. & MRS. EDWIN B. JORI)AN 
MRS. CLIFFORD S. JURY 
MRS. HAROLD KAMINSKY 
MRS. STANDORD M. KAUFMAN 
MRS. GUY H. KERR 
MS. MARY ANN KINCADE 
MR. SAMUEL T. KINCAID II 
MR. & MRS. JAMES H . KLEIN 
MRS. JOSEPH H. LAZARA 
MRS. W. L. LEEDS 
MRS. JAMES W. LEFTWICH 
MRS. DAVID LUKENS II 
MR. D. M. LYNN 
MS. MARGARET A. MAHONEY 
MS. ANN J. MALONEY 
MR. & MRS. J. BRUCE MARTINDALE III 
MR. PAUL MCCARROLL 
MRS. SARA H. MCELHANEY 
MR. & MRS. BOB MCGUIRE 
MRS. ALEXIS MCROBERTS 
MRS. BRIAN D. MELTON 
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MRS. DEBORAH L. STANl'ORD 
MRS. JOAN L. STANSBURY 
MRS. BETI'Y STANTON 
MRS. LINDA S. STEINBERG 
MRS, CHARLES P. STOREY 
MRS . JOHN L. SULLIVAN 
MRS. NANCY W. SWANSON 
MRS, GLENNA H. TAITE 
MRS. I' C. TALKINGTON 
MR. LARRY R. TAYLOR 
MRS. JO ANN A. THOMAS 
MRS. JOHN D . TINSLEY 
MRS. EDWIN S TOBOLOWSKY 
MR. J. RONALD TROST 
MRS. NANCY UNGERMAN 
MRS. JANE S. WADE 
MR. DAVID A. WARD 
MRS. DENNI D. WASHBURN 
MRS. MARCY H. WEISBROD 
MRS. C. RICHARD WHITE 
MRS. ANNE S. WISE 
MS. ELIZABETH R. WOODARD 
MR. ARTHUR J. WRIGHT 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM A. YOST III 
MS. PEGGY J. ZADINA 
MRS. DIANE H. MITCHELL 
MS. JANITA J. MONAGHAN-THOMAS 
MISS JANE E. MORRIS 
MRS. JACK R. MUNGER 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM A. MUREIK 
DR. & MRS. WILLIAM R. NAIL, JR. 
MRS. PATTY RAY P. NUSS 
MS. KATHRYN J. PELHAM 
MR. NICHOLAS G. PETRAS, JR. 
HON. ROBERT W. PORTER 
MR. GEORGE C. POWELL 
MRS. LILLIAN R. POWELL 
MRS. JOSEPH I' PRESCOTT 
MRS. ANN PRICE 
MRS. MARYE. REPPETO 
MR. GEORGE B. RICE, SR. 
MR DAVID H ROSENBERG 
MR. DAVID ROSENWEIG 
MRS. BRYON H. RUBIN 
MRS. DIANNE D. RUSHER 
MRS. JANICE R. SCHELL 
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH L. SCHMIT 
MRS. FAYE S. SESSOMS 
MRS. RICHARD B. SEWARD 
MR. J. GILBERT SHAW 
MRS. RODRICK L. SHAW 
MRS. ROBERT J. SHOEMAKER 
MRS. EMORY C. SMITH 
MRS. WALTER M. SPRADLEY 
MRS. FLORENCE R. TOBOLOWSKY 
MRS. CAMERON TODD 
MRS. NANCY W. VEACH 
MRS. ROMNEY C. VINSON 
MRS. LUCIA WAGGONER 
MRS. SHARLA R. WERTHEIMER 
MR. & MRS. LARRY J. WILLIAMS 
MRS. DONALD H. WILLS 
MRS. CATHERINE WILSON 
MS. CAROL A. ZEITLER 
I I' I I I I ., ,\ I I' .I I E S ll < I I I Y & ROB I·: R I S I ll ll E \ SO Cl ET\' 
MR. ALAN R. BROMBERG 
L'.lll'IIRE\ 1.1-.1·. ASSOC:1,\1 E\ & L ,\\I S< . 1101 \R\1111' SPONSOR 
MR. LENNART V. LARSON 
MR JOSEPH W MCKNIGHT 
MS. ELLEN K. S0LENDER 
(.)l'.\llllA:S:l;J E Ci l'B & I.Al\' SF.NIOR l',IIU:-ll'R 
MS. KATHERINE L. FRIEND 
MS. MARION Y. C. HUSTIS 
MR. JOHN S. LOWE 
MR. WAI~fER W. STEELE, JR. 
1111 I rop c, l ' I\ & l.\11' l',\R I NEil 
MS. t;AJL M. DALY 
MR. JOHN A. MEARS 
MR. JOSEPH J NORTON 
CJ:NITll\ Cl l'B & I.All' ASSO< 1.-lrE 
MR. REUIS W. CAMPFIELD 
MR. TIMOTHY DAVIS 
MR. WILLIAM V. DORSANEO III 
MS. ELYSE FELLER 
MS. DIANNE G. HAWKINS 
.\ s .,oC 1,11 1'. .S 
MR. WILLIAM J. BRIDGE 
MS. JURHEE CURTIS 
MS. CATHERINE G. DUL$ 
MR. C. PAUL ROGERS Ill 
MS ELIZABETH G. THORNBURG 
MR. JEFl'REY A. KAPLAN 
MR. HENRY J. LISCHER, JR. 
MRS. MAXINE T. MCCONNELL-TOBIN 
MRS JIM MCMURREY III 
MR. JOHN J. MYLAN 
MR. SfEFAN H. KRIEGER 
MR. BRUCE E. MUCK 
MR. PHILIP M. SEIB 
FACULIT AND STAFF 
MR. KENNETH L. PENEGAR 
MR. MARC I. SrEINBERG 
MR. NATHANIEL E TAYLOR 
MR. HARMON L. WATKINS 
MR. PETER WINSHIP 
MR. RICHARD ll. SEWARD 
MR. HOWARD J. TAUBENFELD 
MR. STEPHEN J. WILENSKY 
CORPORATIONS/LAW FIRMS 
Hll'NllJ•: I\S ' SOCIETY 
JACKSON & WALKER 
JOHNSON & GIBBS 
STRASBURGER & PRICE 
VINSON & ELKINS 
l'RESI lll ' N IS' COUNCIi & I.AW Tl!lrJON SPONSOR 
AKIN, UUMI~ STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD 
BAKER & BOITS 
HUGHES & LUCE 
WINSTEAD, SECHRESf & MINICK 
\I' ll 11 ., M TYi I'. SOCJl' T \' & ROBER r STOREY Soc1r: ·1 \' 
ANDREWS & KURTH 
BAKER & MCKENZIE 
CARRINGTON, COLEMAN, SLOMAN & BLUMENTHAL 
COWLES & THOMPSON 
HAYNES & BOONE 
JONES, DAY, REAVIS & POGUE 
LAW OFFICES OF FRANK L. BRANSON 
LIDDELL, SAi'!~ ZIVLEY, HILL & LABOON 
WORSHAM, FORSYTHE, SAMPELS & WOOLDRIDGE 
i'<.-1 ,\11·. ll LAI\' St Ill)! .-11\SIIIP SPON.SOR 
CLARK, WES!; KELLER, BUTLER 
& ELLIS 
E-SYSTEMS, INC. 
GARDERE & WYNNE 
GEARY & SPENCER 
GWINN & ROBY 
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KOONS FULLER MCCURLEY & 
VANDEN ECKYEL 
THOMPSON & KNIGHT 
l',\ll'llln., LI I ,\,\()( I.II l·S /'-: 1,,\11 ~( 11()1 ,\1(\1111' s1•0,,01( 
ANDREWS & KURTH 
ASSOCIATES FIRST CAPITAL 
CORPORATION 
BAILEY AND WILLIAMS 
BAR/BR! Of TEXAS 
BICKEL & BREWER 
CAITEX PETROLEUM CORPORATION 
DOUGLAS D. MULDER CORPORATION 
ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS 
CORPORATION 
EXXON COMPANY U.S.A. 
FRITO-LAY, INC. 
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
JENKENS & GILCHRIST 
JOHN K. POLK, l'C. 
KAPLAN 
()l \Ill\ \,,Cl I·. ( I l'I\ & I Ill' \I :,;101< !'Ill I ,Lil 
ATLANTIC: RICHFIELD COMPANY 
BEADLES NEWMAN & LAWLER, l'C 
BIRD & RENEKER 
BURKE AND WRIGHT 
CAMPBELL TAGGER'[, INC. 
CANTEY & HANGER 
CENTEX CORPORATION 
DEHAY & BLANCHARD 
11 I I I I 01' Ci l'H /'-: I ,\II' I'll< I :,;1 ll 
ALAN L. BUSCH, I~C. 
AMERICAN AIRLINES/AMR 
BASKIN & NOVAKOV 
BRIN & BRIN, l'C. 
CREEL & ATWOOD 
DAN M, CAIN, l'C. 
EIKENBURG & STILES 
FOREMAN, BOUDREAUX, SMITH, & 
JOHNSON 
FORT WORTH REAL ESTATE COUNCIL 
FULBRIGHT & JAWORSKI 
GTE SOUTHWES1; INC. 
HENRY B. PAUP, l'C. 
J, C. PENNEY CO., INC. 
(, L :-; I l' ll Y Ci L H /'-: I,,\ I\' :\\\CJ<: I ·\ I L 
ABERNATHY, ROEDER, ROBERTSON 
& JOPLIN 
ABNEY AND ABNEY, INC. 
AMERICAN LIBERTY OIL COMPANY 
ARCH B. GILBERT, l~C. 
ASHLEY & WELCH 
ASHLEY PROPERTIES 
BANK OF BOSTON 
BAUER, RENTZEL, MILLARD & 
HARDWICK 
RIGGERS, BEASLEY, AMERINE 
& EARLE 
BILLY BRITr JARVIS LAW OFFICE 
BIRD & SKIBELL 
BOYD WAGGONER, re 
CARTER, JONES, MAGEE, RUDBERG 
& MAYES 
COCHRAN & COCHRAN, l'C. 
DAVIS & DAVIS 
ELLIOTT, CHURCHILL & HANSEN 
EMANUEL ROHAN, l'C. 
FLINT & HARDEN, l'C. 
FRANK R. JELINEK, INC. 
i\S\0( I,\ I I·.\ 
BRIDGEPORT HYDRAULIC COMPANY 
BUFETE ORTEGA CARPENTER 
& ASSOCS. 
BUSCH, RYAN & SEIB 
D. A. FRANK REAL ESTATE 
INCORSEL INTL ENTER CONS. INC. 
JAMES E BIGGAR'[, JR., I~A. 
KECK, MAHIN & CATE 
DELHI GAS PIPELINE CORPORATION 
DR PEPPER/SEVEN UP COS., INC. 
GODWIN CARITON & MAXWELL, I~C. 
HUNT OIL COMPANY 
JOHN L HAUER, I~C. 
LYON & LYON 
MCNAY, INC. 
ORGAIN, BELL & TUCKER 
JAMES ALAN ALEXANDER, M.D. 
JOHN EMMETT, A'ITORNEY A'r LAW 
JOHN L ROACH, l'C. 
JOHNSON, BROMBERG & LEEDS 
KASMIR & KRAGE 
LAW OFFICES OF PHIL M. 
CARTMELL, JR. 
LAW OFFICES OF THOMAS I' 
GORANSON 
MAYER, BROWN & PLATT 
MCKENZIE & BAER 
MIKE FIELD DEVELOPMEN'f, INC. 
NCNB TEXAS 
RAGGIO & RAGGIO, INC. 
GIBSON, DUNN & CRUTCHER 
GILBERT & COLVIN 
GOLDBERG & ALEXANDER 
GOLLAHER & ASSOCIA'J"ES 
H. N. CUNNINGHAM III 
& ASSOCIATES 
HASLER AND FONFARA 
HERBER.TS, LTD. 
J. C. PENNEY CO., INC. 
JAMES I'. BARKLOW, JR,, r:c 
KALLISTE CORPORATION 
LAW OFFICES OF BARLOW GAR.SEK 
& BOWERS 
LAW OFFICES OF E. VASSALLO 
LAW OFFICES OF H , K WASOFI; JR. 
LAW OFFICES OF HAYDEN H. COOPER 
LAW OFFICES OF HICKS B. MORGAN 
LAW OFFICES Of LORENZO BROWN 
LAW OFFICES OF MARK A. TICER 
LAW OFFICES OF ROBERT C. PATE 
LAW OFFICES OF TED REDINGTON 
LAW OFFICES OF TERRA S. 
STANFORD 
LAW OFFICES OF BARRETr W. 
STETSON 
LAW OFFICES OF CHARLES HOLT 
LAW OFFICES OF DAVID I~ EVANS 
LAW OFFICES OF NEIL L. 
YAN ZANDT 
LAW OFFICES OF THOMAS NOBLE 
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KILGORE AND KILGORE 
LTV AEROSPACE & DEl'ENSE 
COMPANY 
LASTELICK, ANDERSON & ARNESON 
LOCKE PURNELL RAIN HARRELL 
MALOUI; LYNCH, JACKSON, KESSLER 
& COLLINS 
PASSMAN & JONES 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC. 




TENNECO MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
TIMES MIRROR 
VIAL, HAMIITON, KOCH & KNOX 
ROBERTSON & MILLER 
SEELIGSON & STEINBERG, l'C. 
SHANNON, GRACEY, RATLIFF & 
MILLER 
STOREY, ARMSTRONG, STEGER & 
MARTIN 
SULLIVAN AYE. & ASSOCIA'rES 
TRIANGLE PACIFIC CORI' 
TRUE, ROHDE & MCLAIN 
TURNER, RODGERS, CALLOWAY & 
NORRIS 
WILLIAMSON PRINTING CORI~ 
LAW OFFICES OF THOMAS G. 
CROUCH 
LAW OFFICES OF WILLIAM A 
BRASHER 
LAW OFFICES OF DICK R. 
CROWNOVER 
MILES AND MILES 
ORYX ENERGY COMPANY 
PARK & PARK 
PAYNE & VENl)JG, l~C. 
PEARLE HEAITH SER VICES, INC 
R. E HUNTER, l'C. 
ROSEN SYSTEMS INCORPORATED 
RUSHING & DAVIS 
STOLLENWERCK MOORE 
& SILVERBERG 
TOM JAMES, l'C. 
UNGERMAN HILL, I~C. 
VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS OF 
AMERICA, !NC. 
WEBB, KINSER & LUCE 
WILSON MANAGEMEN'l'. INC. 
ZOLFO, COOPER & COMPANY 
LONE STAR GAS COMPANY 
MAXUS ENERGY 
MELTON, WHALEY, LETTEER 
&MOCK 
MILEY & TUR.IN, l~C. 
MINOR & JESTER 
STANFORD & DUNAWAY 
H l l NI l I' ll S ., ( H 11·. I ) 
DAI.I.AS BAR H)UNDATION 
I.ARR Y & JANE HARLAN FOUNDATION 
M. D. ANDERSON FOUNDATION 
I'll F,l lll.N I.\' C:Cll'N( II & I.\\\' I l 11 ltlN Si'ONSOR 
HATIUN W SUMNERS FOUNDATION 
THE MEADOWS FOUNDATION, INC. 
\I'll I I\ ,I I I 111·. SClt:11 '.I \' & RtJl\l'. ll I SJ'ClRl·.Y SO< ! TTY 
THE A. J. THOMAS FOUNDATION 
COMMUNITIES FOUNDATION OF TEXAS 
SARAH CAMPBELL BLAFFER FOUNDATION 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS FOUNDATION 
UNION PACIFIC FOUNDATION 
:S: ,\ ,\ I E I) I .. \\ I' S ( 11 o I I R S I I I I' S I' 0 :-i \ 0 ll 
AMERICAN PETROFINA FOUNDATION 
THE DRESSER FOUNDATION 
EXXON EDUCATION FOUNDATION 
JONES DAY REAVIS & POGUE FOUNDATION 
SHELL OIL COMPANY FOUNDATION 
U ,\/ I' 11 ll I·:\ I. I'. I'. ,\ S SO<: I ,I I I'. S & I. I\\' S <: 11 l) I ..IRS 1111' S J>O NS O ll 
THE ANCHORAGE FOUNDATION, INC. 
CARRINGTON CHARITABLE TRUST 
CRARY FOUNDATION 
HALLIBURTON FOUNDATION, INC. 
MATTEL FOUNDATION 
MOBIL FOUNDATION, INC 
MOSBACHER FOUNDATION 
R LT FAMILY TRUST 
FOUNDATIONS 
U S STATES TRUST COMPANY 
NEW YORK FOUNDATION 
UNOCAL FOUNDATION 
AMY SHELTON MCNUTT TRUST 
ARCO FOUNDATION OF CALIFORNIA 
GREATER WICHITA COMMUNITIES 
KIMBERLY-CLARK FOUNDATION, INC. SOUTHWESTERN BELL FOUNDATION 
LOCKE PURNELL RAIN HARRELL WEST POINT-PEPPERELL 
FOUNDATION FOUNDATION, INC. 
FOUNDATION 
] 111 I I tll' (:1 l'II & I.A\\' l' ,lll I Nl·.ll 
AMERICAN MEDICAL FOUNDATION 
AMOCO l'OUNDATION, INC. 
COOPER INDUSTRIES FOUNDATION 
CI: N I l ' ll \' Ci l' I\ & I. A II' :\ S SO Cl IT I'. 
PRICE WATERHOUSE l'OUNDATION 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF 
CHICAGO FOUNDATION 
GRACE FOUNDATION, INC 
HOPKINS & SUTTER CHARJTABLE 
FOUNDATION 
THE BROOKVIEW l'OUNDATION THE l'OUNDAT!ON OF JEWISH 
BURLINGTON RESOURCES l'OUNDATION FEDERATION 
CONTINENTAL BANK FOUNDATION 
,\ S SO Cl \ I I'. S 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH FOUNDATION 
ARMCO FOUNDATION 
CRUM & l'ORSTER FOUNDATION 
THE HAGGAR FOUNDATION 
ENRON FOUNDATION 
OCCIDENTAL OIL & GAS 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 
\,\'JI.LIS M Lil I'. SOCll'.'I \' & ROl\l'R r s -roRE\ SOCJETY 
DALLAS LAWYERS WIVES CLUB 
<..)l'.\IJI( IN,;J L Ci l'II & 1 .. \1\' SLN!Oll l',lllTNl '. ll 
l'EDERAL BAR ASSOCIATION 
1111 I ·1 () I' (: I l' II & I. A II' I' All I NL ll 
PHI DELTA PHI LEGAL FRATERNITY 
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KIRKLAND & ELLIS FOUNDATION 
PEPSICO FOUNDATION, INC. 
STATE FARM COMPANIES 
FOUNDATION 




SPRADLEY FOUNDATION, INC. 
ORGANIZATIONS 
A special «thank you)) to all the volunteers who gave so willingly of their time and 
talents to ensure another successful year for the SMU School of Law. 
VOLUNTEERS 
SMU LAW SCHOOL 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
JOHN R. JOHNSON 
CHAIRMAN 
SMU LAW ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 
JUDITH K. JOHNSON 
PRESIDENT 
LAW FUND VOLUNTEERS 
LAW l'UND 
GLENN A. PORTMAN 
CHAIRMAN 
MAJOR DONOR COMMrJTEE ,----..... -----, 
ROBERT L. MEYERS lII 
CHAIR.MAN 
MR. RICHARD J. AGNICH 
MS. EVELYN H . BIERY 
MR. MICHAEL M. BOONE 
MR !'RANK L. BRANSON Ill 
MR. EDWARD A. COPLEY, JR. 
MR. RUl'US CORMIER, JR . 
MR. JOHNS. CUELLAR 
MR. ROBERT H . DEDMAN, JR , 
MR. MARSHALL J. DOKE 
MR. JOHN J. EIKENBURG 
MR. R. TED ENLOE Ill 
HON. JON R. c;JlAY 
MR. CHARLES W. HALL 
MR. JESS T HAY 
MR. '[ ALLAN HOWETH 
MS. REBECCA HURLEY 
MR. C UI-TON W. CORENBLITH. '84 
MR. EDWARD 0. COULTAS, '74 
MS. CLARICE M. DAVIS, '69 
MR. J. ROBERT DOBBS, JR., '56 
MR. WILLIAM D. ELLIOT!'. '73 
MR. WILSON D. !'ARGO, '69 
MS. SHARON N. FREYTAG, '81 
MS. ANN S. l'RITfS, '79 
MR. DENNIS J. GRINDINGER, '82 
MR. ALBON 0. HEAD, JR., '71 
MR. JESSE B. HEATH, JR., '66 
MS. JUDITH K. JOHNSON, '75 
MS. MARY EMMA KAilAM, '79 
HON. DAVIDE. KELTNER, '75 
MR. J. !'RANK KINSEL. JR .• '74 
MR. JON R. BAUMAN 
MR. LOUIS I~ BICKEL 
MR. COOPER BLANKENSHIP 
MR. GEORGE BRAMBLE'n' 
MR. BILL E. BRICE 
MR. EDWARD A. COPLEY, JR. 
MR. EDWARDO COULTAS 
MR. AL ELLIS 
MR. RALPH C. JONES 
MR. DARRELL E. JORDAN 
MR. GENE L. MCCOY 
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MR E. RAY HUTCHISON 
MR. WILLIAM L. HUTCHISON, SR , 
MR. JOHN R. JOHNSON 
MS. JUDITH K. JOHNSON 
MR. PETER A. LODWICK 
MS. BARBARA LYNN 
!'ROI'. HARRY J. MARTIN, JR 
MR. CARL W. MCKINZIE 
MR. TODD C. MEIER 
MS. HARRIET E. MIERS 
MR. NEIL J. O'BRIEN 
MR. PIERRE M. SCHLUMBERl;ER 
MR. CARL W. SUMMERS, JR . 
MR. WALTER N. VERNON III 
MR. EWING WERLEIN, JR. 
MR. WILLIAM C. KOONS, '58 
MR. ROBERT A. MCCULLOCH, '73 
MR. JAMES S. MEYER, '82 
MR. WILLIAM H. MILLARD, JR .• '82 
MR. DAVID B. MOSELEY, JR ., '74 
MR. STEVEN D. NELSON, '76 
MR. E. RUSSELL NUNNALLY, '71 
MS. CYNTHIA M. OHLENl'ORST, '80 
HON. LLOYD W. PERKINS, '74 
MR. PHILIP J. PFEil'FER, '72 
MR. GLENN A. PORTMAN, '75 
MR. TIMOTHY P. REAMES, '61 
MS. SARAH R. SALDANA, '84 
MR. ROBERT G VIAL, 'SO 
MR. ANDREW I\ WAGNER. '84 
MR. JOHN H. MCELHANEY 
MS. HARRIET E. MIERS 
MR. PRATER MONNING Ill 
MR. RODNEY D. MOORE 
MR. STEVE D. NELSON 
MR. DAVID B. MOSELEY, JR. 
MR C. TED RAINES, JR. 
MR. CHARLES M. SOLOMON 
MR. PETER M . TART 
MR. BLAKE TART!'. JR. 
TELETHON VOLUNTEERS 
W. LOWRY BARflELD 
CHAIRMAN 
UNDERWOOD LIBRARY CAMPAIGN 
LAW FIRM VOLUNTEERS 
MITCHELL BADDOUR, JR. 
CHAIRMAN 




COUNCIi. FOR EXCEi.i.ENCE 
JAMES W. ROSE 
CHAIRMAN 
MS. MAXINE AARONSON, '80 
MR. ROBERT I.. ABBon: '72 
MR. PAULS. ADAMS, JR., '52 
MR. DAVID !\AILEY, '67 
MR. W. LOWRY IIAR!'IEI.D, '82 
MR. DOUGLAS A IIARNES, '67 
MR. I.ARR\' L. BEAN, '60 
MS. JEAN !\ENDER, '89 
MR. DAN M. CAIN, '70 
MR. CLIFTON COREN Ill.IT! I, '84 
MR. KELLY M. CRAWfORD, '86 
MS. ANNE DALRYMPLE. '91 
MR D. MARK ELLISTON, '74 
MR. MARCH. fOI.I.ADORI, '74 
,VIR. D. STEPHEN fOlrl: '80 
MR. !'RED J FOWLER, '7I 
MS. SHARON fREYTAl;, '81 
MR. A. HAIU1CASTLE, '67 
HON. DAVID D. JACKSON, '67 
,\IIS. I.. KIM JAMISON, '82 
MS, JUDITH K, JOHNSON, '75 
MR. THEODORE C. ANDERSON 
MS. CATHERINE BOWE 
MR. OWEN EISENSTEIN 
MR. IIURTON H. GILBERT 
MR. G. MICHAEL GRUBER 
MR. DAVID C. HALEY 
MS. STEPHANIE L. HARRISON 
MR. Al.BON 0. HEAD, JR. 
MR, TAD HERRSC:HER 
MR. CLIFfON ·r. HUTCHINSON 
MR. RAY KHlRALLAl-l 
MR. ). FRANK KINSEL, JR. 
MR. JEfFREY LYNCH 
MR, MICHAEL P. LYNN 
MR, TIMOTHY A. MACK 
MR. WILLIAM H. MILLARD 
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MR. B. CARL KLINKE, '70 
MS, MONICA LUEIIKER, '91 
MR. BRYAND. MCCRORY, '85 
MS. I.EE MICHAELS, '91 
MR. DAVID B. MOSELEY, JR., '74 
MS. JANE NAHRA, '87 
MR. SCOT!' NICHOLS, '87 
MS. DIANE E NORWOOD, '88 
MR. ADJ. ORKIN Ill, '80 
MR. DOUGLAS I-I . PARKS, '70 
MR. GLENN A. PORTMAN, '75 
MR. DARREi. A. RlCE, '72 
MR. JAMES W. ROSE, '60 
MR. JAMES K. RUSHING, '57 
MR. PATRlCK C. SARGENT; '82 
MR. H. C:. SIBLEY, JR., '67 
MR. DONALD H. SNELL, JR., '73 
MR. DONAi.i) A. SWANSON, JR., '60 
MR. R. KNOX TYSON, '73 
MR. STEPHEN N. WAKEFIELD, '75 
MS. PAULA J. MILLER 
MS. E BETH MORGAN 
MR. ROBERT T MOWREY 
MR. E. RUSSELL NUNNALLY 
MR. JOSHUA I~ ODEN 
MR. ERIC PETERSON 
MR. JOE PUMPHREY 
MS, DEIRDRE B. RUCKMAN 
MR. GR.EGOR Y W. SAMPSON 
MR. PATRlC:K SARGENT 
MR. CHRISTOPHER. SHARP 
MS. CINDY SHEA 
MR. DANIELE SUSIE 
MR. WILIAM R. VAN WAGNER 
MR. WILLIAM C. WILSHUSEN 
L E C T U R E S A N D C O N F E R E N C E S 
The federal judiciary could 
become more effective and 
efficient-without adding more 
judges to the system. 
Reform of the Judiciary 
The Honorable Stanley 
Sporkin, U.S. District Judge 
in Washington, D.C., chose 
reform of the federal ju-
diciary as his topic for last 
November's Murrah Lecture 
on the Administration of 
Justice. At the outset, Judge 
Sporkin noted that while 
the independence of the 
federal judiciary has been its 
great strength, it has also 
been a weakness. His un-
derlying message was that if 
the judiciary itself does not 
determine and implement 
necessary reforms, it is 
likely to be the largely help-
less recipient of impracti-
cable or unpalatable con-
gressional reform. As an 
illustration, he pointed to 
the Speedy Trial Act, which, 
in his opinion, while admir-
able in intent, was passed 
by Congress with little 
attention to the act's impact 
on the functioning of the 
federal judiciary. The judge 
also criticized Congress' re-
form of sentencing proce-
dures. The result of the 
mandated procedures is that 
federal judges are now forced 
to "sentence by numbers," 
with the computer doing 
most of the work. From his 
experience, many judges are 
distressed at the removal of 
judicial discretion from the 
sentencing procedure, 
which has led not to parity 
in sentencing but to fre-
quently inhumane and 
sometimes bizarrely inequi-
table terms of punishment. 
Nevertheless, Judge Spor-
kin quickly disavowed any 
intent to suggest that the 
judiciary was not in need of 
reform. Indeed, in the 
remainder of his speech he 
outlined specific areas in 
which the federal judiciary 
could become more effective 
and efficient-without ad-
ding more judges to the 
system. As the centerpiece 
of his reform program he 
proposed eliminating the 
requirement of rule 52 of 
the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure that in a non-jury 
trial the judge must make 
findings of fact and con-
clusions of law. Instead, the 
judge would render a 
verdict from the bench at 
the end of the trial. While a 
If the judiciary itself does not 
implement necessary reforms, 
it is likely to be the largely 
helpless recipient of 
impracticable or unpalatable 
congressional reform. 
judge would have the op-
tion of writing an opinion, 
he or she could not delay a 
decision with post-trial 
proceedings. The advantage 
to this reform would be 
twofold: prompt decisions 
and more court time for the 
judge. 
In order to allocate court 
resources reasonably, Judge 
Sporkin proposed user fees 
for prolonged civil litigation. 
He suggested that litigants 
that exceed a specified 
amount of court time pay 
the costs of continued use 
of the court's resources. 
Litigants would thus have 
an incentive to limit 
themselves to only the most 
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important issues. The judge 
also suggested that courts 
should be given greater 
freedom to dispose of 
causes of action lacking a 
legitimate basis. He advo-
cated administrative review 
to prevent meritless claims 
for relief from using up 
court time. In addition, he 
would subject new entitle-
ment litigation to some forn 
of screening. In his view, 
too many cases are incon-
sistent with the purposes ol 
the legislative authorization 
Either Congress should 
more precisely define the 
class it seeks to protect, or i 
should give the federal 
judiciary discretion to dis-
miss ill-founded cases. 
With regard to the curren 
debate on diversity jurisdic-
tion, Judge Sporkin indi-
cated that he would not likt 
to see it eliminated. So long 
as state judicial systems are 
subject to political pres-
sures, the diversity jurisdic-
tion vested in federal court~ 
is an important safeguard o 
individuals' rights. In addi-
tion, interstate disputes 
need prompt resolution on 
national basis. He would, 
however, advocate some 
changes, for example an in-
crease in the amount in con 
troversy, to insure a case's 
substantial impact on in-
terstate commerce. 
The judge then turned to 
the benefit of judges 
knowledgeable in a specific 
field being assigned cases i1 
that field. In the same vein, 
he suggested that certain 
categories of cases currentl) 
clogging the courts, such aE 
eedom of Information Act 
ses, title VII cases, and so-
11 security review, could 
: most efficiently handled 
, specialized courts. 
Finally, Judge Sporkin 
1ggested the streamlining 
the entire appellate 
view system. Far from ad-
ng more layers of review, 
1per courts of appeal, the 
dge would subject the 
1st majority of appellate 
ses to per curiam review. 
1e goal of the appellate 
urts should be to ensure 
at trials were fair and the 
·cisions acceptable, not 
at they were perfect. 
In the question-and-
1swer session following 
e judge's formal remarks 
· addressed a further 
;ue. In response to a 
ggestion that the savings 
1d loan crisis could be 
:1med on deregulation, he 
id unequivocally that 
:regulation was not a 
ense to steal. In his 
,inion, a breakdown of 
rporate ethics has allowed 
Nyers, directors, and 
countants to get away 
ith dishonest actions. 
,ciety must police itself 
,d members of all profes-
ms must draw the line on 
1ethical as well as illegal 
nduct. To Judge Sporkin, 
Nyering is more than 
towing the law; it is how 
react to situations with 
uity, which requires 
ove all wisdom and 
mmon sense. 
The lectureship honoring 
ige Murrah was estab-
l1ed at the SMU School of 
w through the generosity 
the Hatton W. Sumners 
undation. 
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Judge Irving L. Goldberg expressed his appreciaHon lo the donors of the Goldberg 
Endowed Lectureship, which celebrated its third year with the presentation of Professor 
Michael E. Tigar, Joseph D. Jarnail Centennial Chair holder al the University of Texas 
Law School. 
South Africa and Civil Rights 
Civil rights litigator Pro-
fessor Michael E. Tigar, 
Joseph D. Jamail Centennial 
Chair at the University of 
Texas School of Law, in his 
January 24, 1991, Goldberg 
Lecture, pondered whether 
lessons learned from the 
civil rights movement in the 
United States in the 1960s 
could be successfully ap-
plied to the current pressure 
for social and political 
change in South Africa. He 
noted that the system of 
apartheid established by the 
South African National 
Party in 1948 is fast crum-
bling. As the formal struc-
ture erodes, the South 
African Government and 
the international community 
is confronted with the 
results of the social and 
legal inequality that has 
been part of South African 
life for decades. Professor 
Tigar emphasized that in a 
nation in which the 
minority has so clearly 
dominated the majority for 
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so long, instability is in-
evitable. If, he said, we 
ignore the depths of black 
anger and white ideology 
and try to write the future 
on a clean slate, we will fail 
to identify the problems and 
therefore be unable to solve 
them. 
On the surface, the im-
plementation of a U.S.-style 
bill of rights would appear 
to be attractive. The U.S. 
Bill of Rights was, after all, 
in Professor Tigar's words, 
"written by people who 
knew of particular abuses 
and wished to make un-
mistakable that they would 
not occur again. It was 
written about judges and for 
judges by lawyers and on 
behalf of clients whose 
collective life experience 
showed us that there was 
need for such a testament 
disposing and directing how 
the legacy of revolutionary 
struggle should be distrib-
uted as the patrimony of 
their children." As lawyers 
If we ignore the depths 
of black anger and 
white ideology, we will fail 
to identify the problems 
and therefore be unable to 
solve them. 
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Social change in a nation 
1as never depended entirely 
on internal dynamics. 
he influence of international 
social organizations can 
be profound. 
South Africa (cont.) 
in South Africa confront the 
seemingly overwhelming 
power of the state it would 
seem appropriate to look 
back to the 1960s in the 
United States and to recol-
lect what lawyers in the 
south were faced with at 
that time. Nevertheless, as 
Professor Tigar admitted, 
the parallel is flawed. 
South African courts are 
presently nothing tnore than 
administrative arms of the 
state. Any attempt to recast 
them as upholders of a judi-
cially enforceable bill of 
rights faces obstacles that 
have to be confronted and 
understood. The National 
Party has established a 
tradition that it is legitimate 
to use the judicial and 
prosecutorial arms of the 
state to punish and 
suppress dissent. The law 
against the use of coerced 
confessions is negated by 
police procedures that are a 
travesty of justice. Indeed, 
the vast majority of black 
South Africans are unaware 
that they possess any legal 
rights at all. This sense of 
helplessness is reinforced by 
the land tenure laws im-
posed by English and 
Afrikaner settlers by which 
Africans were driven from 
their commonly held tribal 
lands. 
In the political arena, the 
most serious opposition to 
change comes from the con-
servative Afrikaners, 
descendants of the original 
Dutch settlers in South 
Africa. For the most part 
small businesspeople and 
farmers, the Afrikaners are 
the principal beneficiaries of 
a black labor force with 
minimal rights. Added to 
this economic factor is the 
Afrikaners' deeply seated 
religious conviction of the 
inferiority of blacks. To try 
to sew the seeds of a bill of 
rights on such infertile legal 
and political ground is a 
monumental task for a post-
apartheid society. 
Notwithstanding this 
somewhat pessimistic view 
of the future for South 
Africa, Professor Tigar made 
the point that social change 
in a nation has never 
depended entirely on in-
ternal dynamics. The influ-
ence of international social 
organizations can be 
profound. The international 
consensus that there is a 
body of international human 
rights law that is binding 
upon every sovereign nation 
and that can be enforced by 
other nations has most re-
cently been demonstrated in 
the Iraq/Kuwait arena. U.N. 
resolutions, the Geneva 
Convention, the decisions of 
the European Court of 
Human Rights, all demon-
strate that human rights 
transcend national 
boundaries. In Professor 
Tigar's view, those working 
toward the complete dis-
mantling of apartheid would 
do well to draw upon in-
ternational parallels as well 
as striving for internally 
generated change to create a 
society of equality for all 
races within South Africa . 
The Goldberg lectureship 
was established by the law 
clerks and friends of Judge 
Irving L. Goldberg. The 
luncheon following the lec-
ture was paid for in part by 
Mead Data Central, a 
company specializing in 
Lexis/Nexis computer 
networking. 
Business Opportunities in the Persian Gulf 
Nicholas Hill of the 
London law firm of Trowers 
& Hamlin, with an office in 
the Sultanate of Oman, 
spoke at a law school 
Corporate Counsel's Council 
luncheon on February 5, 
1991. The event was 
sponsored by Winstead 
Sechrest & Minick in Dallas. 
The focus of Mr. Hill's 
address was the develop-
ment of joint business 
opportunities in the 
southern and western 
Persian Gulf nations. 
Although Mr. Hill spoke 
before the cease fire 
between Iraq and the 
United States and its allies 
in the war, he was confident 
that the end of the fighting 
would bring significant busi-
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ness opportunities to the 
western nations, and partic-
ularly to the United States. 
Mr. Hill pointed to a 
number of industries in the 
Gulf states that would 
welcome joint ventures with 
western companies. First, of 
course, the oil and gas in-
dustry in Kuwait must be 
rebuilt since it is Kuwait's 
only rationale for existence. 
Major openings for coopera-
tion exist in the construction 
and civil engineering fields. 
The development of interna-
tional financial services for 
the Gulf region will be im-
portant. And, finally, in-
ternational trade centered in 
the Gulf nations offers enor-
mous opportunities for 
foreign companies. 
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• Equality in Dallas-
Obligation of 
Professionals 
:holas T. Hills, partner in the London firm of Trowers & Hamlin, which also has offices 
Oman, provided a "Lawyer's Perspective to Challenge and Opportunities in the Arabian 
Jlf" at the winter meeting of the law school's Corporate Counsel's Council. 
The Arab people have the Code Napoleon, then 
~en sophisticated traders translated into Arabic and 
r millennia, trade is in subject to interpretation 
.eir blood and a way of under Islamic law. As a 
·e. To succeed, however, result, contract disputes can 
r. Hill warned that any be extremely complicated. 
,mpany interested in a Finally, Mr. Hill empha-
int venture in the Gulf sized that foreigners want-
1tions must be prepared to ing to do business with the 
corporate the joint venture Arab states must be very 
ith 51 percent Arab sensitive to the culture, 
,vnership and to have a religion, and customs of the 
cal agent to look after the region. Mr. Hill suggested 
!nture's interests. In this that because of the United 
ay, the benefits of the Kingdom's historical ties 
int venture will be fairly with the Gulf states, U.S. 
tared by the foreign par- companies interested in 
:ipant and the Arab doing business in the region 
trtners, contractors, and could learn much from the 
1bcontractors involved in U.K. experience there. U.S. 
e operation. businesspersons and 
Westen1 businesspersons lawyers should realize that 
td lawyers should also be the Gulf states are highly 
\Tare that Islamic law is resistent to western mores 
sed on the Quran and and customs and that west-
at this law is taken very erners would do well to un-
riously and rigidly derstand and accept the 
llowed. However, the Islamic view of life rather 
amic states of the region than vaunting western-style 
,o inherited, via Egypt, democracy. Or, as Mr. Hill 
e Code Napoleon. Since ended by quoting from St. 
1glish is the predominant Paul's Epistle to the 
cond language, interna- Romans, "Be not wise in 
mal contracts are most your own conceits." 
:ely to be written in En-
sh or French, based on 
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In 1956, a black man, in-
jured in an accident, lay 
bleeding to death by the 
side of the road. Watching 
him were a white policeman 
and a white ambulance 
crew. They were waiting for 
a "black ambulance" service 
to arrive, for at that time, by 
law, in Dallas, the "white 
ambulance" could not trans-
port a black person to a 
hospital. The Reverend Zan 
Holmes, pastor, teacher, and 
political leader, recounted 
this incident as one of his 
first experiences in the city 
to which he had just 
moved. He recalled compas-
sion in the eyes of the white 
officials, yet also their in-
ability to act because they 
were, in Dr. Holmes' words, 
"bound by racism." 
As keynote speaker to the 
Sixth Conference on the 
Professions, Dr. Holmes 
asserted that vestiges of this 
same racism live on in 
Dallas and still bind 
members of the professions. 
Dallas, he said, is geo-
graphically and economic-
ally one of the most segre-
gated cities in the United 
States. Whites feel alienated 
from the civil rights 
movement, and at a loss as 
to how to reverse the grow-
ing polarity between 
residents of the white, 
affluent suburbs to the 
north and the minorities of 
the inner city. He appealed 
for a new coalition, a new 
"Either we learn together as 
sisters and brothers or we 
perish as fools." 
-Martin Luther King 
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Until white professionals 
can rid themselves 
of personal racism 
they will not be willing 
to share their financial 
and political power 
to build a true coalition 
with nonwhites. 
Equality in Dallas (cont.) 
power-sharing, to fight for 
the good of the total city. 
Al Ellis ('71), immediate 
past president of the Dallas 
Bar Association, responded 
to Dr. Holmes' plea for ac-
tion by outlining what the 
legal profession is doing to 
integrate minority lawyers 
unreservedly into its power 
structure. The Dallas Bar 
Association has recently 
accorded presidents of 
minority bar associations 
full, voting membership 
within the Association. It 
has also formed a task force 
to formulate a long-range 
plan to ensure that inclusion 
of minorities as equal 
members becomes a reality. 
Dr. Ron J. Anderson, 
president and chief execu-
tive officer of Parkland Me-
morial Hospital, described 
how the medical community 
is responding to the needs 
of the dispossessed and 
powerless. Parkland Hos-
pital has established com-
munity out-patient care 
units in minority and 
depressed neighborhoods. 
Mobile units are going to 
shelters for the homeless. 
Bishop Mark B. Herbener, 
presiding bishop of the 
Northern Texas-Northern 
Louisiana Synod of the 
Evangelical Lutheran 
Church in America, spoke 
as a representative of the 
white theological commu-
nity. In his view, one of the 
main obstacles to a true 
coalition of the races is that 
too many professionals still 
feel that the paternalism of 
the white oligarchy toward 
racial minorities is appro-
priate and beneficial. Until 
white professionals can rid 
themselves of this personal 
racism they will not be will-
ing to share their financial 
and political power to build 
a true coalition with 
nonwhites. 
At lunch SMU alumna 
Ruth Sharp Altschuler 
talked with poignancy and 
humor of her work on 
behalf of the Salvation 
Army and other local 
organizations for the poor 
and underprivileged. The 
conferees then separated 
into small groups for in-
formal discussion of the 
practical and ethical issues 
posed by the morning's 
speakers. 
A closing summary in-
dicated general agreement 
that members of the Dallas 
Bar Association, the Dallas 
Medical Association, and 
the Dallas Council of 
Churches should meet 
together in a retreat to 
formulate policies with 
regard to racial issues that 
they would then recom-
mend to the Dallas City 
Council and the Dallas 
County Commissioners 
Court. 
This Sixth Conference of 
the Professions, held on 
March 27, 1991, and attend-
ed by approximately 85 in-
vited participants from the 
medical, legal, and theologi-
cal professions, was spon-
sored by the Dallas Bar 
Association, the Dallas 
County Medical Society, 
SMU School of Law, SMU 
Perkins School of Theology, 
and the University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Cen-
ter at Dallas. 
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Congressman Michael Andrews (J.D. 
1970), a member of the Ways and Me 
Committee, presented the law school'~ 
Annual Tax Policy Lecture. 
Tax Policies for the 9 
SMU law school gradual 
Michael A. Andrews ('70) 
gave the ninth annual 
tax policy lecture at the 
school on March 28, 1991. 
Democratic represen ta ti ve 
for the 25th District of Tex; 
since 1983, Congressman 
Andrews is a member of t 
House Committee on Way 
and Means. In "Tax Policy 
for the 1990s" he concen-
trated on congressional ef-
forts at tax simplification. 
At the outset, Congress-
man Andrews pointed out 
that a shorter tax code doE 
not necessarily mean a 
simpler tax code. Neither 
does simplicity always 
equate with fairness. Yet 
fairness should be the 
essential goal of any tax 
revision. 
As the congressman rea 
ily admitted, large-scale 
progress in tax simplifica-
tion will be difficult to 
achieve; small victories 
around the edges of the 
code are more realistic. H< 
outlined some major bar-
riers to success: First, tax 
writers are under pressun 
to meet time and deficit 
reduction deadlines, and 
that type of pressure is not 
conducive to formulating 
good policy. Too often, dis-




Second, raising taxes is such 
a political quagmire that 
good policy is ignored. As a 
practical matter, tax bills 
must be put together in a 
form that the President will 
find acceptable and will 
sign; sound policy rarely 
prevails over the need to 
provide a mix of provisions 
pleasing to the President's 
constituency. Third, transi-
tion rules add to any tax 
bill's complexity, as do spe-
cial projects dear to in-
dividual members of Con-
gress. Fourth, any proposed 
tax incentive must be 
accompanied by a revenue-
raising amendment to cover 
the projected revenue loss 
of the incentive. While 
that is good policy, it does 
not lead to simplicity in 
formulating the proposed 
provision. 
With regard to the fourth 
point, Congressman 
Andrews emphasized that 
new programs do need 
financing. As examples he 
pointed to long-term health 
care and catastrophic health 
insurance. Nevertheless, 
Congress must discipline 
itself when it comes to 
financing pet projects. 
While the press acts as a 
good watchdog over provi-
sions that benefit only in-
dividuals, lobbying by spe-
cial interest groups can 
make writing good tax law 
overwhelmingly difficult. 
Having delineated the dif-
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ficulties of writing good tax 
law, Congressman Andrews 
proposed some solutions. In 
general terms he felt that 
the primary goal of Con-
gress should be to reduce 
the budget deficit and 
thereby reduce the pressure 
on the tax-writing com-
mittees to raise rates with-
out considering longer-term 
policies. In addition, he 
suggested a move to a two-
year budget cycle. Tax 
writers would then be less 
affected by tight time dead-
lines and could concentrate 
on policy, oversight, and 
fairness. 
Finally, Congressman 
Andrews advanced four 
proposals to ensure 
simplification of the code. 
Congress should instruct tax 
writing committees to focus 
on simplicity. Committee 
chairs should insist that 
anyone who suggests a 
change must also address 
the simplicity of the change. 
The Treasury Department 
and the IRS should be, forced 
to address simplicity in 
positions they take. And 
lastly, the President should 
appoint a task force of 
private citizens to present 
specific suggestions to Con-
gress with regard to intro-
ducing simplicity and clarity 
to tax writing. 
The sponsor for this 
year's lecture and the fol-
lowing luncheon was the 
Dallas firm of Malouf Lynch 
Jackson Kessler & Collins, 
the five principals of which 
are SMU law graduates: 
Donald J. Malouf ('62); 
Michael E Lynch (LL.M. in 
Taxation, '73); John D. Jack-
son ('70); Gary S. Kessler 
('74); and Joseph 0. Collins, 
Jr. ('74). 
Controlling Terrorism Through Law 
At an April 23, 1991, joint 
me ting of the law school's 
Corporate Counsel's Council 
and Council for Excellence, 
hosted by Baker & Botts, 
A. Kenneth Pye, President 
of SMU and Professor of 
Law, spoke on "The Law 
and Terrorism." 
In President Pye's view, 
the concept of terrorism is a 
matter of perspective. A 
terrorist by Western stand-
ards may be a patriot to 
people resisting oppression 
or seeking justice through 
anticolonialist actions-in 
the struggle for self-deter-
mination the means may 
be seen to justify the end, 
even if innocents die. To 
some the PLO is a terrorist 
group; to others it is the 
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legitimate representative of 
a repressed people. 
As President Pye pointed 
out, however, if it is hard to 
define terrorism, it is even 
harder to control it. The in-
ternational community has 
made some efforts to com-
bat the problem. A 1986 
U.N. resolution condemned 
terrorism, and treaties apply 
to hijacking, destruction of 
aircraft on the ground, 
attacks on diplomatic per-
sonnel, terrorist devices sent 
through the mail, and the 
taking of hostages. 
Despite these treaties, 
many terrorists are protect-
ed from extradition to the 
countries in which they 
committed their crimes 
because the countries to 
A. Kenneth Pye 
A terrorist 
by Western standards 
may be a patriot 
to people resisting 
oppression. 
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Terrorism can 
only be eliminated 
if law enforcement 
agencies have 
the means to 
identify, locate, track, 
arrest, and 
prosecute terrorists. 
Controlling Terrorism (cont.) 
which they have fled deem 
their offenses political. 
While different countries 
use different standards to 
define political offenses, 
taken together the various 
tests provide terrorists with 
broad protection against 
extradition. Indeed, the 
United States itself has con-
sistently used the ground of 
political offense to refuse to 
extradite terrorists, although 
it has recently signed a 
treaty with the United King-
dom agreeing to extradite all 
those accused of violent 
crime regardless of political 
motivation. 
Most terrorist acts in the 
United States are already 
covered by state and federal 
laws and incidences are few 
because of the efforts of the 
FBI and other law enforce-
ment agencies. Abroad, the 
United States has increased 
its defensive measures to 
protect its embassies, con-
sulates, and USIA offices, 
but these measures give 
marginal protection to U.S. 
businesspeople and other 
private citizens. A more 
aggressive approach is the 
threat of economic sanctions 
or suspension of aviation 
privileges. Nevertheless, 
such sanctions are ineffec-
tive if they are unilateral in 
that their principal result is 
the loss of U.S. markets to 
other nations. 
The United States has in-
stituted some measures to 
combat terrorism. Congress 
has passed the Terrorist 
Assistance Act (as President 
Pye pointed out, peculiarly 
named), which authorizes 
the training of foreign police 
officers in the United States 
to combat terrorism. The 
Act does not, however, 
allow for the provision of 
equipment and weapons the 
officers may need to use 
their training effectively in 
their home countries. Con-
gress also has passed a law 
giving the United States 
jurisdiction anywhere in the 
world over anyone who in-
jures or kills an American 
citizen, and it has autho-
rized the payment of 
substantial rewards for in-
formation leading to the 
arrest and conviction of 
terrorists. 
In the final analysis, ter-
rorism can only be elimi-
nated if law enforcement 
agencies have the means to 
identify, locate, track, arrest, 
and prosecute terrorists. In-
ternational cooperation is 
essential in this endeavor, 
including the services of 
INTERPOL. On the domestic 
front, several obstacles have 
to be overcome. Law en-
forcement officials cannot 
begin an investigation until 
they have good reason to 
believe that a crime has 
been committed. Yet organi-
zations suspected of plan-
ning terrorist acts need 
tracking before they act. 
Law enforcement officers 
are circumscribed in the 
surveillance techniques they 
may use. Additionally, they 
have no legal framework for 
infiltration. Infiltrators must 
gain the trust of an organi-
zation by committing illegal 
acts-for which they could 
then be prosecuted. FBI 
policy delineates the permis-
sible actions of infiltrators. 
President Pye suggested a 
statute that would provide 
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infiltrators immunity from 
prosecution provided they 
operate within the federal 
guidelines. 
President Pye concluded 
by outlining further mea-
sures the United States 
could take to combat terror-
ism. He suggested that two 
existing statutes could be 
amended to apply to terror-
ists: RICO and the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance 
Act. RICO, however, has so 
far been interpreted as 
applying only to economic, 
not political, crimes. The 
Foreign Intelligence Surveil-
lance Act could be ex-
panded to allow covert 
searches to identify terrorist 
activities. And finally, the 
Status of Forces agreements 
with European allies could 
be modified to allow U.S. 
investigations of crimes 
committed against U.S. 
service personnel off base. 
The School of Law's 
Corporate Counsel's Council 
was established two years 
ago as a means of commu-
nication between the law 
school and the corporate 
legal community. Corporate 
counsel have served as 
guest speakers in various 
law school classes, and 
faculty members have pro-
vided expert assistance to a 
number of corporate offices. 
Local corporate offices also 
have employed students 
through a minority clerkship 
program initiated with the 
help of Frito-Lay. The func-
tions of the Council for Ex-
cellence are described else-
where in this issue of The 
Brief. 
FACULTY NEWS 
VlcKnight and Taubenfeld Receive Endowed Faculty Fellowships 
f oseph W. McKnight 
Joseph W. McKnight, Pro-
fessor of Law, has been 
named as the first Larry and 
Jane Harlan Faculty Fellow 
at the School of Law. Pro-
fessor McKnight received 
his B.A. from the University 
of Texas in Austin, a B.A., 
B.C.L., and M.A. from Ox-
ford University, where he 
was a Rhodes Scholar, and 
an LL.M. from Columbia 
University. He joined the 
, law faculty at SMU in 1955, 
serving as associate dean for 
academic affairs from 1977-
1980. He is an authority in 
the fields of legal history 
and family and marital 
property law. 
Professor McKnight has 
written extensively on the 
Spanish legal influence on 
American jurisprudence and 
is completing a book, Legal 
Persistence and Change, which 
deals with the law of 
succession on the Hispanic 
frontier of North America. 
He is also the co-author 
with W.A. Reppy, Jr., of the 
1983 casebook, Texas Matri-
monial Property Law, and 
acted as general editor and 
author of Creditor's Rights in 
Texas (1st ed. 1963). 
In 1967 Professor McKnight 
was a visiting professor at 
the University of Edinburgh, 
where he delivered the Stair 
Society lecture. In 1976 he 
was on leave at the Univer-
sity of Salamanca, Spain. He 
was named an Academico 
(honoris causa) of the Acade-
mia Mexicana de Derecho 
Internacional in 1988. 
JOSEPH W. McKNIGHT 
Professor McKnight is a 
leader in law reform. He 
was a principal draftsman of 
the Texas Family Code, 
other Texas legislation, 
revisions of the Texas Con-
stitution, and a federal 
statute on historical preser-
vation. From 1963-1966 he 
served as a member of the 
board of directors of the 
National Legal Aid and 
Defender Association. 
Professor McKnight was 
vice president of the 
American Society for Legal 
History in 1966-1968 and a 
member of the Society's 
board of directors from 
1967-1975. Currently, he 
serves as a member of the 
executive council of the 
Texas State Historical 
Association, as a member of 
the advisory Board of the 
Institute of Texan Cultures, 
and as a trustee of the San 
Jacinto Museum of History 
Association. He has shared 
his interest in rare and an-
tique books on law and 
Texas history with generous 
gifts to the rare book collec-
tion of Underwood Law 
Library. 
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HOWARD J. TAUBENFELD 
The Larry and Jane 
Harlan Faculty Fellow has 
been established by the 
trustees of the Larry and 
Jane Harlan Foundation to 
support scholarly research 
and teaching at the School 
of Law. In the words of 
Dean Rogers, "It is most 
fitting that Joseph W. 
McKnight is the first 
recipient of the position, 
given his long and dis-
tinguished service to the 
law school and the legal 
profession. His teaching and 
scholarship continue to set 
very high standards." 
Howard J. Taubenfeld 
"He has been an out-
standing classroom teacher 
at the law school for 30 
years and has had a very 
positive impact on a genera-
tion of aspiring lawyers." 
With this tribute, Dean C. 
Paul Rogers III introduced 
Howard J. Taubenfeld, Pro-
fessor of Law, as the first 
Vinson & Elkins Distin-
guished Teaching Fellow. 
The fellowship was dedi-




firm of Vinson & Elkins to 
support excellence in teach-
ing at the law school. 
Professor Taubenfeld 
holds A.B., LL.B., and 
Ph.D. degrees from 
Columbia University. He 
joined the law school faculty 
in 1961 and over the past 30 
years has taught in the 
areas of public international 
law, impacts of new tech-
nology, space law, ethics, 
property law, and family 
law. He is co-author, with 
Philip Jessup, of the pio-
neering work Controls for 
Outer Space; co-author of 
Race, Peace, Law and Southern 
Africa; editor of Controlling 
the Weather; and co-author of 
International Treaties, Declara-
tions, and Other Acts Concern-
ing Sex-Based Discrimination 
and the Rights of Women in 
International Law. 
In addition to his law 
school courses, Professor 
Taubenfeld has lectured in 
France, Mexico, Israel, 
Greece, and the United 
Kingdom. In 1984, while on 
leave, he was a visiting 
scholar at the International 
Development Law Institute 
in Rome, followed by an ex-
change professorship at 
Kwansei Gakuin University 
in Nishinomiya, Japan. In 
1988 he was a visiting 
professor at Hastings 
College of Law in San 
Francisco. He is director of 
the SMU School of Law 
summer programs at Oxford 
and Edinburgh. 
Professor Taubenfeld is a 
consultant to the Tunisian 
Government in the prepara-
tion of that country's en-
vironmental laws. He is also 
a consultant to the U.S. 
Department of State, the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the Na-
tional Center for Atmos-
pheric Research, Scripps In-
stitution of Oceanography, 
and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration. In Texas he chairs 
the Advisory Committee on 
Weather Modification of the 
Texas Water Development 
Board and serves as liaison 




faceted career epitomizes 
the scholarship and commit-
ment to teaching that the 
Vinson & Elkins fellowship 
seeks to encourage and 
reward. 
ELIZABETH G. THORNBURG, '79 
Teaching Excellence 
Recognized 
Professor Elizabeth G. 
Thornburg ('79) is the 
winner of the 1990-91 Dr. 
Don M. Smart Teaching 
Award. The annual award, 
established by Dr. Don M. 
Smart ('65), goes to the full-
time faculty member who is 
determined by a student 
committee to be the most ef-
fective classroom instructor 
in the law school for the 
academic year. 
Peru's Ambassador to the United States 
Dr. Roberto Maclean, 
who was a visiting professor 
at the law school in 1984 
and Visiting William 
Hawley Atwell Professor of 
Constitutional Law during 
the 1989-1990 academic year, 
has been appointed Peruvian 
Ambassador to the United 
States. Dr. MacLean, until 
his recent appointment, was 
the Associate General Man-
ager of the Central Reserve 
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Bank of Peru. He has served 
as a member of the Perma-
nent Court of International 
Arbitration in The Hague 
and as a Justice of the 
Supreme Court of Peru. He 
was dean of the faculty of 
law at the Universidad 
Catolica del Peru and profes-
sor of private international 
and comparative law at the 
Universidad Nacional Mayor 
de San Marcos de Lima. 
Labor Law Scholar Retires 
Charles J. Morris, Pro-
fessor of Law, retired from 
the law school faculty in 
May of this year. He was 
honored at the University 
Commencement ceremonies 
with the following citation: 
"Professor Charles J. 
Morris received his B.A. 
from Temple University and 
his J.D. from Columbia 
University. After his gradu-
ation from law school he 
practiced labor law in Dallas 
for eighteen years, where he 
developed a national reputa-
tion. He has served as a 
member of the SMU law 
school faculty since 1955, 
teaching courses in labor 
and employment law, arbi-
tration, constitutional law, 
civil procedure, and evi-
dence. Professor Morris has 
held visiting faculty 
appointments at Cornell, 
the University of San Diego, 
and Monash University. He 
is the author of numerous 
articles on labor law and a 
number of books, including 
two editions of the seminal 
two-volume treatise entitled 
The Developing Labor Law-
The Board, the Courts and the 
National La'bor Relations Act. 
Professor Morris has been a 
labor arbitrator since 1968 
and has had active experi-
ence both in private sector 
Publications and Activities 
Roy Ryden Anderson, 
Professor of Law, was 
elected to the American Law 
Institute. 
Lackland H. Bloom, Jr., 
Associate Professor of Law: 
"The Legacy of Griswold," 16 
Ohio Northern University Law 
Review 511 (1989). 
Alan R. Bromberg, 
University Distinguished 
Professor of Law: Supple-
ment 23 to Securities Fraud 
and Commodities Fraud (co-
authored with Lewis D. 
Lowenfels). 
Gregory S. Crespi, Assis-
tant Professor of Law: 
"Evaluating 'Undue Hard-
ship' Claims Under the 
Americans with Disabilities 
Act," 26 Tulsa Law Journal 1 
(1990); "The Reverse Pierce 
Doctrine: Applying Appro-
priate Standards," 16 The 
Journal of Corporate Law 33 
(1990). 
Gail M. Daly, Director of 
Underwood Law Library 
and Assistant Professor of 
Law: "Library-Vendor 
Cooperation in Cataloging 
Legal Research Databases: 
The Minnesota/WESTLAW 
Experience," 82 Law Library 
Journal 331 (1991). 
Jane L. Dolkart, Associate 
Professor of Law: "Sum-
mary Judgments in the Fed-
eral Courts After the 
Supreme Court Trilogy," 18 
Barrister, Summer 1991, at 
48. Professor Dolkart also 
organized and participated 
in a conference entitled 
"Domestic Partnership: 
Legal Protection for Alterna-
tive Family Relations." 
Linda S. Eads, Associate 
Professor of Law: "Separat-
ing Crime from Punishment: 
The Constitutional Impli-
cations of United States v. 
Halper," 68 Washington 
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industrial relations disputes 
and public sector grievance 
and interest disputes. 
Professor Morris' honors 
in. lude a presidential 
e1ppointment to membership 
on the Federal Service Im-
passes Panel from 1978-82, 
membership in the National 
Academy of Arbitrators, the 
Industrial Relations 
Research Association, the 
American Arbitration 
Association, and the Society 
of Professionals in Dispute 
Resolution." 
Professor Morris is retir-
ing to San Diego, where 
three of his four children 
live. 
University Law Quarterly 929 
(1990). Professor Eads was 
granted t nu re and promot-
ed to Asso ia te Professor of 
Law. 
Jeffrey M. Gaba, Asso-
ciate Professor of Law: "The 
Mixture and Derived-from 
Rules Under RCRA," 21 En-
vironmental Law Reporter 
(Environmental Law Insti-
tute) 10,003 (1991); "Lender 
Liability for the Cleanup of 
Hazardous Wastes," 45 Con-
sumer Finance Law Quarterly 
Report 52 (1991); "Interpret-
ing Section 107(a)(3) of · 
CERCLA: When Has a Per-
son 'Arranged for Dis-
posal?'," 44 Southwestern Law 
Journal 1313 (1991); co-
author, "The Citizen Suit 
Provision of CERCLA: A 
Sheep in Wolf's Clothing?," 
43 Southwestern Law Journal 
929 (1990). 
Charles J. Morris 
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Publications and Activities (cont.) 
Ndiva Kofele-Kale 
Bryan A. Garner, Lecturer 
in Law: The Elements of Legal 
Style (Oxford University 
Press); "Briefs to the Court" 
and "The Stylistic Evolution 
of the Court," to be in-
cluded in the forthcoming 
The Oxford Companion to the 
United States Supreme Court. 
Ndiva Kofele-Kale, Asso-
ciate Professor of Law: 
"Host-Nation Regulation 
and Incentives for Private 
Foreign Investment: A 
Comparative Analysis and 
Commentary," 15 North 
Carolina Journal of Interna-
tional Law and Commercial 
Regulation 361 (1990). 
Stefan H. Krieger, Assis-
tant Professor of Law: "An 
Advocacy Model for 
Representation of Low-
Income Intervenors in State 
Public Utility Proceedings," 
22 Arizona State Law Journal 
639 (1990). 
John S. Lowe, George W. 
Hutchison Professor of En-
ergy Law: "The Take-or-Pay 
Wars-Is Peace at Hand?," 8 
Oil & Gas Law and Taxation 
Review 3 (1990); cumulative 
pocket parts to volumes 1, 
lA, 2, 3A, 4, 5, 7, 8 and the 
1991 supplement to volume 
6 of Summers, The Law of 
Oil and Gas (West Publishing 
Co.). Professor Lowe is 
chair-elect of the ABA Section 
of Natural Resources, Energy, 
and Environmental Law. 
Thomas Wm. Mayo, 
Associate Professor of Law: 
"Allocating Health Care 
Resources: Balancing the In-
terests of the Child and 
Society," 10 Journal of Pediat-
ric Infectious Disease 175 
(March 1991). 
Joseph W. McKnight, 
Larry and Jane Harlan 
Faculty Fellow and Pro-
fessor of Law: "Family Law: 
Husband and Wife," 45 
Southwestern Law Journal 415 
(1991); "Texas Family Code 
Symposium-Title 1. Hus-
band and Wife," 21 Texas 
Tech Law Review 905 (1990); 
"Texas Family Code Sympo-
sium-Texas Family Exemp-
tion Laws," 21 Texas Tech 
Law Review 1121 (1990). His 
article "Law Without 
Lawyers on the Hispano-
Mexican Frontier" won the 
Mrs. Percy Jones Award for 
the best article in the 1990 
Year Book of the West Texas 
Historical Association. 
Charles J. Morris, Pro-
fessor of Law: "NLRB Rule-
making: Promise and Pros-
pects," Industrial Relations 
Research Association Series 
(Proceedings of the Forty-
Second Annual Meeting) 210 
(Dec. 1989). 
Joseph J. Norton, Pro-
fessor of Law: co-author, 
"Control Related Issues and 
Bankruptcy-On-Going 
Concerns for Lenders," 
Bulletin of the Business Law 
Section of the State Bar of 
Texas (Sept. 1990); co-author, 
"Tort-Related Aspects of 
Lender Liability Law" in 
Texas Torts and Remedies 
(Matthew Bender); co-editor, 
Bank Regulation and Supervi-
sion in the 1990s (Lloyds 
Press 1991), and author of 
two chapters; author, "EC 
Banking Directives as a 
Regulatory Convergence 
Paradigm" in Banking Law: 
Implications for 1992 (Lloyds 
Press, 2d ed.). 
Ellen Smith Pryor, Assis-
tant Professor of Law: 
"Compensation and Ineradi-
cable Problems of Pain," 59 
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George Washington Law 
Review 239 (1991). 
C. Paul Rogers III, Dean 
and Professor of Law: 
"Scots Law in Post-
Revolutionary and Nine-
teenth Century America: 
The Neglected Jurispru-
dence," 8 Law and History 
Review 205 (1990); co-author, 
"Article Two Warranty Dis-
putes in the Seventh Circuit: 
Advantage Seller or Dis-
advantage Court?," 65 
Chicago-Kent Law Review 849 
(1991). 
Walter W. Steele, Jr., 
Professor of Law: co-author, 
"Jury Instructions: A Per-
sistent Failure to Communi-
cate," 74 Judicature 249 
(1991). 
Marc I. Steinberg, Rupert 
and Lillian Radford Profes-
sor of Law: Release 10 to 
Securities Regulation: Liabili-
ties and Remedies; 1991 Sup-
plement to Securities Practice: 
Federal and State Enforcement; 
"Notes as Securities: Reves 
and Its Implications," 51 
Ohio State Law Journal 675 
(1990); "Nightmare on Main 
Street: The Paramount Pic-
ture Horror Show," 16 Dela-
ware Journal of Corporate Law 
2 (1991); co-author, 
"Attorney Conflicts of In-
terest: The Need for a 
Coherent Framework," 66 
Notre Dame Law Review 1 
(1990); "The Joint Defense 
Doctrine in Federal Securi-
ties Litigation," 18 Securities 
Regulation Law Journal 339 
(1991). 
Howard J. Taubenfeld, 
Vinson & Elkins Distin-
guished Teaching Fellow 
and Professor of Law: co-
author, "Some Thoughts on 
the Problems of Designing 
Stable Democracies," 24 
International Lawyer 689 
(1990). 
Elizabeth G. Thornburg, 
Assistant Professor of Law: 
"Interlocutory Review of 
Discovery Orders: An Idea 
Whose Time Has Come," 44 
Southwestern Law Journal 
1045 (1990); co-author, "Jury 
Instructions: A Persistent 
Failure to Communicate," 74 
Judicature 249 (1991). 
Peter Winship, James 
Cleo Thompson Sr. Trustee 
Professor of Law: "Final 
Provisions of UNCITRAL's 
International Commercial 
Law Provisions," 24 Interna-
tional Lawyer 711 (1990); "En-
ergy Contracts and the 
United Nations Sales Con-
vention," 25 Texas Interna-
tional Law Journal 365 (1990). 
Births 
John Jamison, born 
December 25, 1990, son of 
Roark M. Reed, Professor 
of Law, and Diane Reed. 
Lies] Jean, born January 
14, 1991, daughter of Susan 
K. Bryant, Assistant Dean 
for Student Affairs, and An-
drew Bryant. 
Aviel Rahel, born 
February 20, 1991, daughter 
of Neil H. Cogan, Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs 
and Professor of Law, and 
Mannette Dodge ('77). 
New Faculty 
Victoria Palacios, Asso-
ciate Professor of Law, J.D., 
1975, University of Neb-
raska College of Law. 
Professor Palacios held the 
Hastie Fellowship at the 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Law from 1975-
77; she taught at the Univer-
sity of Utah College of Law 
from 1977-83, and as an 
adjunct professor from 1983-
88. From 1987-90 she was 
on the faculty of the Na-
tional Institute of Correc-
tions. From 1983-90 Profes-
sor Palacios was a member, 
and for two years chair, of 
the Utah Parole Board. In 
1990-91 she was a visiting 
associate professor at the 
University of Notre Dame 
Law School. Professor 
Palacios is the author of an 
NIC monograph, Parole Law 
(1990), and co-author of 
articles on civil rights for 
Mexican-Americans and 
protection of archeological 
resources. She will teach in 
Emily Claire, born May 4, 
1991, daughter of Julia 
Patterson Forrester, Assis-
tant Professor of Law, and 
Mack Forrester. 
Virginia Barkley, born 
May 15, 1991, daughter of 
Dianne G. Hawkins ('81), 
Director of Legal Research 
and Writing, and John 
Hawkins. 
Joseph Harris Amberson 
IV, born July 19, 1991, son 
of Laura G. Amberson, 
Assistant Director of Admis-
sions, and Joe Amberson. 
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the areas of torts and 
criminal justice. 
George A. Martinez, 
Assistant Professor of Law, 
B.A., 1976, Arizona State 
University; M.A., 1979, 
University of Michigan; 
J.D., 1985, Harvard Univer-
sity. Professor Martinez was 
a teaching fellow at the 
University of Michigan from 
1979-81 and a visiting assis-
tant professor of philosophy 
at Texas Christian University 
from 1981-82. He was a liti-
gation associate with the 
Chicago firm of Mayer, 
Brown & Platt from 1985-
1988, and a litigation 
associate with the San 
Francisco firm of Morrison 
& Foerster from 1989 until 
1991. Professor Martinez 
will teach in the areas of 
civil procedure, federal 
courts, and jurisprudence. 
Michael A. Berch, Visit-
ing Professor of Law, B.A., 
1956, J.D., 1959, Columbia 
University. Professor Berch 
is on leave from the law 
faculty of Arizona State 
University. He was previ-
ously a visiting professor at 
SMU School of Law for the 
1988-89 academic year. He 
served as an attorney in the 
U.S. Department of Justice, 
Criminal Division, from 
1959-63, and was in private 
practice in New York City 
from 1963-69. Professor 
Berch will be visiting the 
law school in the spring 
1992 semester and will teach 
courses in civil procedure 
and federal courts. 
Shizhong Dong, Visiting 
Professor of Law, Graduate, 
1958, East China Law 
School; Diplomate, 
Diane G. Hawkins, '81 
FACULTY OUTREACH 
The Academy provides 
intensive training to junior 
and mid-level career civil 
service tax officials from 
developing and newly 
industrialized countries. 
New Faculty (cont.) 
Graduate Institute of In-
ternational Studies, Geneva, 
Switzerland. Professor Dong 
has been dean of the Fudan 
University Law School in 
Shanghai, a research fellow 
for the Standing Committee 
of the National People's 
Congress of China, and 
legal advisor of Chinese 
delegations to the United 
Nations. He is on leave 
from Fudan University, 
Shanghai, law school. 
Professor Dong comes to 
the law school following a 
visiting professorship at the 
University of California at 
Berkeley School of Law 
(Boalt Hall). He has also 
been a visiting professor at 
Harvard Law School and at 
the Hong Kong University 
School of Law. Professor 
Dong is the author of a 
series of books on interna-
tional monetary and finan-
cial law and Chinese 
economic law. 
William L. Reynolds, 
Visiting Professor of Law, 
A.B., 1967, Dartmouth 
College, J.D., 1970 Harvard 
University. Professor 
Reynolds is on leave from 
the University of Maryland 
School of Law, where he 
has taught since 1971. He 
will be visiting at SMU for 
the fall 1991 semester. 
Professor Reynolds has pub-
lished in the areas of 
antitrust, conflicts, constitu-
tional law, and legal 
process. He is the author of 
Judicial Process in a Nutshell 
(2d ed. 1981), and a co-
author of Understanding Con-
fiicts of Law (1984) and Cases 
and Materials on Confiicts of 
Law (1990). 
Academy of International Taxation 
In 1983 the Ministry of 
Finance of the Republic of 
China, Taiwan, with the en-
couragement of the then 
Minister of Finance, J .K. Loh, 
who earned his M.C.L. from 
SMU in 1959, approached 
the SMU School of Law 
regarding the possibility of 
establishing an international 
training academy for tax 
officials from developing 
countries. Discussions en-
sued, and the Academy of 
International Taxation began 
in 1984 under the sponsor-
ship of the Ministry of Fi-
nance and the co-sponsor-
ship of the SMU School of 
Law. Professor Henry J. 
Lis ch er, Jr., has served as 
the SMU Administrative 
Director since the inception 
of the Academy and travels 
to Taiwan twice a year. 
The Academy, conducted 
from April through Sep-
tember at the Public Finance 
Training Institute in Taipei, 
Taiwan, provides intensive 
training to junior and mid-
level career civil service tax 
officials from developing 
and newly industrialized 
countries. Most of the 20 to 
30 students are from 
Taiwan, but due to the 
generous support of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
in Taiwan, the government 
provides cost-free atten-
dance for 6 to 8 students 
from other developing 
countries. Over the years, 
Bahrain, Dominica, the 
Dominican Republic, the Fiji 
Islands, Guatemala, In-
donesia, Jordan, Korea, 
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Malawi, Peru, Saint Lucia, 
Saint Vincent, Saudi Arabia, 
the Solomon Islands, South 
Africa, and Thailand have 
sent students to this 
program. 
The SMU School of Law 
is largely responsible for 
assembling the visiting 
faculty, who teach one- or 
two-week courses. Partici-
pating tax practitioners have 
included Roscoe L. Egger, 
Jr., former Commissioner of 
the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice; Fred T. Goldberg, Jr., 
former Chief Counsel of the 
IRS and present Commis-
sioner of the IRS; Lawrence 
B. Gibbs, former Commis-
sioner of the IRS; Steven R. 
Lainoff, former Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury and present 
Associate Chief Counsel (In-
ternational) of the IRS; and 
Kenneth W. Gideon, former 
Chief Counsel of the IRS 
and present Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury for 
Tax Policy. In addition, a 
distinguished group of 
academics has taught at the 
academy, including Profes-
sor Lischer and present or 
former SMU law professors 
John J. Mylan, Charles T. 
Terry, Beverly M. Carl, 
Werner E Ebke, Marc I. 
Steinberg, and Christopher 
H. Hanna. Dean C. Paul 
Rogers III visited the 
Academy with his wife 
Lynn in June. Also involved 
have been law professors 
from nine other U.S. and 
three German universities. 
Second Annual Medical Institute for Law Faculty 
In late May Associate 
Professor Tom Mayo spent 
ten days in an innovative 
education program for 
health law and bioethics 
teachers. He was one of 
nine law professors from 
around the country selected 
to participate in the Second 
Annual Medical Institute for 
Law Faculty, a joint effort 
by the Cleveland-Marshall 
School of Law and the 
Cleveland Clinic Founda-
tion, the second largest 
tertiary care referral center 
in the world. 
The Institute's itinerary in-
cluded tours ("walk-abouts" 
in hospital parlance) and in-
terviews with a wide variety 
of physicians and adminis-
trators within the Cleveland 
Clinic. The departments in-
cluded medical records, 
quality assurance, in-house 
legal counsel, bioethics, 
reproductive technology, en-
doscopy, infectious diseases, 
emergency medicine, inten-
sive care, outpatient surgery, 
pharmacy, laboratory medi-
cine and pathology, geriat-
rics, and surgery. Par-
ticipants also spent two 
mornings on patient rounds 
with attending and resident 
physicians. 
"Surgery and the emer-
gency room were real eye-
openers," reports Mayo. 
"We scrubbed for surgery at 
7:30 in the morning and 
spent nearly four-and-a-half 
hours going from room to 
room. Surgery is a form of 
controlled chaos; lots of 
things are going on at once, 
but it's all coordinated." 
The Institute gave partici-
pants an opportunity to 
compare teaching strategies 
and to discuss medico-legal 
issues they d~al with in 
their classes. "We probably 
could have had these dis-
cussions in a hotel room at 
D/FW airport," says Mayo, 
"but the unique feature of 
the program was the chance 
If legal professionals are more 
sensitive to the emotional, 
social, and professional 
dimensions of illness, disease, 
and death, law's impact might 
become more beneficial. 
to learn first-hand about 
hospital policies and proce-
dures that relate to the 
study and teaching of health 
law." 
One common theme that 
arose in nearly every walk-
about was the impact of 
reimbursement regulations 
on the intensity and quality 
of medical care. Mayo 
observes that "the insurance 
companies and the regula-
tors at Medicare are 
definitely influencing the 
way medicine is practiced. 
Most of the changes seem to 
have been for the better, but 
revolutions are almost al-
ways painful, and the 
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physicians and administra-
tors are having a hard time 
coping with the rapid 
changes." 
As a result of his experi-
ence, Mayo concludes that 
the paperwork burden on 
physicians and nurses is a 
mixed blessing: "Red tape 
can sometimes be an end in 
itself or a substitute for 
thinking. But when regula-
tors require better and more 
frequent entries on patients' 
medical charts, medical care 
is usually improved." 
The M.D. Anderson 
Foundation, which paid for 
Mayo's expenses to attend 
the Institute, is also funding 
his development of new 
bioethics teaching materials 
that combine literature with 
more traditional law school 
materials. "The Institute and 
the new teaching materials 
are pieces of the same 
puzzle," according to Mayo. 
"If legal professionals are 
more sensitive to the emo-
tional, social, and profes-
sional dimensions of illness, 
disease, and death, law's 
impact might become more 
beneficial. A number of 
physicians at the Cleveland 
Clinic expressed their in-
terest in a new course that 
combines law and medicine 
with poetry, plays, short 
stories, and novels." 
Thomas Wm. Mayo 
ENDOWMENTS AND GIFTS 
Mollyann and Marvin Menaker 
(J.D. '59) established an 
endowed scholarship at the 
law school. The gift provides 
need-based scholarship 
assistance to students at 
the law school. 
Larry and Jane Harlan 
Faculty Fellowship 
To support senior 
research and teaching at 
SMU School of Law, the 
Larry and Jane Harlan 
Foundation has established 
a $150,000 Larry and Jane 
Harlan Faculty Fellowship. 
Larry Harlan, a prominent 
Dallas businessman, was in-
trigued by the study of law 
and dedicated to charitable 
causes. Before his death in 
the late 1960s he established 
the Harlan Foundation to 
support his favorite chari-
table interests. Upon the 
death of Mr. Harlan's wife, 
Jane, in 1988, the founda-
tion dedicated its funds to 
the School of Law and to 
the Texas Scottish Rite 
Hospital for Crippled 
Children in Dallas. The first 
Larry and Jane Harlan 
Faculty Fellow is Professor 
Joseph W. Mcknight, who 
joined the law school's 
faculty in 1955. 
Vinson & Elkins 
Distinguished 
Teaching Fellowship 
The law firm of Vinson & 
Elkins has generously 
committed itself financially 
to encourage and reward 
outstanding teaching at the 
school. To this end, the 
Houston-based firm, with 
offices in Dallas, Austin, 
Washington, D.C., and 
London, has endowed the 
$150,000 Vinson & Elkins 
Distinguished Teaching 
Fellowship. The first 
recipient of this fellowship 
is Professor Howard J. 
Taubenfeld, a member of 
the law school's faculty 
since 1961. 
The 1991 Dallas Lav,yers Wives Scholarship was awarded to Tara Hanley (left). Also 
pictured are Dean C. Paul Rogers 111, Elizabeth Meyers, Patricia Evans (3L), and Assis-
tant Dean Susan K. Bryant. 
Members of the Council for Excellence law firms gathered for their annual meeting. The 
Council for Excellence member firms provide major endowment support to the law school. 
Pictured are Edward A. Copley and Neil J. O'Brien. 
SMU School of Law's Council for Excellence 
The Council for Excellence 
consists of law firms that 
have pledged their support 
to the School of Law. 
Through its financial 
commitments, the Council 
supports faculty research 
and clinical education, 
broadens student services, 
enhances acquisitions and 
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services for the Underwood 
Law Library, and diminishes 
the impact of deferred main-
tenance for the school. The 
Dallas firms of Andrews & 
Kurth and Baker & Botts re-
cently joined the Council for 
Excellence, bringing the to-
tal membership to 19 firms. 
ENDOWMENTS AND GIFTS 
The Dallas firm Cowles & Thompson provided sponsorship of the law school's National Moot Court team. Pictured are: Front row, 
left to right, Michael W. Huddleston ('82), Cowles & Thompson, Mickie Fleetwood, Cowles & Thompson; back row, students David E. 
Olesky, Denise L. Urzendowski, and Frank C. Fleming, and Jay Stephen Gibson, Cowles & Thompson. 
Baker & Botts Joins 
Council for Excellence 
The Dallas law firm of 
Baker & Botts, which also 
has offices in Houston, 
Austin, and Washington, 
D.C., has established the 
Baker & Botts Council for 
Excellence Scholarship En-
dowment Fund to finance 
scholarships for second-year 
students who have achieved 
academic excellence and 
demonstrated financial 
need. Dean C. Paul Rogers 
III, in announcing that 
Baker & Botts had joined 
the Council for Excellence, 
emphasized that "the firm's 
commitment to provide 
scholarship aid for our 
students helps us to address 
one of our most important 
and ongoing needs at the 
law school." 
New Sponsors for 
Moot Court Teams 
Cowles & Thompson 
sponsored the 1991 National 
Moot Court team. Michael 
W. Huddleston ('82) of the 
same firm acted as coach for 
the team. 
Bracewell & Patterson 
sponsored the 1991 Texas 
Young Lawyers' Moot Court 
team. 
Winstead Sechrest & 
Minick sponsored the law 
school's first Client Counsel-
ing Competition team. 
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A.J. Thomas, Jr., 
Memorial Gift 
A group of graduates 
from the classes in the late 
70s recently presented a gift 
of $6,100 to the Underwood 
Law Library in memory of 
Professor A.J. Thomas, Jr. 
The gift, to be used for 
library acquisitions in the 
area of international law, 
was accepted by Dean 
C. Paul Rogers and Dr. Ann 
Van Wynen Thomas, Pro-
fessor Emeritus of Political 
Science, at a reception on 
April 25th. 
Ann Van Wynen Thomas 
GRADUATE PROFILES 
SMU law school alumnus Edward C. "Ned" Fritz ('40) receives the Honorary 
Doctor of Humane Letters degree from SMU President A. Kenneth Pye during May 
graduation ceremonies. 
Law Graduate Receives SMU Honorary Degree 
Edward C. Fritz (' 40) 
received the honorary de-
gree of Doctor of Humane 
Letters at SMU's Com-
mencement ceremonies in 
May. Active in conservancy 
since his teens, Fritz has 
focused on the preserva-
tion of native forests and 
has campaigned vigorously 
against clearcutting of 
natural woodlands. He is 
chair of the Forest Task 
Force of the Texas Com-
mittee on Natural Re-
sources, treasurer of the 
Board of Directors of the 
Texas League of Conserva-
tion Voters, secretary of the 
Natural Area Preservation 
Association, and founder of 
the Dallas League of Con-
servation Voters. He has 
drafted state and federal 
conservation legislation, in-
cluding the East Texas 
Wilderness Act, which was 
passed by the United States 
Congress and signed into 
law in 1984. As attorney for 
the Texas Committee on 
Natural Resources he was 
instrumental, with co-
plaintiffs the Sierra Club 
and the Wilderness Society, 
in obtaining an injunction 
(which the U.S. Forest 
Service is appealing) against 
the destruction of the 
habitat of the endangered 
red-cockaded woodpecker in 
east Texas. Fritz is the 
author of three books on 
conservancy, Sterile Forest 
(1983), Realms of Beauty 
(1986), and Clearcutting: A 
Crime Against Nature (1989). 
SMU's honorary doctorate is 
but one of many awards 
testifying to his lifelong 
dedication to conservancy, 
including the 1985 Sierra 
Club national achievement 
award and the 1990 Teddy 
Roosevelt Conservation 
Award, presented by 
President George Bush. 
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Case, Stahl Named 
1991 Distinguished 
Alumni 
Donald L. Case ('39) and 
Sidney Stahl ('56) were 
honored as the recipients of 
the 1991 Distinguished Law 
Alumni Awards at a ban-
quet hosted by the SMU 
Law Alumni Association 
Council on May 9, 1991. 
For more than 50 years 
Case has represented clients 
in litigation involving 
antitrust, securities, energy, 
transportation, and insur-
ance. He began his legal 
career as an associate first in 
the Law Offices of Dallas 
C. Biggers and then with 
Robertson, Leachman, 
Payne, Gardere & Lancaster. 
In 1942 he joined the Texas 
Pacific Railway Company as 
staff attorney and two years 
later became that company's 
general attorney, a position 
he retained until 1952 when 
he accepted a partnership 
with Jackson & Walker. 
Thirty-eight years later, in 
1990, he became of counsel 
with Jackson & Walker. 
Case is a fellow of the 
American College of Trial 
Lawyers and of the 
American and Texas Bar 
Foundations, and a member 
of the Texas Association of 
Defense Lawyers. Last year 
he received the annual Dis-
tinguished Litigator Award 
from the Dallas Association 
of Defense Counsel. He has 
served on the board of 
trustees for the Hillcrest 
Foundation for 20 years, 
and has been chancellor of 
Trinity Episcopal Church for 
five years. 
GRADUATE PROFILES 
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Donald L. Case (J.D. '39) and Sidney Stahl (J.D. '56) were honored in May as the 1991 
Distinguished Law Alumni Awards recipients. 
Stahl was profiled in 
these pages last year as the 
recipient of the 1990 Juris-
prudence Award of the 
Anti-Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith. Other honors 
include the Human Rela-
tions Award of the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee, the 
Brotherhood Citation Award 
of the National Conference 
of Christians and Jews, the 
Justinian Award from the 
Dallas Lawyers' Wives Club 
for outstanding community 
service, and a citation of 
honor from the American 
Institute of Architects/ 
Dallas. Stahl has long been 
active in state and city gov-
ernment, in professional 
organizations, and in Dallas 
civic, cultural, and religious 
institutions. In addition to 
continuing membership on 
many state and local com-
mittees and boards, he was 
president of the Dallas Park 
and Recreation Board from 
1973-79, a member of the 
Dallas City Council from 
1980-83, and chair of the 
Texas Senate Select Com-
mittee on Medicaid and 
Family Services from 1987-
89. He is a member of the 
State Bar of Texas, the 
Dallas Bar Association, the 
American Bar Association, 
the Bar of the U.S. Supreme 
Court, a fellow of the Texas 
Bar Foundation, and a direc-
tor of the Texas Business 
Law Foundation. A member 
of the Commercial Panel of 
Arbitrators of the American 
Arbitration Association, 
Stahl also is chair of the 
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Alternate Disputes Resolu-
tion Committee and a mem-
ber of the Community Dis-
pute Resolution Committee, 
both of the Dallas Bar 
Association. Over the span 
of his career he has served 
on the boards of virtually 
every cultural institution in 
Dallas, including The Dallas 
Symphony, the Dallas Mu-
seum of Art, the Dallas 
Opera, the Dallas Arts 
Coalition, The Science Place, 
Dallas Center for Housing 
Resources, Inc., Community 
Homes for Adults, Inc., the 
Baylor Institute of Rehabili-
tation, and the Greater 
Dallas Community Relations 
Commission. He has been a 
director of the Jewish Fed-
eration of Greater Dallas 
and of Jewish Family Serv-
ice, and chair of the Com-
munity Relations Council, 
Jewish Welfare Federation. 
Now, after 33 years as a 
principal of the Dallas firm 
of Geary, Stahl & Spencer, 
Stahl is undertaking a major 
career move-he is leaving 
the firm to establish a one-
person law practice special-
izing in dispute mediation. 
Case and Stahl were 
honored for their contribu-
tions to the legal community 
and the legal profession, as 
well as their continued sup-
port for the law school. 
Albon 0. Head, Jr. ('71), 
chair of the selection com-
mittee, presented crystal 
gavels to Case and Stahl as 
symbols of their award. 
GRADUATES 
Eugene Jericho, '49 
James H. Holmes Ill, '59 
News of Graduates 
49 Eugene Jericho, Stras-
burger & Price, Dallas, has 
been elected secretary-
treasurer of the Interna-
tional Association of 
Defense Counsel. 
52 George S. Finley, 
Smith, Carter, Rose, Finley 
and Hoffman, San Angelo, 
has been inducted as a 
fellow of the American 
College of Trial Lawyers. 
Jerry N. Jordan, Jordan 
Dunlap & Prather, Dallas, 
has become chair of the 
Preston Center Association. 
Robert G. Vial, Vial, Ham-
ilton, Koch & Knox, Dallas, 
has been elected chair of the 
association of Texas chapters 
of the American Board of 
Trial Advocates. 
55 Lewis T. Sweet, Jr., 
Hughes & Luce, Dallas, 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on real estate law. 
56 William M. Jones, 
Dallas, was a panel member 
for a one-day continuing 
legal education seminar in 
Dallas on condemnation. 
5 7 Peter S. Chantilis, 
Chantilis & Brousseau, 
Dallas, has graduated from 
the Dallas Bar Association's 
Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion mediator training 
program. Forrest Smith 
(LL.M. '63), Arter & Had-
den, Dallas, has been elect-
ed to the board of the Multi-
Ethnic Heritage Foundation. 
58 Julian M. Meer 
(LL.M.), Dallas, reminisced 
in an article in the Texas Bar 
Journal on his 50 years of 
law practice. Eugene B. 
Pflughaupt has retired from 
his position as law book 
sales manager for West Pub-
lishing Company and has 
moved to Hendersonville, 
Tennessee. Robert H. 
Power, Power, Deatherage 
and Blankenship, Irving, 
was a panel member for a 
one-day continuing legal 
education program on con-
demnation in Dallas. 
59 James H. Holmes III, 
Burford & Ryburn, Dallas, 
was elected executive vice-
president of the Texas 
Association of Defense 
Counsel for 1991. Ray E. 
Hutchison, Hutchison, 
Boyle, Brooks & Fisher, 
Dallas, has been elected a 
member of the Baylor 
College of Dentistry Board 
of Trustees. 
60 The Honorable Pat 
McDowell, Dallas Criminal 
District Court No. 5, was 
appointed by Governor 
William Clements to a four-
year term as presiding judge 
of the First Administrative 
Judicial Region. John C. 
Vance, Criminal District 
Attorney, Dallas, has been 
named a director of the 
Texas District and County 
Attorneys Association. 
Richard J. Williams, with 
the firm of A.G. Edwards, 
Austin, was incorrectly 
listed as deceased in the 
1960 Class Alumni Reunion 
Directory. 
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61 Madison B. Wright 
has opened an office for 
the general practice of law 
in Houston. James B. 
Zimmerman, Boyd, Veigel 
& Hance, McKinney, spoke 
to the law school and the 
members of the Dallas 
community during Law 
Week on his impressions as 
trial lawyer for dismissed 
Dallas police chief Mack 
Vines. 
62 Kenneth D. Fuller, 
Koons, Fuller, McCurley, & 
Vanden Eykel, Dallas, lec-
tured at an SMU CLE pro-
gram on Texas family law 
and community property. 
WILLIAM M. BOYD, '63 
63 William M. Boyd, 
Boyd, Veigel & Hance, 
McKinney, spoke during 
Law Week to law school 
and Dallas community 
members in connection with 
his experience as trial 
lawyer for dismissed Dallas 
police chief Mack Vines . 
Luther E. Creel III, Creel & 
Atwood, Dallas, was in-
ducted as a fellow into the 
American College of Bank-
ruptcy. Fred Head, Law 
Offices of Fred and Mike 
Head, Athens, was honored 
G R A D U A T E S 
.by the State Bar College for 67 Charles E Guittard, Texas Court of Criminal 
306 hours of study, the Guittard, Hyden & Appeals, Austin, spoke at 
' highest total for any Texas Guittard, Dallas, has been an SMU CLE program on 
lawyer during 1990. elected a director of the Texas criminal evidence. 
· 65 Windle Turley, Dallas, Dallas Bar Association for Robert H. Frost, Winstead 1991. Walter J. Humann, Sechrest & Minick, Dallas, 
. spoke on " Modern Technol- Hunt Consolidated, Dallas, presented a paper entitled 
ogy in the Courtroom: From was a nominee for the "Voir Dire and Opening 
Fundamental Considerations 1991 Linz Award. Jack N. Statement" to the Texas 
to Laser Disc Technology" to Kinnebrew, Strasburger & Association of Defense 
the American Bar Associa- Price, Dallas, has been elect- Counsel in Dallas. David R. 
tion Institute on Aviation ed an academician of the Snodgrass, Gardere & 
Litigation in Washington, International Academy of Wynne, Dallas, was a 
D.C., and on "Video Set- Estate and Trust Law. James panelist for the Texas Chap- Charles F. Guittard, '67 
tlement Documentaries for H. Wallenstein, Jenkens & ter of the Turnaround 
the Nineties" to the Gilchrist, Dallas, has been Management Association's 
Louisiana Trial Lawyers elected secretary-treasurer of program "The Turnaround 
Association Negotiation and the newly formed Texas Process Within Bankruptcy." 
Settlement Seminar in Baton College of Real Estate 70 The Honorable Cleo R. Rouge. John M. Stephen- Attorneys; he presided over 
son, Jr., Johnson & Gibbs, a session of an SMU CLE Steele, Jr., Dallas County 
Dallas, has been named program on real estate law Justice of the Peace, has 
president of the Southwest and was a participant at a been elected an officer of 
Chapter of the United Dallas seminar sponsored Dispute Mediation Service. 
States-Mexico Chamber of by the Dallas Chapter of the 71 Alfred W. "Al" Ellis, Commerce. Jerry B. William- Institute of Real Estate 
son III, Williamson Printing Management. William C. Dallas, published an article, 
Corp., Dallas, has been elect- Strock, Haynes & Boone, "Flying Solo for Fun, Free-
ed vice chairman for special Dallas, spoke on employ- dom and Financial Indepen-
industry groups of Printing ment law at the President's dence," in Texas Lawyer. James H. Wallenstein, '67 
Industries of America, a na- Forum of Tarrant County. Gerald N. Olson, Winstead 
tional trade association. Alan S. Trust, Dallas, spoke Sechrest & Minick, Wash-
66 Jesse B. Heath, Jr., to the Dallas Bankruptcy Bar 
ington, D.C., lectured at an 
Association on "The Federal SMU CLE program on 
Mayor, Day, Caldwell & Death Penalty for S&L commercial lending. Clark 
Keeton, Houston, has been Fraud: The Next Step?" S. Willingham, Mankoff, 
named vice-chair of the 
68 Jim Burnham, Dallas, 
Hill, Held & Goldburg, 
newly formed Texas College Dallas, was appointed to the 
of Real Estate Attorneys; he has been elected president Agribusiness Advisory 
also lectured at an SMU of the board of directors of Council of the U.S. Depart-
CLE program on real estate Dispute Mediation Service. ment of Agriculture by 
law. Ronald W. Kessler, George A. Otstott, George then-Secretary of Agricul-
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue, A. Otstott & Associates, ture Clayton Yeutter; 
Austin, was appointed by Dallas, is a founding Willingham is also president 
Lieutenant Governor Bill member of Highland Park of the Texas Beef Industry 
Hobby to the Product High School Class of 1961 Council, Region IV vice Clark S. WIiiingham, '71 
Development Advisory Inc., a corporation formed president of the National 
Board. Marcus D. Taylor, to foster academic excellence Cattlemen's Association, a 
District Attorney, Quit- at the school through member of the Executive 
man, has been named a scholarships and other sup- Committee of the National 
director of the Texas District port activities. Livestock and Meat Board, 
and County Attorneys 69 The Honorable Charles and a member of the State Association. Board of Veterinary Medical 
E Campbell, Jr., of the Examiners. 
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GRADUATES 
News of Graduates (cont.) 
Charles E. Miller, Jr., '72 
Orrin I. Harrison Ill, '74 
Donald E. Godwin, '73 
72 Peter A. Lesser, Dallas, 
has been appointed foreman 
of the Dallas County Grand 
Jury. The Honorable Charles 
E. Miller, Jr., Texas Court of 
Criminal Appeals, Austin, 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on Texas criminal 
evidence. Darrel A. Rice, 
Winstead Sechrest & 
Minick, Dallas, lectured at 
an SMU CLE program on 
commercial lending. 
73 The Honorable Harold 
C. Gaither, Jr., Dallas 
juvenile court judge, was 
featured in a Dallas Times 
Herald story for inviting a 
young man, who graduated 
from high school while on 
probation and attending an 
out-of-state residential pro-
gram for juveniles in trou-
ble, into court so that the 
judge could publicly con-
gratulate the youth on his 
efforts to rehabilitate him-
self. Donald E. Godwin, 
Godwin, Carlton & Maxwell, 
Dallas, leads this year's 
corporate and individual 
membership drive for the 
Anita N . Martinez Ballet 
Folklorico; he also partici-
pated as a representative of 
his firm in a seminar on 
recruitment strategies 
organized by the Greater 
Dallas Chamber of Com-
merce and lectured at an 
SMU CLE program on 
modern trends in business 
torts litigation. Bob D. 
Harrison, Johnson and 
Gibbs, Dallas, has been 
elected a fellow of the 
American College of Trust 
and Estate Counsel. Ralph 
C. Jones, Carter, Jones, 
Magee, Rudberg and Mayes, 
Dallas, has been elected a 
director of the Dallas Bar 
Association for 1991. David 
B. McAfee, Clausen Miller 
Gorman Caffrey & Witous, 
Chicago, has been elected to 
the Illinois State Legislature 
for the 47th District of 
Illinois. Michael L. Parham, 
Winstead Sechrest & 
Minick, Dallas, has been 
elected a director of the 
association of Texas chapters 
of the American Board of 
Trial Advocates. Thomas E. 
Rosen, Godwin, Carlton & 
Maxwell, Dallas, represent-
ed his firm at a seminar on 
recruitment strategies 
sponsored by the Greater 
Dallas Chamber of Com-
merce. N. Henry Simpson 
III, Tobolowsky, Prager & 
Schlinger, Dallas, has 
completed the Dallas Bar 
Association's mediator train-
ing program. The Honorable 
Linda B. Thomas, 5th Dis-
trict Court of Appeals, 
Dallas, was awarded the 
Texas Academy of Family 
Law Specialists' Sam Emison 
Award for her contributions 
to family law. 
7 4 Frederick W. Addison 
III, Locke Purnell Rain 
Harrell, Dallas, published 
an article on "Toxicity: EPA 
Expands Its Definition of 
Hazardous Waste" in the 
March 1991 Texas Bar 
Journal. Richard L. Arnold, 
Dallas, has been board 
certified in civil trial law and 
personal injury trial law. 
Ben A. Brooks Ill, Hutchi-
son,~Boyle, Brooks & Fisher, 
Dallas, has become a 
member of the Dallas 
County Treasurer's Advisory 
Committee. Michael M. 
Daniel, Dallas, was featured 
in a Dallas Times Herald story 
for his achievements as a 
civil rights lawyer. Orrin L. 
Harrison, Ill, Locke Purnell 
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TERRY R. MEANS, '74 
Rain Harrell, Dallas, is the 
1991 president-elect of the 
Dallas Bar Association; he 
also lectured at an SMU 
CLE program on modern 
trends in business torts liti-
gation. The Honorable Terry 
R. Means, Means & Means, 
Corsicana, and former 
justice on Texas' 10th Court 
of Appeals in Waco, has 
been appointed to a new 
federal judgeship in the 
Western District of Texas. 
75 Ronald L. Brown, But-
ler & Binion, Dallas, was 
featured in the Dallas Times 
Herald business section's 
"success tip." Russell 
("Rusty") Hardin Jr., 
Hardin, Beers, Hagstette & 
Davidson, Houston, lec-
tured at an SMU CLE pro-
gram on Texas criminal evi-
dence. Dana G. Kirk, Kirk 
and Carrigan, Houston, 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on modern trends 
in business torts litigation. 
The Honorable Sue 
Lagarde, Court of Appeals 
for the Fifth District of Texas 
at Dallas, was featured in 
the "Judicial Profiles" sec-
tion of the Dallas Bar 
Association's Headnotes 
newsletter. The Honorable 
John M. Marshall, 14th Dis-
trict Court of Dallas County, 
' has been awarded the 
Grand Cordon of the Order 
of Polonia Restituta by the 
· Republic of Poland Govern-
ment-in-Exile; he partici-
pated as a panelist in a 
seminar addressing the new 
Texas Supreme Court rule 
that limits judges' ability to 
seal court records; he also 
presided over a mock trial 
presented at the 51st 
Annual Meeting of the 
Texas Society of Architects. 
Steven R. McCown, 
Jenkens & Gilchrist, Dallas, 
spoke last fall at a seminar 
sponsored by the North 
Dallas Chamber of Com-
_Tflerce to update employers 
on new federal and state 
laws regarding employee 
hiring, promotion, and 
termination. Rodney J. 
Owens, Meadows, Owens, 
Collier, Reed & Coggins, 
Dallas, spoke on "Holistic 
Planning for the '90s" at the 
l990 American Association 
, )f Life Underwriters annual 
: neeting; he also spoke on 
' Business Continuation 
?tanning" at the 1990 Na-
iii.onal Association of Es ta te 
:>Janning Council's meeting 
• n Lexington, Kentucky, and 
. ;ave an update on the latest 
-vealth-transfer and tax-
Jlanning techniques at a 
.,eminar in Arlington 
1,ponsored by the Institute 
·.Jf Certified Financial Plan-
ners . The Honorable 
Richard A. Schell, United 
States District Court for the 
Eastern District of Texas, 
Beaumont, was featured in 
a Texas Lawyer front-page 
story on a move to shift 
asbestos cases into the 
multidistrict litigation 
program. Brian L. Webb, 
Webb, Kinser & Luce, 
Dallas, was elected treasurer 
of the Academy of Family 
Law Specialists for 1990-91. 
Sherry C. Whitley, Haynes 
& Boone, Dallas, lectured at 
an SMU CLE program on 
commercial lending. 
DOUGLAS W. BECKER, '76 
76 A. Nicholas Alexander, 
founder of Clicks Billiards 
Incorporated, Dallas, recent-
ly announced the opening 
in Phoenix of the company's 
17th store. Douglas W. 
Becker, Kaufman, Becker, 
Pullen & Reibach, San 
Antonio, lectured at an 
SMU CLE program on real 
estate law. John W. Bickel 
II, Bickel & Brewer, Dallas, 
was a panel member for a 
program on litigation tactics 
and strategy at St. Mary's 
Law School sponsored by 
the Texas Bar and the Texas 
Young Lawyers Association. 
Jay Gwin, Haynes and 
Boone, San Antonio, lec-
tured at an SMU CLE 
program on real estate. 
Graham Hill, Hill, Parker, 
Franklin, Cardwell & Jones, 
Houston, has been elected 
president of the Houston 
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G R A D U A T E S 
KENT S. HOFMEISTER, '76 
Trial Lawyers Association. 
Kent S. Hofmeister, Vial, 
Hamilton, Koch & Knox, 
Dallas, spoke on "Municipal 
Policymakers Under 42 
U.S.C. Section 1983: Who 
Are Those Guys Anyway?" 
to the Texas City Attorneys' 
Association in Corpus 
Christi. John B. Holden, Jr., 
Akin, Gump, Strauss, 
Hauer & Feld, Dallas, 
welcomed participants to 
the fourth annual Texas En-
ergy Update conference in 
Dallas on behalf of his firm, 
a conference sponsor. David 
McCormack, in private 
practice with offices in 
Houston and Galveston, is 
the author of a two-volume 
treatise, Racketeer Influenced 
Corrupt Organizations: The 
Prosecution and Defense of 
Federal and State Criminal and 
Civil Cases (1988). Steven D. 
Nelson, Winstead Sechrest 
& Minick, Dallas, spoke on 
"Subcontract Bonding" at 
the Tenth Annual Construc-
tion Insurance Conference 
in Chicago. Michael R. 
Rochelle, Dallas, lectured at 
an SMU CLE program on 
commercial lending. 
John W. Bickel II, '76 
G R A D U A T E S 
News of Graduates (cont.) 
Paul N. Gold, '77 
77 William J. Bux, 
Hughes & Luce, Dallas, 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on modern trends 
in business torts litigation. 
Paul N. Gold, Friedman, 
McKernan & Gold, Houston, 
spoke on "Discovery in 
Texas-Enter the 90s" at the 
Advanced Trial Tactics for 
the '90s seminar, sponsored 
by the San Antonio Trial 
Lawyers' Association. Foster 
Reese III, Chapman & 
Reese, Dallas, spoke to the 
J.L. Turner Legal Associa-
tion, a network of more 
than 200 African-American 
lawyers practicing in Dallas 
County, on enforcement of 
commercial leases; Turner, a 
member of the 1988-1989 
class of Leadership Dallas, 
is active in Dallas' chari-
table, civic, and cultural 
forums. Harvey L. Warren 
III, Provost, Sheldon, 
Steele, Hughes, Giblin, 
Branick & Wimberley, Port 
Arthur, has become board 
certified in estate planning 
and probate law. 
78 David E. Brusilow, 
Ginsberg, Brusilow & 
Walker, Dallas, spoke on 
"Working With Your Banker 
in Good Times and Bad" at 
a seminar sponsored by the 
Dallas Chamber of 
Commerce and First City 
Texas. Richard Bufkin, 
Seeligson & Steinberg, 
Dallas, spoke on develop-
ments in federal and other 
tax issues at a CPA Educa-
tion Forum in Dallas. Gwen 
M. Eisenstein, Jenkens & 
Gilchrist, Dallas, lectured at 
an SMU CLE program on 
real estate law. Beverly 
Storey, Dallas, has been 
elected a director of the 
Dallas Women Lawyers 
Association. Cecilia A. 
Thomas, Fort Worth, has 
been elected special projects 
officer of the Tarrant County 
Women's Bar Association 
for 1990-1991. Leslie E 
Weisbrod, Morgan & 
Weisbrod, Dallas, was re-
cently elected vice president 
of the Dallas Trial Lawyers 
Association. 
LESLIE F. WEISBROD, '78 
79 J. Mitchell Bell, Locke 
Purnell Rain Harrell, Dallas, 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on commercial 
lending. 
80 Maxine Aaronson, 
Dallas, spoke at a seminar 
on Understanding ERISA 
Issues and Employee Benefit 
Plans sponsored by the 
South Texas College of Law 
and lectured at an SMU 
CLE program on Texas fami-
ly law and community 
property; she has also pub-
lished "Keep Your Client 
Covered With COBRA" in 
Family Advocate. Richard L. 
Armstrong, Plano, was 
elected 1990-1991 president 
of the Garland Metro Rotary 
Club. Thomas R. Tunnell 
has been promoted to vice 
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THOMAS R. TUNNELL, '80 
president of legal operations 
and assistant secretary of 
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc., 
Dallas. William R. Van 
Wagner, Thompson & 
Knight, Fort Worth, partici-
pated in a seminar spon-
sored by the Dallas Chapter 
of the Institute of Real Es-
tate Management. 
PAULA SWEENEY, '81 
81 Randall E. Hand, 
Dallas, received certification 
in civil trial law from the 
Texas Board of Legal Spe-
cialization and was elected 
1991 vice chair of the 
Computer Use and Technol-
ogy Section of the State Bar 
of Texas; Mark Styles, 
Keleher & McLeod, Albu-
querque, published an art-
icle entitled "Mortgages in 
New Mexico" in New Mexico 
Law Review, Paula Sweeney, 
Misko, Howie & Sweeney, 
Dallas, was recently elected 
· president of the Dallas Trial 
Lawyers Association and is 
a governor of the Associa-
, tion of Trial Lawyers of 
America. 
82 Keith D. Bergelt has 
been posted to the U.S. Em-
bassy in Tokyo. John C. 
Creuzot has been appoint-
ed judge of Dallas County 
Criminal District Court No. 
4. Elise Galler Gold, Plano, 
has been elected 1991 vice-
chair of the Dallas Bar 
Association's Solo and 
Small-Firm Section. 
Raymond C. Jordan, Jr., 
Meadows, Owens, Collier, 
Reed & Coggins, Dallas, has 
been elected vice president 
of the Dallas chapter of the 
Texas Society of Certified 
Public Accountants; he 
spoke on "Estate Planning 
and Probate in Texas" at a 
seminar in Dallas sponsored 
by the National Business In-
stitute. Kathleen La Valle, 
Akin, Gump, Strauss, 
Hauer & Feld, Dallas, lec-
tured at an SMU CLE 
program on modern trends 
2n business torts litigation. 
Stanley E. McGlothlin, 
Dresser Industries, Inc., 
Dallas, has been elected 
assistant secretary of the 
corporation. Rona R. Mears, 
Haynes & Boone, Dallas, 
has been elected vice-chair 
for marketing of the ABA 
Section of International Law 
and Practice's Publications 
Committee; she also pub-
lished "Ethics and Due Dili-
gence: A Lawyer's Perspec-
tive on Doing Business in 
Mexico" in St. Mary's Law 
Journal. Lynn Skipworth, 
Vial, Hamilton, Koch & 
Knox, Dallas, lectured at an 
SMU CLE program on Texas 
family law and community 
property. Michele H. 
Ubelaker is an assistant 
professor of law at the 
University of Louisville. 
83 John M. Cone, Stras-
burger & Price, Dallas, 
spoke on "Trademarks, the 
Cornerstone of Franchise 
Programs" to the Dallas Bar 
Association Franchise Law 
Study Group; he also 
lectured at an SMU CLE 
program on modern trends 
in business torts litigation. 
G. Myrph Foote, Jr., Malouf 
Lynch Jackson Kessler & 
Collins, Dallas, spoke to the 
International Association for 
Financial Planning-Greater 
Dallas Chapter on estate 
planning for resident aliens. 
Michael W. Huddleston, 
Cowles & Thompson, 
Dallas, has been elected 
1990-1991 vice chair of the 
newly formed Dallas Bar 
Association's Appellate Law 
Section. 
84 Robert H. Dedman, Jr., 
Clubcorp International, 
Dallas, has been named 
president and chair-elect of 
the Texas Business Hall of 
Fame Foundation. Dawn E. 
Fowler, Raggio & Raggio, 
Dallas, has been elected a 
director of the Dallas 
Women Lawyers Associa-
tion; she and Dennis D. 
Gibson, Bell, Boyd & Lloyd, 
Dallas, received Pro Bono 
Awards from the Dallas Bar 
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ROBERT H. DEDMAN, JR., '84 
Association for their pro 
bono work in 1990. Kather-
ine A. Kinser, Webb, Kinser 
and Luce, Dallas, has been 
elected 1991 chair of the 
Dallas Bar Association's 
Family Law Section; she 
also coached four SMU law 
students for the national 
mock trial competition 
sponsored by the American 
Trial Lawyers Association. 
Kelly E Robbins, Irving, 
was presented with the 
Outstanding Director Award 
by the Dallas Association of 
Young Lawyers. Mark Alan 
Shank, Clark, West, Keller, 
Butler & Ellis, Dallas, pub-
lished "How to Make 
Partner-But Do You Want 
to?" in the September 1990 
Texas Bar Journal. 
85 James C. Chadwick, 
Hughes & Luce, Dallas, has 
been appointed vice chair of 
the Agricultural Law Com-
mittee of the Texas State 
Bar. Brad Gahm has joined 
the staff of the Texas Asso-
ciation of Business as vice 
president-governmental 
affairs and general counsel. 
Carol Ann Wilson, 
Mankoff, Hill, Held & Gold-
burg, Dallas, has been elected 
vice president/program chair 
of the Dallas Women Lawyers 
Association. 
James C. Chadwick, '85 
G R A D U A T E S 
Tek Ling Chwang, '86 
Neena Wiora, '90 
News of Graduates (cont.) 
86 Tek Ling Chwang, David M. Curtis, Godwin, 
Carlton & Maxwell, Dallas, 
represented his firm at a 
seminar on recruitment 
strategies sponsored by the 
Greater Dallas Chamber 
Johnson & Gibbs, Dallas, 
travelled to Taipei, Taiwan, 
to lecture on U.S. intellec-
tual property laws. Grover 
Hartt Ill, U.S. Department 
of Justice-Tax Division, lec-
tured on tax refund liti-
gation at the University 
of Texas School of Law. 
Stephanie A. Hall, Dallas, 
has been elected secretary of 
the Dallas Women Lawyers 
Association. 
8 7 Lauren C. LaRue, 
Meadows, Owens, Collier, 
Reed & Coggins, Dallas, has 
been elected to the board of 
directors of the Texas Society 
of Certified Accountants. 
Jane S. Nahra, Locke 
Purnell Rain Harrell, Dallas, 
received a Pro Bono Award 
from the Dallas Bar Associa-
tion for her pro bona work 
in the community. Robert 
Ruotolo, Busch, Ryan & 
Seib, Dallas, published "The 
Recovery of Interest on 
Postpetition Taxes Under 
Section 503 of the Bank-
ruptcy Code" in the Ameri-
can Bankruptcy Law Journal. 
Carol A. Winkelmann, 
Dallas City Attorney's 
Office, has been elected a di-
rector of the Dallas Women 
Lawyers Association. 
88 Nelda S. Adamson, 
Dallas, received a Pro Bono 
Award from the Dallas Bar 
Association for her pro bona 
work in the community. 
Cathy L. Ash, Harris & 
Alder, Fort Worth, has 
become a director of the 
Fort Worth-Tarrant County 
Young Lawyers Association. 
of Commerce. Victor E. 
Toledo, Johnson, Bromberg 
& Leeds, Dallas, has been 
appointed to the Dallas 
Citizens Police Review 
Board. 
• VICTOR E. TOLEDO, '88 
89 Elizabeth S. Grimm, 
Malouf, Lynch, Jackson & 
Kessler, Dallas, has been 
elected to the board of 
directors of the Shakespeare 
Festival of Dallas. Manuel P. 
Lena, Jr., U.S. Department 
of Justice-Tax Division, 
Dallas, delivered a com-
mencement address to the 
University of Texas College 
of Pharmacy in Austin. 
Hilary A. Weinstein has 
been appointed counsel on 
the staff of Jesse Jackson in 
Washington, D.C. Gregory 
D. Williams has joined the 
faculty of the Dallas/Fort 
Worth School of Law. 
90 Neena Wiora, U.S. 
Department of Justice-Tax 
Division, Dallas, has been 
elected a director of the 




Roland W. Boyd ('33) 
December 2, 1990 
Joseph A. Chandler ('35) 
September 25, 1990 
Joseph H. Schley ('37) 
June 5, 1984 
Edward E. Grant (' 40) 
Edith Mann De Busk (' 41) 
October 3, 1990 
Frederick J. Beisecker ('47) 
September 1, 1990 
Thomas Milam Gormley (' 47) 
December 24, 1990 
Sandy M. Sandoloski (' 49) 
March 18, 1985 
James D. McTaggart ('52) 
Melvin R. Stidham ('52) 
September 19, 1990 
Tom Bryant Medders, Jr. ('54) 
June 11, 1990 
Joseph J. Silberman ('54) 
Alexander P. Bolding, Jr. 
('57) 
Richard M. Mott, Jr. ('60) 
Harold Dean Jorgenson ('59) 
September 8, 1990 
Theodore W. Bisland, Jr. 
('60) 
Giles C. Clegg, Jr. ('60) 
Charles G. Jackson, Jr. ('60) • 
Diane Smith Bisland ('62) 
Ava D. Poe ('70) 
July 24, 1979 
William H. Whiteside ('70) 
October 4, 1990 
William Allen Rice ('72) 
February 12, 1991 
Tong-Liang Chang (LL.M. 
'75; J.D. '86) October 1990, 
Firm Changes, New Firms, New Partners, Directors, 
Shareholders, Of Counsel 
I 
. Ivan Irwin, Jr. ('57): Vinson 
& Elkins, Dallas 
William C. Koons ('58): 
Koons, Fuller, McCurley 
& Vanden Eykel, Dallas 
Forrest T. Smith ('63): Arter 
& Hadden, Dallas 
Ernest A. Conner, Jr. ('64): 
Thompson, Coe, Cousins 
& Irons, Dallas 
William B. Pasley ('65): Win-
stead Sechrest & Minick, 
London 
John D. Ellis, Jr. ('69): Ellis 
& Bloodworth, Houston 
Peter A. Franklin ('69): 
Locke Purnell Rain 
Harrell, Dallas 
Charles F. Plenge ('70): 
Haynes and Boone, Dallas 
Charles G. White ('70): Co-
nant Whittenburg Whit-
tenburg & Schachter, 
Amarillo 
Larry J. Laurent ('75): Booth 
& Newsom, Austin 
Gerald N. Olson ('71): Win-
stead Sechrest & Minick, 
Washington, D.C. 
G. Thomas Rhodus ('71) : 
Looper, Reed, Mark & 
McGraw, Dallas 
R. Jeffrey Schmidt ('71): 
Godwin Carlton & 
Maxwell, Dallas 
Stephen E. Handel ('72): 
Randel Young & Associ-
ates, Houston 
James E. Byrne, Jr. ('73): 
Hyatt Legal Services, 
Southlake 
Jay S. Garrett ('73): Law, 
Snakard & Gambill, Fort 
Worth 
Donald H. Snell, Jr. ('73): 
O'Neil, Snell, Banowsky 
& McClure, Dallas 
Richard T. Cassidy ('74): 
Page & Addison, Dallas 
R. Thomas Groves, Jr. ('74): 
Jackson & Walker, Dallas 
Kenneth E. Labowitz ('74): 
Young & Goldman, 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Karen B. Pettigrew ('74) : 
K. B. Pettigrew & Associ-
ates, Houston 
Richard E. Booth ('75): 
Stubbeman, McRae, Sealy, 
Laughlin & Browder, Inc. , 
Midland 
Alvin Roy Granoff ('75): 
Granoff & Gutierrez Law 
Offices, Dallas 
Rusty Hardin ('75): Hardin, 
Hagstette & Davidson, 
Houston 
L. Vance Stanton ('75): 
Choate & Lilly, Dallas 
Robert L. Craig, Jr. ('76): 
Carr, Fouts, Hunt, Craig, 
Terrill & Wolfe, Lubbock 
John Howie ('76): Misko, 
Howie & Sweeney, Dallas 
Philip S. Haag ('76) : Hutche-
son & Grundy, Austin 
Stephen A. Lynn ('76): Un-
german Hill, Dallas 
Joel M. Eastman ('77): 
Decker, Hardt, Kopf, 
Harr, Munsch & Dinan, 
Dallas 
Harvey L. Warren III ('77): 
Provost, Sheldon, Steele, 
Hughes, Giblin, Branick & 
Wimberley, Port Arthur 
Diane M. Cooper ('78; 
LL.M. '87): Akin, Gump, 
Strauss, Hauer & Feld, 
Dallas 
Frank C. Hider, Jr. ('78): 
Hider & Associates, 
Dallas 
John Oliver Tyler, Jr. ('78): 
Tyler & Pearson, Houston 
John R. Boyer, Jr. ('79): 
Boyer, Ewing & Fabio, 
Inc., Houston 
Raymond G. Byrd ('79): 
Caolo, Meier & Jones, 
Dallas 
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Andrew R. Harvin ('79): 
Doyle, Reed, Restrepo, 
Harvin & Robbins, 
Houston 
Constance C. Mahan ('79): 
Emergency Networks, 
Inc., Dallas 
Edward L. Rothberg ('80): 
Weycer, Kaplan, Pulaski & 
Zuber, Houston 
William 0. Ashcraft ('81): 
McFall & Ashcraft, Dallas 
Dan C. Dargene ('81): Akin, 
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & 
Feld, Dallas 
Molly B. Richard ('81): 
Locke Purnell Rain 
Harrell, Dallas 
Paula Sweeney ('81): Misko, 
Howie & Sweeney, Dallas 
Mark K. Boling ('82): Ful-
bright & Jaworski, 
Houston 
James E. Bradley ('82): 
Blackburn & Carter, 
Houston 
Larry J. Goldman ('82): 
Davis, Adami & Cedillo, 
San Antonio 
Michael K. Haines ('82): Bell 
Boyd & Lloyd, Dallas 
Lynn B. Humphries ('82): 
Vinson & Elkins, Houston 
James S. Meyer ('82): Vin-
son & Elkins, Dallas 
Patrick C. Sargent ('82): 
Winstead Sechrest & 
Minick, Dallas 
Mark A. Todd ('82): Jenkens 
& Gilchrist, Dallas 
Belinda A. Vrielink ('82): 
Thompson, Coe, Cousins 
& Irons, Dallas 
Sherri T. Alexander ('83): 
Johnson & Gibbs, Dallas 
Russell Dale Chapman ('83): 
Godwin, Carlton & 
Maxwell, Dallas 
Jack T. Gannon ('83): 
Holmes, Millard & 
Duncan, Dallas 
William B. Pasley, '65 
James S. Meyer, '82 
Mark A. Todd, '82 
G R A D U A T E S 
Firm Changes, New Firms ... (cont.) 
M. Kelley Albritton, '84 
Laurie K. Dore, '84 
Kurt C. Kern, '84 
Susan J. Heike ('83): Cohan, 
Simpson, Cowlishaw, 
Aranza & Wulff, Dallas 
Melinda S. Huff ('83): Sif-
ford, Edson, Meyer & 
Jones, Dallas 
Carolyn V. Kelly ('83): 
Jenkens & Gilchrist, 
Dallas 
Albert G. McGrath, Jr. ('83): 
Holmes, Millard & 
Duncan, Dallas 
Mary L. Murphy ('83): 
Jenkens & Gilchrist, 
Dallas 
Steven L. Wilson ('83): 
Haynes and Boone, Dallas 
M. Kelley Allbritton ('84): 
Strasburger & Price, 
Dallas 
Laurie K. Dore ('84): 
Thompson & Knight, 
Austin 
Ray B. Jeffrey ('84): Akin, 
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & 
Feld, San Antonio 
Kurt C. Kern ('84): Strasbur-
ger & Price, Dallas 
Roger L. McCleary ('84): 
Beirne, Maynard & 
Parsons, Houston 
Lisa Ann Peterson ('84): 
Kelly, Hart & Hallman, 
Fort Worth 
Virginia H. Sheehan ('84): 
Jackson & Walker, Fort 
Worth 
John K. Vaughan ('84): 
Riddle & Brown, Dallas 
Marjorie D. Arneson ('85): 
Johnson & Gibbs, Dallas 
Mark H. Beall ('85): Smith & 
Underwood, Dallas 
James C. Collett ('85): Ernst 
& Young, Dallas 
Bruce R. Epstein ('85): Stutz-
man & Bromberg, Dallas 
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John W. Greene ('85): 
Decker, Jones, McMackin, 
McClane, Hall & Bates, 
Dallas 
Randall D. Moore ('85): 
Shannon, Gracey, Ratliff 
& Miller, Fort Worth 
David W. Ralston ('85): 
Smith & Underwood, 
Dallas 
William S. Banowsky, Jr. 
('86): O'Neill, Banowsky 
& McClure, Dallas 
Trevor L. Pearlman ('87): 
Silber, Kolitz & Pearlman, 
Dallas 
New Associates 
Terry R. Abel ('82): Jones, 
Day, Reavis & Pogue, 
Dallas 
Carla M. Brundage ('84): 
Haynes and Boone, San 
Antonio 
Ray Jeffrey ('84): Akin, 
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & 
Feld, San Antonio 
Lisa A. Peterson ('84): Kelly, 
Hart & Hallman, Fort 
Worth 
Kelly G. Rogers ('85): Riddle 
& Brown, Dallas 
Lisa A. Stegall ('85): Thomp-
son, Coe, Cousins & 
Irons, Dallas 
David M. Dean ('86, LL.M. 
'90): Jackson & Walker, 
Fort Worth 
Mary M. Hamaker ('86): 
Legal Department, Pacific 
Telesis Group, San 
Francisco 
Brigitte M. Kimichik ('86): 
Sheinfeld, Maley & Kay, 
Dallas 
James E. Pennington ('86): 
Misko, Howie & 
Sweeney, Dallas 
Gary G. Short ('86): Vinson 
& Elkins, Dallas 
Douglas S. Clarkson ('87): 
Legal Affairs Department, 
Parkland Memorial Hos-
pital, Dallas 
John E. Defeo ('87): Thomp-
son, Coe, Cousins & 
Irons, Dallas 
Neal A. Kennedy ('87): 
Milgrim, Thomajan & 
Lee, Austin 
James Lee Mitchell, Jr. ('87): 
Baker, Glast & Middleton, 
Dallas 
Michael A. Moss ('87): Legal 
Department, City of 
Houston 
Diane E Norwood ('88): E. 
Thomas Bishop, P.C., 
Dallas 
Todd E. Tyler ('88): Kelly, 
Hart & Hallman, Fort 
Worth 
Steven B. Jackson ('89): 
Hyatt Legal Services, 
Irving 
Sylvan S. Lang, Jr. ('89): 
Plunkett, Gibson & Allen, 
San Antonio 
Barbara B. Malin ('89): 
Andrews & Kurth, Dallas ' 
Virginia W. Pennington 
('89): Sheehan, Young & 
Culp, Dallas 
William E. Ridgeway ('89): 
Taylor & Mizell, Dallas 
Marriages 
Patrick C. Sargent ('82) and 
Monica Naver, July 15, 1990. 
Judy Ann Keller ('90) and 
Michael Wayne Shore ('90), 
May 18, 1991. 
Births 
Elizabeth A. Emmert ('87), 
and her husband John 
Henzler, announce the 
. births of Sarah Elizabeth 
Henzler on September 3, 
1989, and of twins Kathryn 
Victoria and Diana Christine 
Henzler on April 13, 1991. 
David W. Jones ('88), 
Thompson & Knight, 
Dallas, announces the birth 
of his son Bryan Geoffrey 
on August 21, 1990. 
International Graduates 
Bangladesh-S. V. Ramanna 
(LL.M. '60) is principal of 
B.M.S. College of Law in 
Bangalore. 
Colombia-Hernando 
G6mez-Otalora (LL.M. '57, 
J.D. '71) reports that he has 
served as justice of the 
Supreme Court of Colombia 
and vice chairman of the 
Constitutional Chamber 
since 1986. He was elevated 
to this position following 
the murder of several jus-
tices of the Supreme Court 
and of the Council of State, 
and the burning of the 
Justice Palace. Prior to 
accepting this position, 
Justice G6mez-Otalora was 
dean and professor of law at 
the School of Law at Los 
Andes University, Bogota. 
G R A D U A T E S 
Special Events for Graduates 
The following events hon-
ored graduates and friends 
of the law school: 
January 9, 1991-dinner 
with Dean Rogers, while he 
was attending the NCAA 
convention in Nashville, 
Tennessee, hosted by 
Matthew C. Lonergan ('83) 
January 17, 1991-Council 
for Excellence annual meet-
ing and reception in the 
Tower Club, Dallas, at 
which Dean Rogers and Un-
derwood Law Library Direc-
tor Gail Daly spoke of 
renovation plans for the 
library 
February 5, 1991-Corpo-
rate Counsel's Council 
luncheon at SMU, spon-
Republic of China (Taiwan) 
Derek N.S. Cheng (LL.M. 
'80), of Lee and Li in Taipei, 
has contacted SMU gradu-
ates in Taiwan with a view 
to keeping up-to-date in-
formation on file. Mr. 
Cheng also reports the 
death of Tong-Liang Chang 
('LL.M. '75, J.D. '86), 
professor of law and former-
ly dean of Tong Hai Univer-
sity Law School. The 
Taiwan SMU Law Alumni 
Association raised funds for 
the benefit of Professor 
Chang's widow and three 
children. 
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sored by Winstead Sechrest 
& Minick, Dallas, at which 
Nicholas H. Hills of Trowers 
& Hamlin, London, spoke 
on "A Lawyer's Perspective 
to Challenge and Opportu-
nities in the Arabian Gulf" 
February 7, 1991-recep-
tion and dinner with Dean 
Rogers at the Washington 
Athletic Club, Seattle, 
hosted by R. Broh Lands-
man ('79) 
February 25, 1991-
William M. Boyd ('63) and 
Judge James B. Zimmerman 
('61) of Boyd, Veigel & 
Hance, McKinney, pre-
sented the Mack Vines case 
to law students during 
Law Week 
February 28, 1991-recep-
tion honoring all law school 
volunteers at the home of 
Dean and Mrs. Paul Rogers 
March 6, 1991-reception 
and dinner at SMU for the 
law school's Board of 
Visitors 
March 8, 1991-1990 law 
school class gathering in 
Dallas hosted by Betty 
Ellsworth ('90) and Monty 
Watson ('90) 
April 4, 1991-Law 
Alumni President's recep-
tion at the home of Judith 
K. Johnson ('75) 
April 10, 1991-reception 
with Dean and Mrs. Rogers 
in Houston at the home of 
Jo Claire and Henry Gissel 
('61) 
April 11, 1991-reception 
with Dean Rogers at the 
Town Club, Corpus Christi, 
Upcoming Events 
Executive Board Meeting 
September 19, 1991 
Kansas City 
September 26, 1991 
Dean Rogers to host a receptior 
Telethon - Lawyer's Inn 
October 8-10, 15-17, 1991 
Major Donor Reception & 
Law Alumni Council Meeting 
November 14, 1991 
Fourth Annual 
Irving L. Goldberg Lecture 
January 30, 1992 
Speaker - The Honorable 
Hubert L. Will from 
Chicago, Illinois 
Law Alumni Council Meeting 
& Distinguished 
Law Alumni Awards Dinner 
May 7, 1992 
G R A D U A T E S 
Reunions 
May 1992 












October 19, 1991 
Saturday 
Special Events (cont.) 
hosted by Robert W. 
Woolsey ('50) 
April 23, 1991-Corporate 
Counsel's Council and 
Council for Excellence 
luncheon, sponsored by 
Baker & Botts, Dallas, at 
which A. Kenneth Pye, 
president of SMU and 
professor of law, spoke on 
"The Law and Terrorism" 
May 9, 1991-Distin-
guished Law Alumni dinner 
honoring Donald L. Case 
('39) and Sidney Stahl ('56), 
hosted by the SMU Law 
Alumni Association Council 
June 6, 1991-reception 
and dinner at Kelly Square 
in the Sherman/Dennison 
area hosted by Robert W. 
Minshew ('63) and Judge 
Lloyd W. Perkins ('74) 
Twenty-Fifth Annual Air Law Symposium 
SMU School of Law cele-
brated the 25th Annual Air 
Law Symposium this year 
on March 21-23, 1991, at the 
Anatole Hotel in Dallas. The 
symposium, an annual event 
run by the editors and staff 
members of the Journal of 
Air Law and Commerce and 
underwritten by a number 
of corporate sponsors, 
attracts participants from 
around the world. This year, 
according to symposium 
editor Colin Cahoon (3L), 
over 500 attorneys, insur-
ance adjusters, members of 
the aviation industry, stu-
dents, and faculty attended. 
The subjects presented at 
the symposium ranged from 
topics on the effects of ter-
rorism on the aviation indus-
try to recent advancements 
in the Doppler radar sys-
tems. The symposium's key-
note speaker, Herbert 
Kelleher, chairman of South-
west Airlines, expounded 
on the current state of the 
airline industry. Approxi-
mately 20 speakers pre-
sented papers before the , 
general assembly, including 
plaintiffs' attorney Lee 
Kreindler, SMU law pro-
fessor Linda Eads, and Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals 
Judge Edith Jones. In 
remarks at the Thursday 
evening banquet, Dean Paul 
Rogers commented that the 
SMU Air Law Symposium 
provided an enviable ex-
ample of cooperation 
between the academic and 
practicing sectors of the 
legal community. Law school students and 
graduates to participate in a 
Student Bar Association picnic 
to raise funds 
Upcoming CLE Programs 
for the law school. 
To be held at Sorority Park -
corner of Daniel and Dublin. 
Invitations will be mailed 
to each graduate. 
Topics planned or under 
consideration for the 1991-92 




Negotiation and Settlement 
in the 90s 
Real Estate Law 




Advanced Civil Trial Short 
Course 
White Collar Crime Seminar 
Federal Tax Litigation 
Conference 
Multi-State Labor and Em-





Topics, dates, and loca-
tions of courses are listed in 
the SMU School of Law 
Continuing Legal Education 
Calendar sent to all mem-
bers of the State Bar of 
Texas in mid-August. For 
further information contact 
the Continuing Legal Educa-
tion Office, SMU School of 
Law, Dallas, TX 75275-0116 
(214) 692-2644. 
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Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals 
The law school was 
privileged to have a Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals 
three-judge panel hearing 
cases at the school last 
February. For four days, 
students and faculty were 
able to hear oral arguments ' 
in some 16 cases covering a . 
full range of legal issues, 
from tax fraud to medical 
malpractice, criminal proce-
dure to age discrimination. 
The panel included two 
jurists well known to the 
law school: Judge Irving L. 
Goldberg (LL.D. '75), who 
is honored at the school by 
the lecture series bearing his 
name, and Judge Patrick E. 
Higginbotham, an adjunct . 
professor of law. They were 
joined by Judge Edith H. 
Jones of Houston. 
1· I 
I 
Change of Address/Alumni News 
The Brief invites graduates to write the Office of Development and Alumni Relations with news of 
interest such as a change of status within a firm, change of association, or selection to a position of 
leadership in the community or in a professional organization. Announcements of births and deaths are 
also appreciated. Ka therine L. Friend, Director of Development and Alumni Relations, Storey Hall, 
Dallas, TX 75275-0116. 
Nam"--________ _ _ _____ ___ Class year _ _ _ ___ _______ _ 
Horne Addres.,_ _______________________________ _ 
City _ _ _____ ____ ________ Stat ________ Zip _____ _ 
,Firm organizatio .__ _ _ ____ ___ ____ _______ _ _ _ _ ____ __ _ 
Office address, ________________________________ _ 
City ___________________ Stat"'------- - Zip•--- ---
Horne telephone ( 
--- ------- Office telephone ( 
News (attach a separate sheet if necessary)_· ____ ____ ___ ______ _ _ __ _ 
Placement 
Please return this form (1) if your firm or organization expects to have a job opening this year, (2) if you are willing to talk to 
students about job opportunities in your area, or (3) if you wish to receive the placement newsletter subscription: $20 for a 
·-year or $10 for 6 months 
Nam.._ _ ____________ _ Gass yea~ ___ Telephone ( 
Expect openings for third-·---~, second---~, and/or first-·---- year law students. 
Date position(s) available _______ _____ ____ ______ _ ___ _ _ _ 
Finn/organization narn _____________________________ _ 
Addr s.,_ _____ ______ _ _ _______ _____________ _ 
City ________ _________ _ _ Stnt _ _______ Zip _____ _ 
\ Please attach a sheet describing position(s) and indicating requirements. 
'· 
[ ] I am willing to talk to students about job opportunities. 
[ ] Please send the alumni placement newsletter to this address: 
ity _______ _ _ __________ Stat.__ _ _ _ ____ Zip _____ _ 
. Admissions 
Please return this form (1) if you wish to recommend candidates for admission, or (2) if you are willing to talk with 
prospective students about the Law School. 
'Nam"------ ------ --- Class year ____ Telephone ( 
Address __________ _ ___________ ___________ _ _ 
City _ _____________ _____ Stat . __ _______ Zip, _____ _ 
- Candidate for admission: 
.1. Name ______________ ____ Undergraduate schoo _ _______ _ 
Add re.,-_ _____ ____ _____ ____ _______________ _ 
Oty _ ___________ _______ Stat.~· ________ Zip•------
2. Nam Undergraduate schoo~--------
J\ddress ________ ____ ___ _ ___ ______ _ ________ _ 
City ___________ ________ Stat"--_ _ _____ Zip _ ____ _ 
Return to 
Development and 
Alumni Relations Office 
SMU Law School 
Storey Hall 
Dallas, TX 75275 
Return to 
Development and 
Alumni Relations Office 
SMU Law School 
Storey Hall 
Dallas, TX 75275 
Return to 
Development and 
Alumni Relations Office 
SMU Law School 
Storey Hall 
Dallas, TX 75275 
